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ABSTRACT 
 
As the use of software grows in today’s society, software quality is becoming an 
increasingly important issue, and the need for activities to control and improve it is 
increasing dramatically.  Software inspection has been extensively used for over 
thirty years to ensure the quality of software, by finding and repairing defects in 
software products.  However, the yet narrow scope of research has been centred 
on inspection of Object-Oriented artifacts.  Moreover, few methods have been 
developed for evaluating inspections and deciding whether they are cost-effective, 
as compared to other quality assurance techniques, such as testing. 

A typical inspection process consists of two stages critical for defect detection: 
individual inspection (preparation) followed by inspection meeting.  Recently, the 
controversy of inspection meeting effectiveness has been raised in the literature, 
because the cost of organizing and conducting them is high, while there is no net 
meeting gain.  Thus, further research is needed in order to allow evaluation of 
effectiveness and efficiency of these inspection stages. 

This thesis addresses the issues of effective defect detection in 
Object-Oriented design, usefulness of inspection meetings and evaluation of 
cost-effectiveness of inspection.  As a result, two inspection strategies (reading 
techniques), namely Checklist-Based Reading and Perspective-Based Reading, 
are developed and experimentally evaluated.  Furthermore, four new metrics to 
allow more precise evaluation of inspection as compared to the conventional 
methods are proposed, and their usefulness is demonstrated using the data 
collected from an experimental investigation.  Two of these metrics, namely 
Preparation Losses Ml_IDV and Inspection Meeting Losses Ml_MEET, are intended for 
evaluation of the cost wasted during preparation and inspection meeting stages of 
an inspection process due to false positives (erroneously identified defects).  
Another two, namely Extended Cost Effectiveness of Preparation Mg_IDV and 
Extended Cost Effectiveness of Preparation and Inspection Meeting Mg_MEET, are 
aimed at evaluating cost-effectiveness of preparation and inspection meeting 
stages. 

The overall results indicate that the inspection techniques and metrics 
proposed in this thesis may facilitate the work of researchers and practitioners 
when utilizing and evaluating software inspection. 

In this thesis, Chapter 1 briefly describes the overview and contribution of the 
thesis. 
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Chapter 2 presents a review of relevant literature, describing the main 
principles behind inspection, different reading techniques, and current methods to 
evaluate inspections. 

Chapter 3 describes an experimental evaluation of two reading techniques, 
namely Checklist-based reading and Perspective-based reading.  The goal of 
the experiment was the development and application of two different reading 
techniques in object-oriented design inspection, in order to compare the 
performance of individual inspectors using these techniques. 

Chapter 4 presents the findings of a second controlled experiment that was 
conducted to investigate the performance of individual inspectors as well as 
3-person inspection teams. The purpose of the experiment was twofold: to verify 
the results of the first experiment, and to investigate the effectiveness of 
inspection meetings. 

Chapter 5 describes the results of a further investigation into inspection 
meetings using the data collected from the second experiment. 

Chapter 6 investigates inspection-related costs and the methods to evaluate 
cost-effectiveness of inspections.  As a result, four new metrics are proposed.  

Chapter 7 presents an experimental evaluation of new metrics using the data 
collected from the second experiment. 

Chapter 8 summarizes the main results of this thesis.  It includes the main 
findings and provides directions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Software quality is becoming increasingly important issue in today’s society as the 
use of software grows.  Inspection [Fagan 1976 and 1986; Ackerman et al. 1989] 
and testing [Hetzel 1998] are two widely recommended techniques for software 
quality improvement.  While both of them are used for defect detection and 
removal in software products, testing cannot be conducted until software is 
implemented, whilst inspections can be applied in early stages of software 
development process and help to avoid costly rework. 

“Inspections are now thirty years old and they continue to improve software quality 
and maintainability, reduce time to delivery, and lower development costs.” 

M. Fagan [Broy & Denert 2002, p.215] 

Inspections may be used to find defects and remove them from all work 
products created during software development process: requirements 
specifications, design, code, test plans and test cases, and user documentation 
[Broy & Denert 2002]. It has been claimed that inspections can lead to detection 
and correction of 50% to 90% of total defects in a software document [Fagan 
1986; Gilb & Graham 1993].  Although inspections have now been used for more 
than 30 years, software is still released with defects.  Therefore, further research 
is needed to find more practical and effective inspection methods [Parnas & 
Lawford 2003]. 

Till now, inspections have been primarily used for defect detection in 
documents belonging to conventional structured development process, such as 
functional requirement documents, design and code.  Yet, there exists a 
significant lack of information about how inspections should be applied to 
Object-Oriented (OO) artifacts, such as OO code and design [Dunsmore et al. 
2001; Dunsmore 2002; Laitenberger et al. 2000; Sabaliauskaite et al. 2003]. 

Inspections typically comprise three to six participants, and consist of several 
stages [Fagan 1976; IEEE 1989]: (1) planning, where organizer prepares the 
materials, selects participants and meeting place for inspection; (2) overview, 
where participants are presented with a general overview of the scope and 
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purpose of inspection; (3) preparation, where participants analyze the work 
product individually with the goal of understanding it thoroughly; (4) inspection 
meeting, where participants gather in a team to discuss the inspection product 
and to detect as many defects as possible; (5) rework, where author revises the 
defects found and corrects the inspection product; (6) follow-up, where moderator 
verifies the quality of rework and decides whether a reinspection is required. 

Recently, the focus of detecting defects has moved from inspection meeting 
stage to preparation stage of inspection.  Therefore, there is a need for an 
adequate support for inspectors during preparation stage via reading techniques 
(a set of guidelines used by inspector during preparation).  Furthermore, several 
researchers suggested that inspection meetings may not be necessary since an 
insignificant number of new defects are found as a result of inspection meeting 
[Johnson & Tjahjono 1998; Porter & Johnson 1997; Votta 1993]. 

In addition to true defects, false positives (erroneously identified defects that 
require no repair) are being reported during inspections.  They do not add to the 
quality of software, because the rework of false positives is costly and may 
introduce new defects.  Nevertheless, there is a lack of research in this area. 

Another important issue is cost-effectiveness (the extent to which savings 
achieved are worth the costs) of software inspections.  It has been claimed that 
software design inspections save on average 44% of the testing costs, while code 
inspections save on average 39% of those costs [Briand et al. 1998].  Since most 
companies spend between 50% to 80% of their development effort on testing 
[Collofello & Woodfield 1989], reducing testing cost is an important step towards 
increasing productivity and quality of software development, in which inspection 
plays a major role.  However, are software inspections always worthwhile? What 
is the influence of false positives on inspection cost-effectiveness? 

In order to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of inspections, several metrics have 
been previously proposed.  Collofello & Woodfield have taken into account all the 
costs consumed and saved by inspections and proposed a metric, called Cost 
Effectiveness [Collofello & Woodfield 1989].  Kusumoto et al. proposed a metric 
Mk for evaluating cost-effectiveness of inspections, which is based on the degree 
to which costs to detect all faults from the software in a project during testing are 
reduced by inspections [Kusumoto et al. 1992].  Yet, none of those metrics 
includes the information about false positives introduced during inspection. 

This thesis develops and experimentally evaluates two reading techniques, 
namely Checklist-Based Reading and Perspective-Based Reading for OO design 
inspection.  Besides, it investigates the usefulness of inspection meetings, and 
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the impact of false positives on inspection effectiveness as well as on software 
development costs.  Finally, thesis proposes four new metrics for more precise 
evaluation of inspection as compared to the conventional metrics.  Two of these 
metrics, namely Preparation Losses Ml_IDV and Inspection Meeting Losses Ml_MEET, 
are intended for evaluation of the cost wasted during preparation and inspection 
meeting stages due to false positives.  Another two, namely Extended Cost 
Effectiveness of Preparation Mg_IDV and Extended Cost Effectiveness of 
Preparation and Inspection Meeting Mg_MEET, are the modifications of metric Mk, 
which include false positives and therefore are more precise than Mk.  The 
validity and usefulness of proposed metrics is demonstrated using the data 
collected from a controlled experiment. 
 

1.2 Contribution of Thesis 

The work presented in this thesis makes the following contributions to the area of 
software inspection: 

 The development of two reading techniques for inspection of object-oriented 
design – a checklist for inspection using Checklist-Based Reading technique, 
and three scenarios for inspection using Perspective-Based Reading 
technique – that can be used for inspection of design diagrams written using 
the notation of Unified Modelling Language. 

 Two controlled experiments to investigate the effectiveness of two reading 
techniques developed specifically for object-oriented design. 

 An extensive investigation of inspection meetings, focusing on the usefulness 
of inspection meeting stage as compared to preparation stage of the 
inspection process.  It contributes to the further exploration of the impact of 
false positives on inspection effectiveness, and to the validation of a recently 
proposed Behaviourally Motivated Inspection Theory [Sauer et al. 2000]. 

 The investigation of the impact of false positives on the cost-effectiveness of 
inspection, and development of two cost models to graphically demonstrate 
this impact on preparation and inspection meeting stages. 

 The development and experimental evaluation of four metrics to assess 
software inspections: 

 Two metrics to evaluate the cost wasted during preparation and 
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inspection meeting stages of inspection process due to false positives – 
Ml_IDV and Ml_MEET.  Metric Ml_IDV for evaluation of Preparation Losses, 
and Ml_MEET for evaluation of Inspection Meeting Losses; 

 Two metrics Mg_IDV and Mg_MEET, which are the modifications of 
Kusumoto’s metric Mk, to evaluate the Extended Cost Effectiveness of 
Preparation and the Extended Cost Effectiveness of Preparation and 
Inspection Meeting respectively. 

 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

The remaining of the thesis is structured in the following way: 

Chapter 2: Preliminaries 
The thesis begins with a review of relevant literature, describing the main 
principles behind inspection, different reading techniques, methods to 
evaluate inspections and trends in the area of software inspection. 

Chapter 3: Evaluation of Two Reading Techniques for Object-Oriented 
Design Inspection (Experiment 1) 

This chapter describes an experimental evaluation (Experiment 1) of two 
reading techniques, namely Checklist-based reading and Perspective-based 
reading for object-oriented design document, written using the notation of 
Unified Modelling Language, inspection.  The goal of the experiment was 
the development and application of two different reading techniques in 
object-oriented design inspection, in order to compare the performance of 
individual inspectors using these techniques. 

Chapter 4: Investigating Individual and 3-Person Team Performance 
(Experiment 2) 

This chapter presents the findings of a second controlled experiment 
(Experiment 2) conducted to investigate the performance of individual 
inspectors as well as 3-person interacting teams in object-oriented design 
inspection. The purpose of the experiment was twofold: to verify the results of 
Experiment 1, and to investigate the usefulness of inspection meetings. 

Chapter 5: Assessing Inspection Meetings 
This chapter describes the results of a further investigation into inspection 
meetings using the data collected from Experiment 2.  It includes the 
investigation of the impact of false positives on inspection effectiveness, and 
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validation of a part of Behaviourally Motivated Inspection Theory [Sauer et al. 
2000] that defines the behaviour of inspector teams. 

Chapter 6: Extended Metrics to Evaluate Cost-Effectiveness of Software 
Inspections 

This chapter investigates inspection-related costs and methods to evaluate 
cost-effectiveness of inspections.  As the result it proposes two extended 
cost models: a model to describe the costs spent during preparation stage, 
and a model to describe the costs spent during preparation and inspection 
meeting stages.  In addition it proposed four new metrics.  Two metrics, 
Ml_IDV and Ml_MEET, are intended for evaluation of Preparation Losses and 
Inspection Meeting Losses respectively.  Another two, Mg_IDV and Mg_MEET, 
are developed for evaluation of Extended Cost Effectiveness of Preparation 
and Extended Cost Effectiveness of Preparation and Inspection Meeting 
respectively.  All those metrics enable more precise evaluation of software 
inspections as compared to the conventional metrics. 

Chapter 7: Experimental Evaluation of the New Metrics 
This chapter presents an experimental evaluation of the new metrics 
proposed in Chapter 6.  The metrics are applied to the data collected from 
Experiment 2, and the resultant values obtained by different metrics are 
compared. 

Chapter 8: Conclusions 
The final chapter concludes the thesis by summarizing the main findings, and 
providing directions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2  

Preliminaries 

Software inspections have been extensively investigated since their original 
description by Fagan in 1976.  As a result, different modifications of the 
traditional inspection process have been proposed.  Consequently, a number of 
defect detection strategies (reading techniques), which guide inspectors during 
inspection and help them to detect defects, have been developed. 

This chapter provides a brief introduction to software inspection.  It describes 
the inspection process, and shows how the focus of detecting defects has been 
moved from the inspection meeting to the preparation stage of an inspection 
process.  Moreover, it describes the Behaviourally Motivated Inspection Theory 
[Sauer et al. 2000], and provides an overview of the various reading techniques 
currently available.  Finally, it introduces to the evaluation of cost-effectiveness of 
software inspection by describing inspection costs and evaluation methods. 
 

2.1 Software Inspection 

2.1.1 Inspection Process 

Software inspection, as a structured process, was firstly described by Fagan in 
1976.  It was designed to control and improve the software development process, 
resulting in improved productivity and product quality [Fagan 1976].  A typical 
software inspection consists of six stages [Fagan 1976 and 1986]: 

1) Planning. The organizer ensures that the materials to be inspected meet 
inspection criteria, arranges the availability of the right participants, meeting 
place and time; 

2) Overview. The author presents an overview of the scope and purpose of the 
work product to the inspection team; 

3) Preparation (often called Individual reading). Inspectors analyze the work 
product individually with the goal of understanding it thoroughly; 

4) Inspection meeting. The objective of the inspection meeting stage is to find 
defects.  Therefore, the inspection team assembles to discuss the inspection 
product and to detect as many defects as possible; 
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5) Rework. The objective of the rework is for the author to perform rework and to 
correct the identified defects; 

6) Follow-up. The moderator verifies whether all defects have been corrected and 
no secondary defects have been introduced during rework, and decides 
whether reinspection is required. 

The next section explores and discusses the effects of the preparation and 
inspection meeting stages on the overall effectiveness of inspection process. 
 

2.1.2 Investigating Preparation and Inspection Meetings 

In Fagan’s original inspection process [Fagan 1976], the preparation stage is used 
by inspectors to obtain a deep understanding of the inspection artifact, and the 
inspection meeting stage is used by the inspectors as a group to carry out defect 
detection.  Although defects can be detected during the preparation as well, 
often it is assumed that meeting allows inspectors to detect more defects.  The 
main reasons to use inspection meeting have been summarized by Votta [Votta 
1993]:  

 Synergy – the interaction of inspectors in the group creates a team that finds 

  – less experienced inspectors learn from the experienced ones 

 planned event for people to 

 ovides an arena where people publicly 

  – the document inspection process specifies that a meeting be 

However udies into the usefulness of inspection 
me

 

many faults during the meeting that were not discovered during individual 
reading; 

Education
how the inspection process works, etc.; 

Schedule deadline – the inspection creates a 
work towards; 

Competition – the group setting pr
contribute and earn the esteem of their peers, and hence strive to improve 
themselves; 

Requirement
held to collect reviewer comments. 

, a series of empirical st
etings question whether meetings are really necessary [Johnson & Tjahjono 

1998; Porter et al. 1995; Votta 1993].  Votta (1993) suggests that inspection 
meetings are no longer required since the number of new defects detected at the 
meeting over those found in individual reading is relatively small (4% in average). 
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In addition, inspection meeting increases the cost and logistic complexity of 
software inspection due to the time delay in organizing and holding the meetings.  
Moreover, inspection meetings have been found to suffer from process loss – the 
phenomenon by which defects identified by individual inspectors are not included 
into the list during meeting [Porter et al. 1995].  On the other hand, it was found 
that inspection meetings help reduce the number of false positives [Land et al. 
1997b]. 

The following subsections describe the research done in the area of 
inv

vestigating False Positives 

sitives are being detected during inspection 

itives have been detected in different studies: Porter 
et 

 thesis further investigates the role of false positives in software 
ins 

lly Motivated Inspection Theory 

 construction of theory 
 

 

estigating the influence of false positives on inspection effectiveness, and a 
recent theory proposed by Sauer et al., which defines the behaviour of inspection 
groups during inspection meeting [Sauer et al. 2000]. 
 
In

In addition to true defects, false po
[Cheng & Jeffery 1996; Johnson & Tjahjono 1998; Land 2000].  Although false 
positives do not improve software quality and their rework can introduce more 
defects [Sauer et al. 2000], the majority of researchers do not consider them to be 
of great importance [Votta 1993].  In some research, false positives are being 
either deliberately discarded from analysis [Fusaro et al. 1997] or not mentioned 
at all [McCarthy et al. 1996]. 

Varying levels of false pos
al. (1997) reported a large proportion of false positives (about 50%) of all the 

issues found, while Votta (1993) reported low level of false positives (about 1%).  
Land et al. reported that inspection meetings are especially effective in 
discriminating between true defects and false positives [Land et al. 1997b; Land 
2000]. 

This
pection. 

Behavioura

Sauer et al. (2000) have published a paper devoted to the
of group software inspections.  In this paper, authors have applied the research
from behavioural theory of group performance to software inspection meeting, 
and presented eleven research propositions derived from the theory. 

For the purpose of the theory, two types of inspector groups are defined: 

(1) An interacting group – a group of inspectors who interact face-to-face during
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inspection meeting [Land 2000]; 

A nominal group – an artificial group t(2) hat consists of the same members as an 

The following are the propositions of the theory: 

P1. T oup performance. If 

P2.  group performance. 

P3. In the a , interacting group performance is a positive function 

P4. up performance over 

P5. of task training. Providing group 

P6. ask expertise. Group 

P7. es with group size. There is a limit 

P8: The perform minal group is a 

interacting team, however in this case, inspectors do not interact with one 
another.  The performance of a nominal group is generated from individual 
inspection performance [Biffl & Halling 2003; Land 2000]. 

ask expertise is the dominant determinant of gr
researchers manipulate the expertise variable, it is reasonable to expect that 
it will prove the dominant determinant of performance. 

Decision schemes (plurality effects) influence interacting
A majority having discovered any issue is sufficient for the meeting to accept 
it as a true defect. 

bsence of plurality
of process skills. If there is no plurality to decide whether an issue is a true 
defect, the group’s ability to make a correct discrimination is positively 
influenced by the quality of its group process. 

The interacting group meeting does not improve gro
nominal group by discovering new defects. Group meetings do not discover 
significant number of new defects beyond the aggregation of those 
discovered by individuals (nominal group). 

Group performance is a positive function 
members with training gives significant benefits. 

The performance/size relationship is a function of t
performance improves with increases in task expertise, and hence, it 
improves as the group size increases. 

Above the critical limit, performance declin
beyond which effectiveness will decline as a result of increased process loss 
outweighing the gains from increased expertise. 

ance advantage of an interacting group over a no
function of the level of false positives discovered by individuals. The source of 
performance advantage of interacting groups is their ability to discriminate 
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between true defects and false positives; consequently interacting groups 
report fewer false positives than nominal groups. 

An expert pair performs the discrimination task as well as any larP9. ger group. 

P10. No s outperform alternatives at the discovery task. While an 

Some of e propositions have never been tested, while others have shown 
mix

.1.3 Reading Techniques 

strategy that guides inspectors during 

d Hoc 

e that provides no support for inspectors, i.e. 

th of the Ad hoc technique is that more experienced inspectors have 
the

hecklist-Based Reading 

y used technique in inspections since 

Expert pairs can be expected to perform as well as larger sized groups in 
judgement task. 

minal group
inspection meeting may improve defect discrimination, it may cause some 
loss of performance by overlooking defects discovered by individual 
inspectors. 

 thos
ed evidence [Jeffery & Scott 2002].  This research verifies a part of the theory, 

and tests three propositions – P4, P8 and P10 (see Chapter 5). 
 

2

The reading technique is a defect detection 
the preparation stage of an inspection process.  Several reading techniques 
proposed in the literature are discussed below. 
 
A

This is the simplest reading techniqu
no guidelines or direction [Porter & Votta 1994].  Inspectors rely on their own 
intuition and experience to determine how to go about finding the defects in the 
document. 

A streng
 freedom to use their knowledge in finding defects, while its main weakness is 

that with no support, less experienced inspectors may find it difficult to detect 
defects effectively. 
 
C

Checklist-Based Reading (CBR) is a broadl
1970’s.  It provides the inspectors with a list of issues which help them to know 
what kind of defects to look for in the software products.  The items of the 
checklist can be either expressed as statements or as “yes/no” questions 
[Chernak 1996].  The inspector is requested to answer those questions while 
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reading software document. 
Laitenberger & DeBaud (2000) identified several weak points of CBR: 

a) articular 

b) e the checklist are often missing, i.e. it can 

c) ten limited to detection of defects that 

 
cenario-Based Reading 

 the scenario that gives guidance to 
ins

been proposed: 
per

erspective-Based Reading Technique 

is that a 

The questions are often general and not sufficiently tailored to a p
development environment; 

Concrete instructions on how to us
be unclear when and based on what information an inspector is to answer a 
particular checklist question; 

The questions of the checklist are of
belong to particular defect types (inspectors may not focus on defect types 
not previously detected and, therefore, may miss whole classes of defects). 

S

The Scenario-based reading [Porter et al. 1995] was created to address the lack 
of effectiveness in using Ad hoc and CBR methods.  Since Ad hoc and CBR are 
non-systematic techniques, they do not offer a set of concrete reading instructions, 
therefore inspector’s experience has a significant impact on the number of defects 
found [Laitenberger & DeBaud 2000]. 

Scenario-based reading provides
pectors on how to proceed and what to look for during inspection.  Hence, 

several scenarios are developed with specific focus on particular viewpoint.  
Each inspector executes a single scenario, and a combination of scenarios should 
provide a broad coverage of a document [Porter & Votta 1994]. 

Several variants of scenario-based reading have 
spective-based reading, defect-based reading and traceability-based reading.  

Perspective-based reading has continued to be refined, and has been applied for 
inspection of requirement, design and code documents. 
 
P

The main idea of the Perspective-Based Reading (PBR) technique 
software product should be inspected from the perspective of different 
stakeholders [Basili et al. 1996a and 1996b; Laitenberger 2000; Regnell et al. 
2000; Sabaliauskaite et al. 2002 and 2003; Thelin 2002].  The perspectives 
depend on the roles that people have within the software development and the 
maintenance process.  This approach assumes that: 
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a) Inspector with specific focus performs better than an inspector who is trying to 

b) age of the document. 

For examini
provides guidance for the inspecto

rticular 

2.  describe what kind of documents to use, how to read, and how 

3.  answer during 

The benefit Shull et al. (2000): 

 pectives), 

 ain 

 ed to reflect 

 ia training. Because PBR works as a definite procedure that 

 
ed Reading Technique 

ferent inspectors to focus on 

detect all the possible defects in a software product; 

The union of perspective provides an extensive cover

ng a document from a particular perspective, PBR technique 
r in the form of a PBR scenario.  Such a 

scenario consists of three major sections [Laitenberger & Atkinson 1999]: 

1. Introduction – describes the most relevant quality requirements to a pa
perspective; 

Instructions –
to extract the necessary information.  The main objective of instructions is to 
gain a better defect detection coverage of a software artifact; 

Questions – describe a set of questions which inspector has to
the inspection. 

s of PBR have been summarized by 

Systematic. PBR identifies the different uses of documents (pers
and a procedure (steps) for verifying whether those uses are achievable; 

Focused. PBR helps inspectors to concentrate more effectively on cert
types of defects, rather than having to look for all possible types; 

Goal-oriented and customizable. Different perspectives can be us
specific goals, and PBR can be easily customized to a specific project or 
organization; 

Transferable v
does not depend on the inspector’s experience, new inspectors can receive 
training in the procedure’s steps while applying the technique. 

Defect-Bas

The main idea behind Defect-based reading is for dif
different defect classes [Porter et al. 1995].  For each defect class a separate 
scenario is developed.  Porter et al. (1995) have developed scenarios for the 
following types of defects in the requirements documents: data type 
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inconsistencies, incorrect functionality, ambiguity or missing functionality. 
 
Traceability-Based Reading Technique 

The Traceability-based reading technique is ai
documents [Travassos et al. 1999a and 1999b]. 

med for inspection of OO design 
 The technique considers two 

s (e.g. class diagrams, sequence diagrams, component 

2. 
s.  For each check (whether between two 

 

2.1.4 aring Reading Techniques 

concerns testing and 
effery & Scott 2002].  The 

t al. 1996a]. Laitenberger et al. reported on the inspection 

 
s [Wohlin et al. 2002]. In total, 21 data sets from the requirements 

 
 inspection performance. The inspection 

types of reading: 

1. Horizontal. The purpose of the horizontal reading is to check different types of 
design document
diagrams) against each other; 

Vertical. The vertical reading checks whether the design documents 
correspond to the requirement
types of diagrams or one type of diagrams and requirements) a scenario is 
developed. 

Comp

The majority of work in the area of software inspection 
comparing different reading techniques [J
non-systematic techniques (Ad Hoc, CBR) are usually compared versus 
systematic techniques (PBR).  The main findings of the experimental evaluations 
are the following: 

 Basili et al. conducted an experiment on the inspection of requirements 
documents [Basili e
experiments on OO design diagrams [Laitenberger et al. 2000] and code 
[Laitenberger et al. 2001]. In all these experiments, PBR was more effective 
than CBR; 

Wohlin et al. collected and analyzed data from the software inspection 
experiment
phase and 10 data sets from code inspections were collected. The 
comparison of the effectiveness using different reading techniques (Ad hoc, 
CBR, PBR) showed that CBR was more effective than other reading 
techniques; 

Biffl & Halling (2002) investigated the influence of inspector capability factors 
with CBR and PBR techniques on
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object was a requirement document. The results showed that CBR inspectors 
were the most effective and efficient on an individual level; 

Shull showed that under certain conditions, the use of PBR technique led to 
improvement over non-systematic techniques [Shull 1998]. 

 

As we can 
unified answer concerning ef  Therefore, this 
res

ost-Effectiveness of Software Inspection 

 
 

conducted.  
Th

 to which savings achieved are worth the 
cos

n average 39% of those costs 
[Br  

see from the results of the aforementioned experiments, there is no 
fectiveness of reading techniques. 

earch considers the further investigation of two reading techniques – CBR and 
PBR.  Since there is a lack of information about how inspections should be 
applied to OO artifacts [Dunsmore 2002; Laitenberger et al. 2000], we decided to 
apply CBR and PBR for inspection of OO design and compared the performance 
individual inspectors as well as 3-person inspection teams using these techniques 
(see Chapters 3, 4, and 5). 
 

2.2 Evaluation of C

Inspection and testing are two main activities used for defect detection and
removal in software products.  Software testing cannot be conducted until
software is implemented, whilst inspections can be applied in early stages of 
software development process and help to avoid costly rework.  Therefore, the 
goal of inspections is to detect defect before the testing stage begins. 

In order to compare inspections and testing, industrial case studies [Conradi et 
al. 1999] as well as experiments [Andersson et al. 2003] have been 

e results showed that inspection is significantly more effective and efficient than 
testing alone [Andersson et al. 2003]. 

One more important issue is cost-effectiveness of software inspections.  Cost 
effectiveness is defined as the extent

ts.  It is important to assess cost-effectiveness of inspections in order to be 
able to monitor the factors that affect it, its variations across different projects, and 
then to be able to improve it [Briand et al. 1999]. 

It has been claimed that software design inspections save on average 44% of 
the testing costs, while code inspections save o

iand et al. 1998].  However, are the software inspections always worthwhile? 
How cost-effective preparation and inspection meeting stages are?  The results 
of an industrial case study [Conradi et al. 1999] show, that while software 
inspections are indeed cost-effective, the inspection meeting is not cost-effective, 
comparing to individual inspection, in finding defects.  Thus, inspection 
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cost-effectiveness has to be further investigated. 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the inspections with respect to 

software development cost, several metrics have been previously proposed.  
The

ction Costs 

s and benefits of quality assurance 
oject planning.  The following are the 

ctors involved, but comprise the costs for 

 
ion; 

y 

 

2.2.2 

inspections, several metrics have 

 
 is equivalent to the number of defects detected by 

 
 It is defined as the number of defects 

 
 The cost effectiveness of an error-detection process is 

 following sections describe software inspection costs and metrics used for 
evaluation of inspections. 
 

2.2.1 Software Inspe

Project managers have to consider the cost
activities, such as software inspection, for pr
costs of inspection [Biffl et al. 2001]: 

 Indirect costs – are caused by the deciding to conduct an inspection.  They 
do not include the effort of the inspe
project planning and the delay of the project due to inspection; 

Opportunity costs – may arise, since inspectors cannot do other work that 
eventually, would be more beneficial than their contribution to inspect

 Direct costs – those costs come from actually performing a quality assurance 
activity, such as the effort of the inspection team during inspection.  The
depend on the number of persons involved and the effort they invest into 
inspection. 

Metrics to Evaluate Inspections 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
been previously proposed: 

 Myers has proposed a metric to evaluate the effectiveness of inspection. 
The value of the metric
inspectors [Myers 1978]; 

Fagan has proposed a metric called Error Detection Efficiency for measuring 
inspection efficiency [Fagan 1976]. 
found by inspectors over the total number of defects in the software product 
before inspection; 

Collofello & Woodfield proposed a metric called Cost Effectiveness [Collofello 
& Woodfield 1989]. 
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defined as the ratio of the “cost saved by the process” to the “cost consumed 
by the process”; 

Kusumoto et al. proposed a metric for evaluation the Cost Effectiveness of 
inspection in terms of reduction of cost to detect and remo

 
ve all defects from 

However
introduced d  
intr

method to detect and remove defects in different 
ng the lifetime of a software project.  Recently, the 

jects have to be delivered on time and within 
the

software product [Kusumoto et al. 1992; Kusumoto 1993].  It is a ratio of the 
reduction of the total costs to detect and remove all defects from the software 
product to the virtual testing cost (testing cost if no inspection is executed). 

, none of those metrics includes the information about false positives 
uring inspection, although the rework of false positives is costly, can

oduce new defects, and eventually, might influence the cost-effectiveness of 
inspection [Land et al. 1997b; Sauer et al. 2000].  Therefore, there is a need of 
new metrics to address this issue. 
 

2.3 Summary 

Inspection is an effective 
documents generated duri
focus of detecting defects has moved away from group activity (inspection 
meeting stage) towards preparation stage of inspection, where individual 
inspectors read the artifacts with the guidance of reading techniques.  However, 
most of available reading techniques were developed when the structured 
development process was dominant, and they may not address effectively the 
features of object-oriented artifacts.  Therefore, there is a need for adequate 
reading techniques to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of inspectors.  
Furthermore, it is required further investigation of pros and cons of preparation 
and meeting stages of inspection.  In this context, Sauer et al. have developed 
the Behaviourally Motivated Inspection Theory [Sauer et al. 2000].  However, it 
has been poorly tested in practice. 

Finally, it has been indicated that the cost-effectiveness of inspection is an 
important issue, since software pro

 budget.  Several metrics have been proposed to evaluate the effectiveness 
of the inspections with respect to software development cost; however they do not 
consider all the aspects of inspection.  For example, they do include the 
information of false positives, although it has been found that the rework of false 
positives is costly, may introduce new defects, and eventually influence inspection 
cost-effectiveness [Land et al. 1997b; Sauer et al. 2000].  Hence, it has been 
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observed that new metrics are needed to enable more precise evaluation of 
software inspections. 
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CHAPTER 3  

Evaluation of Two Reading Techniques for 

Object-Oriented Design Inspection  

(Experiment 1) 

3.1 Introduction to Experiment I 

To the best of our knowledge, little work has been done in the area of inspection of 
OO design document written in the notation of Unified Modelling Language (UML) 
[Booch et al. 1999].  One of few examples is a controlled experiment described 
by Laitenberger et al. (2000).  In this work, the authors compared two reading 
techniques, PBR and CBR, in a controlled experiment with eighteen subjects and 
two software systems.  The results showed that 3-person inspection teams, 
which used PBR, had 41% effectiveness improvement and 58% cost per defect 
improvement over CBR teams.  It has been indicated, that it is necessary to 
conduct software inspection experiments in different environments, using different 
people, languages, documents, etc. in order to understand all the aspects of 
software inspections more completely. 

We conducted a controlled experiment in Osaka University with 59 student 
subjects to compare CBR and PBR techniques for the UML diagram inspection.  
The experiment is not a direct replication of [Laitenberger et al. 2000].  Hence, 
different subjects, objects and different experiment design were used.  
Concerning data analysis, Laitenberger et al. (2000) analyzed 3-person real team 
data; however, in this experiment individual inspector performance was analyzed.  
The defect detection effectiveness, cost per defect, and time spent on inspection 
of individual inspectors using CBR vs those using PBR was compared. 
 

3.2 Experiment Planning 

In this section, the planning of the inspection experiment is described.  It includes 
experimental variables, hypotheses and design of the experiment. 
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3.2.1 Variables 

Two types of variables are defined for the purpose of the experiment: independent 
variables and dependent variables.  Independent variables may include reading 
technique, simulated team size and composition, duration of experiment, 
experience of subjects, etc.  However, only reading technique was considered as 
an independent variable.  The dependent variables, considered in this 
experiment, are described in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 Dependent variables 

Dependent variable Formula Measurement units 

Number of defects detected by 
a subject 

 Number of defects 

Time spent on inspection  Minutes 

Defect detection effectiveness Effectiveness = (Number of defects found by inspector 
/ Total number of seeded defects) * 100 

Percent 

Cost per defect Cost per defect = Time spent on inspection / Number 
of defects found by inspector 

Minutes 

Average number of defects 
detected by subjects 

 Number of defects 

Average time spent on 
inspection 

 Minutes 

Average inspector 
effectiveness 

Average inspector effectiveness = (Number of 
inspectors who have found defects / Total number of 
inspectors) * 100 

Percent 

Average defect detection 
effectiveness 

Average defect detection effectiveness = (Average 
number of defects found by subjects / Total number of 
seeded defects) * 100 

Percent 

 
Dependent variables include the variables calculated for each subject such as 

the number of defects found, time spent on inspection, defect detection 
effectiveness and cost per defect.  In addition, the average values of number of 
detected defects, time spent on inspection, inspector effectiveness and defect 
detection effectiveness for subjects who used CBR and those who used PBR 
inspection technique were measured.  Beside actual defects, false positives 
have been detected.  Only the actual defects were evaluated in this research.  
False positives are evaluated in Chapter 5. 
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3.2.2 Hypotheses 

Three hypotheses have been stated before experiment.  They were based on 
the following assumptions: 

 We assumed (H01) that the subjects who used PBR technique during 
inspection should spend less time on inspection than those who used CBR, 
because a PBR scenario covers only the UML documents related to a 
corresponding perspective and reviewer does not need to examine UML 
documents not related to his perspective.  However, subjects who used CBR 
were supposed to examine all UML documents, and they needed to spend 
more time on the inspection. 

 In addition, we assumed (H02) that subjects who used PBR should have 
higher cost per defect, because they need not only to answer the questions, 
but also to perform various tasks before answering the questions.  Cost per 
defect evaluates only the average time spent to detect one defect using 
different inspection techniques.  In different papers authors often relate the 
costs to either the size of inspected product (for example, cost is the amount 
of time spent on code inspection per thousand lines of code) or the number of 
defects found (amount of time spent to detect one defect) [Laitenberger & 
DeBaud 2000].  We used the [Laitenberger et al. 2000] experiment as a 
reference in planning of our experiment, where authors evaluated cost per 
defect; therefore we decided to evaluate cost per defect as well. 

 We did not know how different could the defect detection effectiveness of 
both methods be, so we only assumed (H03) that PBR defect detection 
effectiveness should be different from CBR defect detection effectiveness. 

The following null hypotheses were stated: 

H01: Subjects spend more time on inspection using PBR than using CBR; 

H02: Cost per defect of subjects who use PBR is lower than the cost per defect of 
subjects who use CBR; 

H03: There is no difference in defect detection effectiveness of subjects who use 
PBR inspection technique as compared to subjects who use CBR. 
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3.2.3 Experimental Design 

Since we wanted to compare two inspection techniques CBR and PBR against 
each other, we chose design type of “one factor with two treatments” [Wohlin et al. 
2000].  This is a simple experiment design for comparing two treatment means.  
The design of experiment is shown in Figure 3.1.  Subjects were randomly 
assigned to one of four inspection groups.  Each group used one inspection 
technique (either CBR or PBR) and inspected one software system (either 
Seminar or Hospital).  The number of subjects in each group is shown in Figure 
3.1.  Software systems used during experiment are described in the Section 
3.4.2. 

Each inspector group included students with the same mix of abilities based 
on the marks of Program Design course, in which students have been taught UML.  
In addition, we checked the groups to be similar according to the results, which 
students had shown during the training session. 
 

PBR (treatment 1)  

User Designer Implementer 

CBR 

(treatment 2) 

Seminar system 7 6 6 11 

Hospital system 7 6 6 10 

Figure 3.1 Experimental design. 

 

3.3 Two Inspection Reading Techniques 

We developed the checklist for inspection using CBR technique and three 
scenarios for inspection using PBR – User’s, Designer’s and Implementer’s.  
Defect registration form for registration of defects and Comment form were 
developed as well. 
 

3.3.1 Checklist 

A diagram-specialized checklist was developed for the inspection experiment.  It 
included 20 questions about Class, Activity, Sequence and Component diagrams.  
This is in line with the recommendations of Gilb and Graham [Gilb & Graham 
1993] that a checklist should not be longer than a page (approximately 25 items).  
Inspectors had to answer “Yes” or “No” to each question.  Negative answer to the 
question indicated that a defect was detected, and inspectors needed to fill in 
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information about defects into the Defect registration form.  Some defects were 
considered possible to detect using several questions of the checklist.  In case a 
defect had been already detected using another checklist question, student had to 
write this in the Comment form, and to proceed to the next question of the 
checklist.  The checklist (translation from the Japanese language) is given in the 
Figure A1 in Appendix A. 
 

3.3.2 Perspective-Based Reading 

We used three perspectives in this experiment: User’s, Designer’s and 
Implementer’s: 

 User’s perspective. The concern of the User is to ensure that the specification 
of the system operation at the end of analysis phase is complete, error free 
and that satisfies user requirements.  It means that there must be no 
inconsistencies between the various analysis models, such as Requirements 
specification, Use-Case, Activity and Sequence diagrams. 

 Designer’s perspective. The concern of the Designer is to define the static 
structure of the system (Class diagrams) as well as to ensure that the 
required behaviour is achieved in terms of interactions between objects 
(Sequence diagrams). 

 Implementer’s perspective. The concern of the Implementer is to ensure that 
the system design is consistent, complete and ready for transferring from 
design into code.  Implementation needs have to be completely satisfied in 
Class, Sequence and Component diagrams. 

Three scenarios were developed: User’s, Designer’s and Implementer’s.  
Each scenario included introduction and instructions how to proceed during 
inspection.  Inspection consisted of several steps.  Each of them included the 
following information: diagrams to inspect, tasks to carry out, and questions to 
answer. 

The User’s scenario is given in Figure A2, the Designer’s scenario – in Figure 
A3, and the Implementer’s scenario – in Figure A4 in Appendix A. 
 

3.3.3 Inspection Defect Forms 

Each inspector was given two forms during inspection:  
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1) Individual defect registration form for registration of defects.  It is given 
in Figure A5 in Appendix A.  It this form, inspector had to fill in his/her 
name, exact time when he started reading, the data of each defect, and 
inspection ending time.  The data of each defect consisted of: defect 
number; UML diagram in which defect was detected; Checklist/Scenario 
item which led to defect detection; exact defect detection time.  After 
finishing reading, inspector had to answer questions, included at the end 
of the form; 

2) Comment form for writing additional comments.  It was a blank sheet of 
paper.  Inspectors could write any kind of comments related to 
inspection in this form.  Moreover, the subjects who used PBR 
technique had to use this form in order to perform tasks specified in their 
scenarios. 

 

3.4 Experimental Subjects and Objects 

This section discusses the subjects and objects used in the experiment.  
Subjects refer to the inspectors, and objects refer to the software artifacts 
inspected.  A description of defects is given as well. 
 

3.4.1 Experimental Subjects 

Subjects were 59 participants in the 3rd year of the Software Development course 
of Osaka University. They have had previous classroom experience with the 
programming languages, Object-Oriented development, UML, software design 
activities and conventional software review. 

The class was divided into two groups of 29 and 30 students, and each group 
included subjects with the same mix of abilities (based on marks from Program 
Design class).  Each group then focused on inspection of one software system.  
Inside each group, subjects were divided into two subgroups, each of them 
focused on only one inspection technique (PBR or CBR). 

After the experiment, we asked the students to fill in a feedback questionnaire.  
The aim of the questionnaire was to verify students understanding of UML 
diagrams and software systems used during the experiment.  The results of 
student answers to those questions showed, that both students who used CBR 
and those who used PBR had similar level of understanding.  Beside those 
questions, we asked students if this experiment was their first inspection 
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experiment.  For most of the students, it was the first experiment.  In addition, 
we have inquired if students followed the instructions of checklist and scenarios.  
The data of the students who did not conform to the process was eliminated from 
further analysis. 
 

3.4.2 Experimental Objects 

UML diagrams (paper-documents) of two software systems (Seminar system and 
Hospital system), borrowed from Itoh et al. [Itoh et al. 2001], were used as 
inspection objects.  We have borrowed the Use-Case, Activity, Class and 
Sequence diagrams.  In addition, we developed Component diagrams.  The 
Seminar system was dealing with the activities such as arrangement of seminar 
schedules, seminar hall reservation, lecturer designation, audience subscription, 
report reception and grading, etc.  The Hospital system included activities such 
as oral consultation, medical examination, treatment of patients, prescription of 
medicines, etc.  The number of diagrams for each system is given in Table 3.2.  
The size of Seminar system documentation was 24 pages, and the size of 
Hospital system documentation was 18 pages. 
 
Table 3.2 Number of Diagrams in Experiment I 

Number of diagrams UML diagram 

Seminar system Hospital system 

Class 1 1 
Activity 8 7 
Sequence 12 7 
Component 1 1 

 
At the beginning of the project, we held a training session in order to improve 

student’s understanding of the software systems used.  Students received 
description of the requirements, Use-case diagram and a part of the Class 
diagram, and were asked to create Sequence and Component diagrams of those 
systems. 

During the experiment, system requirements description and Use-case 
diagram were assumed to be defect-free.  The rest of the diagrams might contain 
defects.  At least three defects were inserted into each type of UML diagrams 
(Class, Activity, Sequence and Component). 

Students who were using CBR needed to inspect all the diagrams of the 
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corresponding system.  However, students who used PBR technique during 
inspection were inspecting only documents relevant to a specific perspective. 

The assignment of UML documents to inspection perspectives is shown in 
Table 3.3.  The assignment was based on a UML diagram development process, 
which students were learning during Software Design course.  The main steps of 
this process are:  

(1) Development of Use-case diagrams; 

(2) Describing system activities in Activity diagrams; 

(3) Defining static structure of the system in Class diagrams; 

(4) Modelling dynamic aspects of the system in Sequence diagrams; 

(5) Detailed description of object states in Statechart diagrams; 

(6) Development of the Component diagrams. 

The User’s perspective in our experiment covered the second, and partially 
the third and the fourth steps of software development process; the Designer’s 
perspective covered the third and the fourth steps; and the Implementer’s 
perspective covered the sixth step, and partially the third and the fourth steps. 
 
Table 3.3 Assignment of objects to checklist and scenarios 

Scenarios (PBR technique) UML diagram type Checklist  
(CBR technique) 

User Designer Implementer 

Class     
Activity     
Sequence     
Component     

 

3.4.3 Defects 

In [Travassos et al. 1999a; ESEG] authors describe defect taxonomy for UML 
design diagrams that previously had been proven effective for requirement’s 
defects [Basili et al. 1996a and 1996b].  This taxonomy classifies defects by 
identifying related sources of information, which are relevant for the software 
system being built.  Authors defined five types of defect: 

1) Omission – one or more design diagrams that should contain some concept 
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from the general requirements or from the requirements document do not 
contain a representation for that concept; 

2) Incorrect Fact – a design diagram contains a misrepresentation of a concept 
described in the general requirements or requirements document; 

3) Inconsistency – a representation of a concept in one design diagram 
disagrees with a representation of the same concept in either the same or 
another design diagram; 

4) Ambiguity – a representation of a concept in the design is unclear, and could 
cause a user of the document to misinterpret or misunderstand the meaning 
of the concept; 

5) Extraneous Information – the design includes information that, while perhaps 
true, does not apply to this domain and should not be included in the design. 

We summarized defect taxonomy proposed by Travasos et al. [Travassos et al. 
1999a; ESEG] into three types of defects: 

a) Syntactic, which include omission and extraneous information defects; 

b) Semantic, which include incorrect facts and ambiguity defects; 

c) Consistency, which correspond to inconsistency defects. 

Before the creation of defects, we have analysed the inspection objects, 
defined defect taxonomy and developed the checklist and scenarios.  After that, 
we created defects by ourselves.  Then we asked several colleagues to try to 
find those defects using checklist and scenarios. We received some important 
comments from colleagues, and considering them, we created the final list of 
defects.  UML diagrams were created and defects were inserted using Rational 
Rose2001 Professional Java Edition software.  In total fifteen defects were 
inserted into the software documents: 3 into the Class diagrams, 4 into the Activity 
diagrams, 5 into the Sequence diagrams, and 3 into the Component diagrams. 

The way to create defects could have some impact to the external validity, 
because our colleagues and we are not practitioners working with UML diagrams.  
However, we think that our knowledge was sufficient for this task.  Defects were 
randomly distributed in UML diagrams, for this reason it might have a minor 
influence over the probability of a CBR/PBR inspector to find defects.  Syntactic 
defects were the easiest to detect comparing to semantic and consistency defects.  
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Therefore, the probability of inspectors to detect defects was different for different 
classes of defects.  To minimize its impact to the setting of our research 
hypotheses, we inserted similar mix of defect classes into each type of UML 
diagrams. 
 

3.5 Experiment Operation 

Experiment was conducted in academic environment during a Software 
Development course in December 2001.  The language of experiment was 
Japanese.  The following timetable was used to arrange the experiment: 

Week 1: Training session to improve students’ understanding of the systems.  
The class was divided into two groups of 29 and 30 students.  One of 
the groups received Requirement’s description, Use-case diagram and 
part of Class diagram of a Seminar system.  The other group received 
the above-mentioned documents of a Hospital system.  Students were 
asked to create Sequence and Component diagrams of each system. 

Week 2: Explanations of the experiment activities and conduction of the 
inspection experiment.  Two rooms were used, one for each inspection 
technique – PBR and CBR.  Students were divided into two groups: 38 
(for PBR technique) and 21 (for CBR technique).  Before the experiment 
students listened to the explanations, which lasted approximately 20 
minutes.  After explanations were given, the experiment was conducted.  
Experiment consisted of 120-minute (excluding explanations) individual 
inspection task.  Students were inspecting the same software system 
they had analyzed during the training session. 

Week 3: Feedback questionnaire to collect additional information from students.  
The results from the questionnaire showed that inspectors who used 
CBR and those who used PBR had similar level of difficulty to 
understand checklist and scenarios; however inspectors who used PBR 
had better understanding of software systems they inspected.  Most of 
the students had no previous experience in software inspection 
experiments, and most of them stated that such experiments could be 
useful in practice. 
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3.6 Threats to Validity 

There are four groups of threats to the validity of the experiment results: internal 
validity, external validity, conclusion validity and construct validity [Wohlin et al. 
2000]: 

 Threats to internal validity are threats that can affect the independent variable 
with respect to causality without the researcher’s knowledge.  In our 
experiment, there are no threats to history, maturation or mortality, because 
subjects participated only in one treatment and it lasted no longer than 2.5 
hours.  There might have been some threat to selection, because 
experiment was a mandatory part of the course.  To minimize it, we have 
randomly assigned the subjects into groups which used only one of the 
reading techniques.  In addition, we checked the groups to be similar in 
aspect of the level of student’s knowledge.  The objects (UML diagrams), 
which we used, could also have influence to the internal validity – threat of 
instrumentation.  We made sure for both software systems to be similar in 
size and complexity.  There was no risk for subjects to lack motivation, 
because students were told that the grading of the course would depend on 
their performance during inspection.  To check the process conformance of 
the inspectors, we used the Defect registration forms, where student were 
asked to write which item of the Checklist or Scenario he used to detect each 
defect.  After the experiment, we have checked if those items were in correct 
sequence, as it was defined in Checklist or Scenario.  In addition, we have 
checked if it was possible to detect defects using corresponding items of the 
Checklist or Scenario.  Students who used PBR had to perform various 
tasks as well.  After the experiment, we have checked if those tasks have 
been performed.  Finally, the question about process conformance was 
included into the feedback questionnaire given to the inspectors after 
experiment.  The data of the students who did not conform to the process 
has been eliminated from the further analysis. 

 External validity concerns the ability to generalize the experiment results to 
industry practice.  The biggest threat to the external validity is that students, 
instead of practitioners, were used as subjects.  However, students were in 
the end of their third year of studies in software engineering, close to their 
professional start in industry.  There are more experiments reported in the 
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literature, where students were successfully used as subjects [Höst et al. 
2000; Land et al. 1997b; Travassos et al. 1999a].  The design documents 
were similar to those, which are used in practice, but the size of systems in 
industry is usually larger.  However we think, that the amount of documents 
which subject were required to inspect was appropriate. 

 Threats to conclusion validity concert the issues that affect the ability to draw 
the correct conclusion about the relationship between dependent and 
independent variables.  Threats regarding the random heterogeneity of 
subjects are limited, since students had similar knowledge and background. 

 Construct validity concerns the ability to generalize from the experiment 
results to the concept or theory behind the experiment.  The subjects did not 
know what hypotheses were stated, and what the expected result of the 
experiment was.  Consequently, those threats to validity are considered 
small. 

It can be concluded that there were threats to internal and external validity, but 
they were not considered to be large in this experiment. 
 

3.7 Experiment Data Analysis 

3.7.1 Experiment Data of Individual Inspectors 

Two types of data were collected during the experiment, time data and defect data.  
Time data showed the time each subject spent during the inspection.  The added 
defect data showed the number of defects, which were detected by the subject.  
Data gathered during experiment is shown in Table 3.4.  For each software 
system (Seminar and Hospital), inspected during the experiment, the following 
information is given: number of inspectors who used corresponding checklist or 
scenario, defect data and time data.  Data related to defects consists of a 
number of defects, which could be detected using corresponding scenario, and 
average, maximum and minimum values of detected defects.  The time-related 
data consists of the average, maximum and minimum time spent on inspection. 

The inspectors’ effectiveness to detect each defect is shown in the Figure 3.2.  
Defects are depicted in the X-axis. Y-axis shows the percentage of inspectors who 
have detected the defect.  The defect distribution according to the diagram type 
is shown in the bottom of the Figure 3.2. 
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Table 3.4 Experiment data of individual inspectors 

Defects  Time spent on 
inspection (minutes) 

Software 
system 

Checklist and 
scenarios 

Number of 
inspectors 

No of seeded 
defects 

Average No of 
detected defects 

max/
min 

 Average 
time 

Max 
/min 

User’s 7 7 4.4 6/3  60.4 90/46 
Designer’s 6 6 5.0 6/4  65.5 80/51 
Implementer’s 6 9 6.5 9/5  76.7 95/40 

Seminar 

Checklist 11 15 10.6 13/8  74.6 90/62 

User’s 7 7 4.4 6/3  48.3 70/25 
Designer’s 6 6 3.8 5/3  59.2 73/30 
Implementer’s 6 9 6.3 7/5  63.3 77/44 

Hospital 

Checklist 10 15 10.5 12/8  70.1 94/60 
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Figure 3.2 Inspector effectiveness for each defect. 

 

3.7.2 Comparison of CBR and PBR Inspector Average 
Effectiveness Values 

The average effectiveness of individual inspectors using CBR and PBR 
techniques has been compared while detecting: 

1) Defects belonging to different PBR perspectives (User’s, Designer’s and 
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Implementer’s); 

2) Different types of defects (syntactic, semantic and consistency); 

3) Defects in different UML diagrams (Class, Activity, Sequence and 
Component). 

The following subsections describe the results of these comparisons. 
 
Detecting defects belonging to different PBR perspective 

We compared CBR and PBR with respect to percentage of inspectors who had 
found defects belonging to User’s perspective, Designer’s perspective, 
Implementer’s perspective and all perspectives.  Results are shown in Figure 3.3.  
We used independent samples t-test with significance interval of 95% (p<0.05) to 
compare inspector effectiveness between CBR and PBR for each group of 
defects.  The results of comparison showed that there is no statistically 
significant difference between CBR and PBR inspectors. 
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Figure 3.3 Inspector effectiveness according to defects belonging to different perspectives. 

 
Detecting different types of defects 

Three types of defects were inserted into software systems – syntactic, semantic 
and consistency defects.  We compared CBR and PBR inspection techniques 
with respect to inspector effectiveness for those three types of defects.  Results 
are given in Figure 3.4.  We used independent samples t-test with significance 
interval of 95% (p<0.05) to compare effectiveness of CBR and PBR according to 
the different defect types.  The results of this comparison showed that there is no 
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statistically significant difference between CBR and PBR techniques in syntactic 
and semantic defect detection, however there is statistically significant difference 
in consistency defect detection.  In other words, PBR technique is more effective 
than CBR to detect consistency defects (PBR: 82%; CBR: 68%; p-value: 0.046).  
PBR provides inspectors with more guidance during inspection process, 
especially in detection of consistency defects among different types of diagrams, 
and this can lead to higher effectiveness in detection of consistency defects. 
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Figure 3.4 Inspector effectiveness according to defect types. 

 
Detecting defects in different types of UML diagrams 

Defects were seeded into the four types of UML diagrams – Class, Activity, 
Sequence and Component diagrams.  We compared average inspector 
effectiveness for each type of diagrams.  Results are shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5 Inspector effectiveness according to UML diagram types. 
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We used independent samples t-test with significance interval of 95% (p<0.05) 

to compare effectiveness of CBR and PBR according to UML diagram types.  
The results of this comparison showed, that there is no statistically significant 
difference between CBR and PBR techniques in detection of Class, Activity and 
Sequence diagram defects, however there is a statistically significant difference in 
Component diagram effects.  PBR technique is more effective than CBR to 
detect defects in Component diagrams (PBR: 89%; CBR: 70%; p-value: 0.027). 
 

3.7.3 Statistical Comparison of CBR and PBR 

We compared time spent on inspection, cost per defect (average time spent to 
detect one defect) and defect detection effectiveness (percentage of seeded 
defects which were detected) of subjects who used CBR and those who used 
PBR technique during inspection.  The statistics of those variables are given in 
Table 3.5. 

As we can see from Table 3.5, inspectors who used PBR inspection technique 
spent on the average 18% (11 min) less time on inspection than inspectors who 
used CBR.  Cost per defect of inspectors who used CBR is 39% lower (4 
min/defect) than of inspectors who used PBR.  Inspectors who used PBR and 
those who used CBR exhibited similar defect detection effectiveness (about 70%). 
Parametric (Independent samples t-test) and non-parametric (Mann-Whitney) 
tests [Juristo & Moreno 2001; Norŭsis 1995; Wohlin et al. 2000] were used to test 
the hypotheses for the individual inspectors. 
 

Table 3.5 Statistics for time spent on inspection, cost per defect and defect detection effectiveness 

Variables Reading 
technique 

Number of 
subjects 

Mean SD SE 95% CI of 
Mean 

Median IQR 95% CI of 
Median 

CBR 21 62.9 11.7 2.5 57.6 to 68.2 61.5 15.7 54.3 to 70.0 Time spent 
on 
inspection PBR 38 51.3 15.1 2.5 46.3 to 56.3 50.0 17.1 44.2 to 59.2 

CBR 21 6.2 1.6 0.4 5.4 to 6.9 6.1 2.7 4.9 to 7.6 Cost per 
defect 

PBR 38 10.2 3.5 0.6 9.0 to 11.4 9.9 4.1 8.5 to 11.6 

CBR 21 70.2 11.5 2.5 64.9 to 75.4 73.3 20.0 60.0 to 80.0 Defect 
detection 
effectiveness PBR 38 69.1 15.3 2.5 64.0 to 74.1 69.1 22.0 66.7 to 77.8 
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The statistical results of testing hypotheses H01, H02 and H03 are shown in 

Table 3.6. 
 
Table 3.6 Statistics for t-test and Mann-Whitney tests 

Statistics Time spent on 
inspection (H01) 

Cost per defect 
(H02) 

Defect detection 
effectiveness (H03) 

t-test P value 0.0036 <0.0001 0.78 
t-test t value 3.04 4.97 0.28 
Mann-Whitney test P value 0.0043 <0.0001 0.71 
Mann-Whitney test U value 212 102 376 

 
Hypotheses H01 and H02 can be rejected, but hypothesis H03 can not be 

rejected.  In other words, it is statistically significant that subjects spend more 
time on inspection using CBR inspection technique than using PBR inspection 
technique.  In addition, it is statistically significant that cost per defect of subject 
who used PBR inspection technique is higher than the cost per defect of those 
who use CBR.  However, there is no statistical significant difference in defect 
detection effectiveness of individual reviewers between CBR and PBR inspection 
techniques. 
 

3.8 Interpretation of Results 

The following hypotheses show significant results: 

 H01 – Subjects spend more time on inspection using PBR than using CBR. 
(t-test P = 0.0036; Mann-Whitney test P = 0.0043) 

 H02 – Cost per defect of subjects who use PBR is lower than cost per defect of 
subjects who use CBR. (t-test P < 0.0001; Mann-Whitney test P < 0.0001) 

The below hypothesis did not show significant results: 

 H03 – There is no difference in defect detection effectiveness of subjects who 
use PBR inspection technique as compared to subjects who use CBR. (t-test 
P = 0.7769; Mann-Whitney test P = 0.7145) 

The results of the individual data analysis show that the subjects who use PBR 
technique spend 18% less time on inspection than subjects who use CBR 
technique.  This result might be influenced by the amount of objects assigned to 
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the two techniques: fewer objects were assigned to PBR as compared to CBR 
(see Table 3.3).  Therefore, subjects who used PBR needed less time to check 
inspection objects. 

In addition, the results show that cost per defect of PBR subjects is 39% higher.  
This result might be influenced by the procedural difference of the two techniques: 
subjects who used CBR were requested to answer questions during inspection, 
while subjects who used PBR were requested to perform various tasks along with 
answering the questions.  Therefore, the subjects who used PBR consumed 
more time to detect defects. 

Comparing individual inspector effectiveness, the inspectors who used PBR 
were more effective than those who used CBR in detection of consistency defects 
(PBR: 82%; CBR: 68%; p-value: 0.046) and Component diagram defects (PBR: 
89%; CBR: 70%; p-value: 0.027).  However, there was no statistically significant 
difference between CBR and PBR inspector effectiveness in detection of syntactic 
and semantic defects, and Class, Activity and Sequence diagram defects.  
Those results are not statistically significant due to high variability of the 
performance between the best and the worst performing inspectors for each 
inspection technique. 

The results of this experiment are in line with the results of several 
experiments of requirement and code inspections.  In [Wohlin et al. 2002] 
authors collected data from the software inspection experiments reported in 
literature.  In total, 21 data sets from the requirements phase and 10 data sets 
from code inspections were collected.  The comparison of the effectiveness in 
inspection using different reading techniques (Ad hoc, CBR, PBR) showed that 
CBR was more effective than other reading techniques.  In [Dunsmore et al. 
2002] authors reported on experiment of OO code inspection.  The results of this 
experiment showed, that CBR emerged as the most effective approach.  In [Biffl 
& Halling 2002] authors investigated influence of inspector capability factors with 
CBR and PBR techniques on inspection performance.  The inspection object 
was a requirement document, which also contained UML diagrams.  The results 
showed that CBR inspectors were the most effective and efficient at individual 
level. 

The experiment included only preparation stage of inspection, while inspection 
meetings have not been performed.  The following chapter presents the second 
experiment intended for further investigation of CBR and PBR techniques that 
includes both preparation and inspection meeting stages. 
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3.9 Conclusions 

This chapter has presented an inspection experiment to evaluate two reading 
techniques, CBR and PBR.  We have adapted these techniques for inspection of 
object-oriented design documents, written using the notation of Unified Modelling 
Language, and developed a checklist and three scenarios to guide individual 
inspectors during preparation stage of inspection. 

The results of the experiment indicate that: 

 CBR and PBR are effective techniques for inspection of Object-Oriented 
design, and lead to detection of on average 70% of defects; 

 Time spent on inspection of subjects who use PBR is lower than of subjects 
who use CBR; 

 Cost per defect of PBR subjects is higher as compared to CBR subjects, 
therefore CBR is more efficient; 

 There is no difference in defect detection effectiveness of subjects who use 
PBR inspection technique as compared to subjects who use CBR. 
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CHAPTER 4  

Investigating Individual and 3-Person Team 

Performance (Experiment 2) 

4.1 Introduction to Experiment 2 

This chapter describes the second experiment (Experiment 2) conducted in July 
2002 in Osaka University with 54 subject students.  The goals of Experiment 2 
were twofold: 

1) Verify the results of Experiment 1 (see Chapter 3); 

2) Investigate the usefulness of inspection meetings. 

Individual inspections, as well as inspection meetings were performed.  The 
following elements were the same for both experiments: inspection techniques, 
inspection objects, defect types, individual defect registration form. 
 

4.2 Experimental Hypotheses 

We stated two types of hypotheses before the experiment: hypotheses for 
individual inspectors, and hypotheses for 3-person inspection teams. 
 

4.2.1 Hypotheses for Individual Inspectors 

The results of Experiment 1 indicate that subjects who use PBR inspection 
technique have similar effectiveness and greater cost per defect as compared to 
the subjects who use CBR (see Chapter 3).  We decided to test the same null 
hypotheses related to defect detection effectiveness and cost per defect in 
Experiment 2, because:  

a) We wanted to compare the results of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2; 

b) Some of the elements used in Experiment 2 were different from those used in 
Experiment 1 (subjects, inspection time), so the results might be different. 

Therefore, we considered that we should test the same assumptions (H01 and 
H02). We assumed (H01) that PBR defect detection effectiveness should be 
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different from CBR defect detection effectiveness; and we assumed (H02) that 
subjects who used PBR should have higher cost per defect.  The following null 
hypotheses have been stated: 

H01: There is no difference in defect detection effectiveness of subjects who use 
PBR inspection technique as compared to subjects who use CBR; 

H02: Cost per defect of subjects who use PBR is lower than cost per defect of 
subjects who use CBR. 

 

4.2.2 Hypotheses for 3-Person Inspection Teams 

Performing various tasks during PBR is expected to result in a better 
understanding of the document.  Therefore, during the meeting, inspectors do 
not have to spend a lot of extra effort explaining to their colleagues in a team the 
defects that they found.  In order to test whether it has any influence on team 
defect detection effectiveness and cost per defect, we stated two hypotheses (H03 
and H04).  We assumed that team defect detection effectiveness (H03) and cost 
per defect (H04) should be different for CBR and PBR 3-person inspection teams.  
The following null hypotheses have been stated: 

H03: There is no difference in defect detection effectiveness of 3-person inspection 
teams that used PBR technique during individual inspection as compared to 
the teams that used CBR technique; 

H04: There is no difference in cost per defect of 3-person inspection teams that 
used PBR technique during individual inspection as compared to the teams 
that used CBR technique. 

The results of several experiments investigating the usefulness of inspection 
meeting are contradictory.  Fagan [Fagan 1976] reported that the number of 
defects identified in meeting was much higher that in individual work.  However, 
Porter et al. [Porter et al. 1995] reported that inspection meeting produced no net 
improvement in the fault detection rate – meeting gains were offset by meeting 
losses.  Based on those results, we stated two hypotheses (H05 and H06) in order 
to evaluate if meeting gains are greater than meeting losses during CBR (H05) and 
PBR (H06) team meetings.  A “meeting gain” occurs when a fault is found for the 
first time during team meeting.  A “meeting loss” occurs when a fault is first found 
during individual inspection activity, but it is subsequently not recorded during 
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inspection meeting.  Since the final defect list is the list of defects recorded 
during inspection meeting, the defects that have been recorded during individual 
inspection but not included into defect list during meeting are “lost”.  The 
following null hypotheses were stated: 

H05: There is no difference between meeting gains and meeting losses of CBR 
teams; 

H06: There is no difference between meeting gains and meeting losses of PBR 
teams. 

 

4.3 The Experiment 

This section describes the instruments and procedure of the experiment.  The 
following elements are the same as used during Experiment 1: 
a) Inspection techniques (CBR checklist and PBR scenarios).  Checklist is 

described in Section 3.3.1 and given in Figure A1 in Appendix A; scenarios 
are described in Section 3.3.2 and given in Figures A2-A4 in Appendix A; 

b) Experimental objects (Seminar and Hospital system).  They are described in 
Section 3.4.2; 

c) Defect types (syntactic, semantic and consistency defects).  The detail 
description is given in Section 3.4.3;  

d) Individual defect registration form, used during preparation stage.  It is 
described in Section 3.3.3 and given in Figure A5 in Appendix A. 

 

4.3.1 Variables 

We measured two types of dependent variables: dependent variables for 
individual subjects, and dependent variables for 3-person inspection teams, which 
are described in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 respectively.  Dependent variables for 
individual subjects were calculated for each subject, including the number of 
defects found, time spent on inspection, defect detection effectiveness and cost 
per defect (Table 4.1).  Dependent variables for 3-person inspection teams were 
the number of defects detected by a team, the time spent on team meeting, the 
total time spent on inspection by team members, defect detection effectiveness, 
and cost per defect (Table 4.2).  In addition, we calculated the meeting gains 
(number of new defects first detected during team meeting) and meeting losses 
(number of defects first detected by individual inspectors but not reported by a 
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team). 
 
Table 4.1 Dependent variables for individual subjects 

Variable Variable description Measurement units 

D Number of defects detected by a subject  

T Time spent on inspection Minutes 

E Defect detection effectiveness 
E=(D/Total number of seeded defects)*100 

Percent 

C Cost per defect 
C=T/D 

Minutes 

 
Table 4.2 Dependent variables for 3-person inspection teams 

Variable Variable description Measurement units 

TD Number of defects detected by a team  

TM Time spent on team meeting Minutes 

TIM Total inspection time, spent by team members for individual inspection and 
team meeting 

Minutes 

TE Defect detection effectiveness 
TE=(TD/Total number of seeded defects)*100 

Percent 

TC Cost per defect 
TC=TIM/TD 

Minutes 

MG Meeting gains: number of new defects first detected during team meeting  

ML Meeting losses: number of defects first detected by individual inspectors 
but not reported by a team 

 

 
Meeting losses were calculated by comparing Individual and Team defect 

registration forms.  Individual defect registration form (see Figure A5 in Appendix 
A) showed whether or not an inspector discovered a particular defect.  
Meanwhile, Team defect registration form (see Figure C1 in the Appendix C) 
showed whether or not a team discovered a particular defect.  A meeting loss 
occurs when a defect, reported in Individual defect registration forms of team 
members, is not reported in Team defect registration form.  Alternatively, a 
meeting gain occurs when a defect, not reported in Individual defect registration 
forms of team members, is reported in Team defect registration form. 
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4.3.2 Experimental Subjects and Their Training 

Subjects were 54 third year Bachelor students of Software Design course at 
Osaka University with previous classroom experience on programming languages, 
object-oriented development, UML, software design activities, and conventional 
software review.  One week before the experiment a training session to improve 
students’ understanding of the systems that would be inspected during 
experiment was conducted. 
 

4.3.3 Experimental Design 

The design of the experiment is shown in Table 4.3.  Subjects were randomly 
assigned to one of four inspection groups.  Each group used one inspection 
technique (either CBR or PBR) and inspected one software system (either 
Seminar or Hospital).  Each inspector group included students with similar mix of 
abilities based on the results students had shown during the training session. 
 
Table 4.3 Experimental design 

Individual inspection  Groups 

Reading 
technique 

Software 
system 

Number of 
subjects 

 

Number of teams during 
inspection meeting 

Group 1 CBR Seminar 15  5 
Group 2 CBR Hospital 12  4 
Group 3 PBR Seminar 12  4 
Group 4 PBR Hospital 15  5 

 
After the individual inspection stage was completed (maximum time for 

individual inspection was 60 minutes), subjects of each group were assigned into 
3-person teams and performed inspection meetings (maximum time for inspection 
meetings was 30 min). 
 

4.3.4 Experimental Objects and Seeded Defects 

The UML diagrams [Booch et al. 1999] of two software systems (Seminar system 
and Hospital system), used in Experiment 1, were used in this experiment. 

We had less time for individual inspection in Experiment 2 (60 min) as 
compared to Experiment 1 (120 min).  Therefore, the number of inspection 
objects used in Experiment 2 was smaller: the size of Seminar system 
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documentation was 16 pages (24 in Experiment 1), and the size of Hospital 
system documentation was 15 pages (18 in Experiment 1).  The number of UML 
diagrams and their assignment to inspection techniques is shown in Table 4.4. 
 
Table 4.4 Experimental objects 

Number of pages PBR scenarios UML diagram 
type 

Seminar 
system 

Hospital 
system 

CBR checklist 

User’s Designer’s Implementer’s 

Use-Case 1 1     
Class 1 1     
Activity 3 1     
Sequence 9 10     
Component 1 1     

 
Although we used the same types of defects as in Experiment 1 (syntactic, 

semantic and consistency), we modified some of defects.  The number of defects 
inserted in each software system is given in the Table 4.5. 
 
Table 4.5 Seeded defects 

Number of defects UML diagram type 

Seminar system Hospital system 

Class 3 4 
Activity 4 4 
Sequence 3 3 
Component 3 3 

Total: 13 14 

 

4.3.5 Experimental Operation 

The language of experiment was Japanese.  The following timetable was used to 
arrange the experiment: 

1) Explanations of the experiment activities and conduction of the inspection 
experiment.  Two rooms were used, one for each inspection technique – 
PBR and CBR.  Students were divided into four groups (see Table 3).  
Before the experiment, students were given the explanations for about 20 
minutes. 
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2) After the explanations, an individual inspection stage was conducted, which 
lasted 60 minutes.  Students inspected the same software system they had 
analyzed during the training session. 

3) After the individual inspection stage was completed, the subjects were 
assigned into 3-person teams to perform 30-minute inspection meetings.  
Each team was given a document with guidelines on how to perform the 
inspection meeting.  Teams were requested to register actual defects into a 
Team defect registration form (see figure C1 in the Appendix C). 

 

4.4 Data Analysis 

This section describes the data collected during experiment and those statistical 
tests used during data analysis.  Section includes individual and team data 
analysis. 

In hypotheses testing we assume that the null hypothesis is rejected if and 
only if it is rejected for both inspected systems (Seminar and Hospital). 
 

4.4.1 Individual Data Analysis 

Two types of data were collected during the experiment, time data and defect data.  
Time data shows the time spent by each subject during inspection.  The time 
spent on explanations before individual inspection (20 min) has been added to the 
inspection time.  The added defect data showed the number of defects, which 
were detected by the subject.  The data gathered during the individual inspection 
stage is shown in Table 4.6 (in Table 4.6, “U” corresponds to User’s scenario, “D” 
corresponds to Designer’s scenario and “I” corresponds to Implementer’s 
scenario of PBR inspection technique). 

We used independent samples t-test [Norŭsis 1995; Wohlin et al. 2000] with 
significance interval 95% (p<0.05) to test the hypotheses for individual inspectors 
H01 and H02.  The statistical results of hypotheses testing are given in Table 4.7. 
Hypothesis H02 can be rejected, and hypothesis H01 can not be rejected.  In other 
words, there is no statistically significant difference in individual inspector 
effectiveness between CBR and PBR inspection techniques.  However, it is 
statistically significant, that cost per defect of subjects who use PBR is higher as 
compared to subjects who use CBR.  These results confirm the results of 
Experiment 1. 
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Table 4.6 Means and standard deviation of dependent variables collected from the individual 
inspection stage 

Defects  Inspection time 

Detected  

System Inspection 
technique 

Seeded 

Mean Std. deviation 
 

Mean Std. deviation 

CBR 14 6.6 1.68  77.3 3.25 
U 7 4.2 0.84  72.8 6.06 
D 7 2.6 0.55  73 5.05 

Hospital 

I 8 3.6 1.14  76.8 2.39 

CBR 13 5.6 1.99  77.1 4.04 
U 7 4.3 2.06  75.8 0.5 
D 6 3.5 1  75.5 1.73 

Seminar 

I 7 3 1.41  75.3 3.77 

 
Table 4.7 Results of hypotheses H01 and H02 testing 

System Dependent variable Inspection technique Mean Std. deviation p value (2-tailed) 

CBR 47.0 11.97 Effectiveness (H01) 
PBR 47.4 14.58 

0.946 

CBR 12.7 4.83 

Hospital 

Cost per defect (H02) 
PBR 23.6 8.05 

0.000 

CBR 43.1 15.33 Effectiveness (H01) 
PBR 53.9 22.18 

0.164 

CBR 15.6 5.87 

Seminar 

Cost per defect (H02) 
PBR 24.8 10.56 

0.008 

 
 

4.4.2 Team Data Analysis 

The data collected during inspection meetings is given in the Table 4.8.  For each 
inspection team we have collected the number of detected defects, inspection 
meeting time, total inspection time, new defects found during inspection meeting 
and defects lost during inspection meeting. 

We used independent samples t-test [Norŭsis 1995; Wohlin et al. 2000] with 
significance interval 95% (p<0.05) to test the hypotheses H03 and H04 for 
inspection teams.  The statistical results of hypotheses testing are given in Table 
4.9. 

Both hypotheses H03 and H04 can not be rejected.  In other words, there is no 
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statistically significant difference in defect detection effectiveness and cost per 
defect between CBR and PBR 3-person inspection teams. 
 
Table 4.8 Means and standard deviation of dependent variables collected from inspection meeting 
stage 

Values of statistics 

Hospital system  Seminar system 

Variable Statistics 

CBR PBR  CBR PBR 

Mean 8.75 8.80  6.8 6.25 No of defects (TD) 
Std. dev. 1.26 1.64  0.84 0.5 

Mean 72.8 58.2  85.8 64.5 Meeting time (TM) 
Std. dev. 6.65 16.01  14.17 5.19 

Mean 302.3 280.8  317 291 Total insp. time (TIM) 
Std. dev. 7.04 21.88  15.5 2.58 

Mean 0.25 0.8  0 0 Meeting gains (MG) 
Std. dev. 0.5 1.3  0 0 

Mean 2.25 1.2  2.4 1.75 Meeting losses (ML) 
Std. dev. 1.5 0.84  1.34 1.26 

 
Table 4.9 Results of hypotheses H03 and H04 testing 

System Dependent variable Inspection 
technique 

Mean Std. deviation p value (2-tailed) 

CBR 62.5 8.99 Effectiveness (H03) 
PBR 62.86 11.74 

0.96 

CBR 35.2 6.23 

Hospital 

Cost per defect (H04) 
PBR 32.7 5.99 

0.56 

CBR 52.31 6.44 Effectiveness (H03) 
PBR 48.08 3.85 

0.26 

CBR 47.2 6.62 

Seminar 

Cost per defect (H04) 
PBR 46.8 3.59 

0.91 

 
In order to test the hypotheses H05 and H06 for inspection teams, a paired 

samples t-test [Norŭsis 1995; Wohlin et al. 2000] with significance interval 95% 
(p<0.05) has been used.  The statistical results of hypotheses testing are given 
in Table 4.10. 

As we can see from Table 4.10, hypothesis H05 can be rejected, and 
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hypothesis H06 can not be rejected.  It means that there is a statistically 
significant difference between meeting gains and meeting losses of CBR teams.  
CBR teams lose more defects (Hospital system: 2.25, Seminar system: 2.4) than 
the number of new defects they detect during inspection meetings (Hospital 
system: 0.25, Seminar system: 0). However, there is no statistically significant 
difference between meeting gains and meeting losses of PBR teams.  This 
means, that PBR teams lose similar number of defects during inspection meeting 
to the number of new defects they find. 
 
Table 4.10 Results of hypotheses H05 and H06 testing 

System Dependent variable comparison Inspection technique p value (2-tailed) 

CBR (H05) 0.041 Hospital Meeting gains – meeting losses 
PBR (H06) 0.587 

CBR (H05) 0.016 Seminar Meeting gains – meeting losses 
PBR (H06) 0.069 

 

4.5 Interpretation of Results 

In this section, an interpretation of the results of hypotheses testing is given. 

 Hypothesis H01 did not show significant results, it means that there is no 
difference in defect detection effectiveness of subjects who use PBR 
inspection technique as compared to subjects who use CBR (for subject who 
inspected Hospital system p=0.95; for subjects who inspected Seminar 
system p=0.16). 

 Hypothesis H02 did show significant results, which means that cost per defect 
of subjects who use PBR is greater than the cost per defect of subjects who 
use CBR (for subject who inspected Hospital system p=0.000; for subjects 
who inspected Seminar system p=0.008). 

The results of hypotheses for individual inspectors H01 and H02 confirm the 
results of Experiment 1, which indicated that there is no statistically significant 
difference in defect detection effectiveness between subjects who use CBR 
technique as compared to the subjects who use PBR technique.  In addition, 
subjects who use PBR technique have higher cost per defect than the ones who 
use CBR (Hospital system: 46% higher, Seminar system: 37% higher). 

 The hypotheses for 3-person inspection teams H03 and H04 did not show the 
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significant results.  It means (H03) that there is no statistically significant 
difference in defect detection effectiveness between CBR and PBR teams (for 
teams that inspected Hospital system p=0.96; for teams that inspected 
Seminar system p=0.26).  In addition, there is no statistically significant 
difference in cost per defect (H04) between CBR and PBR teams (for teams 
that inspected Hospital system p=0.56; for teams that inspected Seminar 
system p=0.91).  The final cost per defect of PBR inspection teams is not 
higher than of CBR inspection teams, although PBR inspectors have higher 
cost per defect during individual inspection stage than CBR inspectors. 

 From the hypotheses H05 and H06 we get to know that only H05 showed 
significant results.  This means that (H05) CBR exhibited greater meeting 
losses than meeting gains (for CBR teams that inspected Hospital system 
p=0.041; for CBR teams that inspected Seminar system p=0.016); however 
(H06) PBR exhibited similar meeting losses and meeting gains (for PBR teams 
that inspected Hospital system p=0.587; for PBR teams that inspected 
Seminar system p=0.069). 

One of the reasons why hypotheses H01, H02 H03 and H04 did not show a 
significant result might be the limited inspection time (the maximum time for 
individual inspection was 60 minutes; and the maximum time for inspection 
meeting was 30 minutes).  Due to this limitation, some individual inspectors and 
inspection teams were unable to complete all inspection activities.  Therefore, in 
order to verify the results of the experiment, a replication of the experiment should 
be conducted, letting individual inspectors and inspection teams to use as much 
time as they need. 

The results of the experiment are in line with the results of several other 
experimental investigations [Johnson & Tjahjono 1998; Porter et al. 1995; Votta 
1993], which have reported that inspection teams detect on average less than 
10% of all defects during team meeting. 

Porter et al. (1995) compared the performance of inspection teams which used 
Ad hoc, CBR and Scenario-based reading techniques.  The results of 
comparison among techniques did not reveal any difference with respect to 
meeting gains and meeting losses: meeting gains were offset by meeting losses 
for the teams that used each technique.  However, the results of our experiment 
shows a difference between CBR and PBR techniques with respect to these 
variables: for PBR teams, meeting gains are similar to meeting losses; for CBR 
teams, meeting gains are smaller than meeting losses.  In other words, PBR 
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technique outperforms CBR technique with respect to the difference between 
meeting gains and meeting losses.  Consequently, CBR 3-person team meetings 
are less beneficial than PBR 3-person team meetings. 

The following chapter presents further investigation of inspection meetings 
using the data of Experiment 2.  It compares CBR and PBR teams with respect 
to the number of false positives, number of overlapping defects and their ability to 
detect different defect types.  Furthermore, it tests several propositions from the 
behaviourally motivated inspection theory. 
 

4.6 Conclusions 

This chapter presented an inspection experiment focused on the investigation of 
two stages of inspection process: preparation and inspection meeting. 

The results of the individual inspection stage of experiment confirmed the 
results of Experiment 1, i.e. cost per defect of PBR subjects was higher as 
compared to CBR subjects, and the effectiveness of CBR and PBR subjects was 
similar.  Moreover, there was no statistically significant difference between 
3-person CBR and PBR teams with respect to defect detection effectiveness and 
cost per defect. 

In order to evaluate the usefulness of inspection meetings, we measured if 
there is a difference between meeting gains and meeting losses of CBR and PBR 
teams separately.  The results showed, that CBR teams exhibit greater meeting 
losses than meeting gains; meanwhile PBR teams exhibit similar meeting losses 
and meeting gains.  Thus, CBR 3-person team meetings are less beneficial than 
PBR 3-person team meetings. 
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CHAPTER 5  

Assessing Inspection Meetings 

5.1 Introduction  

This chapter presents a further investigation on inspection meetings.  The 
research is made using the data collected from Experiment 2 described in 
Chapter 4.  The goals of the research were twofold:  

1) Investigate the performance of interacting inspection teams using CBR vs. 
those using PBR.  In Chapter 4, we compared CBR and PBR with respect to 
defect detection effectiveness, cost per defect and difference between 
meeting gains and meeting losses.  In this research, we compare the 
following variables of two reading techniques: (a) number of false positives, 
(b) number of overlaps, and (c) the ability to detect different defect types; 

2) Verity a part of the theory of group software inspections proposed by Sauer et 
al. (2000) (see Section 2.1.2) by testing several of its propositions.  We 
decided to test a part of this theory, because it is the first theory on 
inspections, however it has scarcely been tested, and because “empirical 
studies should be used to confirm that what works in theory can actually be 
used (and useful) in practice” [Parnas 2003].  We tested the following 
propositions: 

P4. The interacting group meeting does not improve group performance over 
nominal group by discovering new defects.  Group meetings do not 
discover a significant number of new defects beyond the aggregation of 
those discovered by individuals (often referred to as the nominal group).  
This proposition is supported by Votta (1993), Porter et al. (1995), 
Lanubile & Visaggio (1996), Land et al. (1997a). 

P8: The performance advantage of an interacting group over a nominal group 
is a function of the level of false positives discovered by individuals.  
Several authors discovered that the source of performance advantage of 
interacting groups is their ability to discriminate between true defects and 
false positives; consequently interacting groups report fewer false 
positives than nominal groups [Johnson & Tjahjono 1998; Land et al. 
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1997b]. 

P10. Nominal groups outperform alternatives at the discovery task.  Lanubile 
& Visaggio (1996) and Land et al. (1997b and 2000) have reported that 
nominal groups discover more defects as compared to the interacting 
groups. 

 

5.2 Goals and Hypotheses 

Table 5.1 shows the relationship between goals and hypotheses presented in this 
research. 

Using a Goal/Question/Metric (GQM) template [Basili et al. 1994], the first goal 
of the experiment can be stated as: 

G1. Analyze the inspection techniques for UML diagram inspections for the 
purpose of assessment with respect to number of false positives, number 
of defect overlaps, and ability to detect different defect types of interacting 
team from the point of view of the researcher. 

Beside number of false positives and ability to detect different defect types, we 
compared inspection techniques with respect to number of defect overlaps, 
because overlaps indicate the amount of time wasted during inspection to detect 
the same defect: the higher number of overlaps is the greater amount of time is 
wasted. 

Based on the goal G1, the following hypotheses have been formulated: 

H1.1. There is a difference in false positives for 3-person interacting teams using 
CBR vs. those using PBR. 

H1.2. There is a difference in defect overlaps for 3-person interacting teams using 
CBR vs. those using PBR. 

H1.3. There is a difference in effectiveness detecting different defect types of 
3-person interacting teams using CBR vs. those using PBR. 

Based on the propositions P4, P8 and P10 from the behaviourally motivated 
inspection theory [Sauer et al. 2000], the second goal of the experiment was 
stated: 

G2. Analyze the performance of interacting and nominal inspection teams during 
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UML diagram inspections for the purpose of testing propositions of a theory 
of group software inspections with respect to inspection meeting synergy, 
number of false positives, and defect detection effectiveness from the point 
of view of the researcher. 

The following hypotheses have been stated based on goal G2: 

H2.1. Interacting teams improve group performance by discovering new defects. 

H2.2. The number of false positives reported by the interacting team is smaller 
than that reported by the nominal team. 

H2.3. Nominal teams outperform interacting teams in defect detection 
effectiveness. 

 
Table 5.1 Relationships between goals and experimental hypotheses 

Goal  Experimental Hypothesis 

G1. Investigate the performance of interacting 
teams (IT): CBR vs. PBR 

H1.1. CBR and PBR differ in false positives 
H1.2. CBR and PBR differ in overlaps 
H1.3. CBR and PBR differ in effectiveness detecting different 

defect types 

G2. Test propositions from theory proposed by 
Sauer et al. [Sauer et al. 2000] 

H2.1. IT do not improve group performance by discovering new 
defects 

H2.2. IT finds fewer false positives than nominal team (NT) 
H2.3. NT outperform IT in defect detection effectiveness 

 

5.3 Variables 

The experiment manipulates two independent variables – the reading technique 
(CBR and PBR), and the inspection team type (interacting team and nominal 
team).  Each subject was exposed to two treatments: individual reading, followed 
by an interacting team meeting.  The data of nominal teams was generated from 
individual reading scores.  The following dependent variables were measured for 
interacting teams: 

(1) Number of true defects, extracted from the team defect report forms. 

(2) Defect detection effectiveness. 

(3) Number of false positives, extracted from the team defect report forms. 

(4) Number of defect overlaps (overlapping defects from individual reading), 
extracted from individual and team defect report forms. 
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(5) Meeting gains (number of true defects first detected during team meeting), 
extracted from individual and team defect report forms. 

(6) Meeting losses (number defects first detected during individual reading, but 
not reported by a team), extracted from individual and team defect report 
forms. 

The dependent variables of nominal teams are: defect detection effectiveness 
and number of false positives.  They were extracted from individual report forms, 
counting the combined lists of unique defects and unique false positives (i.e. with 
duplicates removed).  We used the same nominal team membership as that of 
interacting teams.  This allows direct comparison between nominal and 
interacting teams. 
 

5.4 Data Analysis 

5.4.1 Collected Data 

The data of 54 individuals and 18 inspection teams was collected during 
experiment.  The data consisted of true defects and false positives.  In those 
cases when duplicated defects or duplicated false positives were reported within 
the same defect form, we counted multiple identifications only once.  Nine teams 
used CBR during individual reading, another nine – PBR.  The data of interacting 
teams was extracted from team report forms, while the data of nominal teams was 
extracted from individual report forms.  The same membership was used for both 
interacting and nominal teams. 

Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 summarize the defect detection performance of teams 
that inspected Seminar and Hospital systems respectively.  The following 
notation is used in these tables: “1” – defect detected during individual reading 
and included into team defect report form; “-1” – defect detected during individual 
reading but not included into team defect report form; “+1” – defect first detected 
during team meeting; “1” – overlap, i.e. the defect detected during individual 
reading by more than one team member; “IT” – no. of defects detected by 
interacting team; “NT” – no. of defects detected by nominal team; “OV” – no. of 
defect overlaps. 

Table 5.4 summarizes the means and standard deviations for all the 
dependent variables. 
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Table 5.2 Defect detection in Seminar system diagrams 

Defects Team No. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

IT NT OV 

CBR1 1 1 1 1 1  -1  -1  -1 -1 1 6 10 5 
CBR2  -1 1 1 1  1  1 -1  -1 1 6 9 6 
CBR3 1 1 1 1 1 -1   1   1  7 8 6 
CBR4 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1   1 8 11 8 
CBR5  1 1 1 1  1  -1   1 1 7 8 3 

PBR1 -1 1 1 1   -1 1    1 1 6 8 3 
PBR2  1 1 1 -1 -1  1 1   1 -1 6 9 4 
PBR3 1  1 1 1  1 1 1     7 7 3 
PBR4   1 1   1 -1 1 -1  1 1 6 8 2 

 
Table 5.3 Defect detection in Hospital system diagrams 

Defects Team No. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

IT NT OV 

CBR6  1 1 1 1 1  1  1 -1  1 1 9 10 6 
CBR7 1 -1 1 1 1 -1  -1 1 1 -1  +1  7 10 6 
CBR8  -1 -1 1 1 -1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 12 6 
CBR9  1 1 1 1 1  1 1 -1 1 1 1  10 11 6 

PBR5 1 1  1 1    -1  1 1 1  7 8 2 
PBR6 1 1  -1 1 1     +1 1 1 1 8 8 2 
PBR7 -1 1  1 1 1 -1  1 1 1  1  8 10 2 
PBR8 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1  1  1  10 10 3 
PBR9 1 1 1 1 1 1 +1 +1  -1 1 +1 1  11 9 2 

 
Table 5.4 Means and standard deviations of the dependent variables 

 Seminar system  Hospital system 

 CBR  PBR  CBR  PBR 

 Mean Std. d.  Mean Std. d.  Mean Std. d.  Mean Std. d. 

Interacting team (IT)            
No. of true defects 6.8 0.84  6.25 0.5  8.75 1.26  8.8 1.64 
Effectiveness (%) 52.31 6.44  48.08 3.85  62.5 8.99  62.86 11.74 
No. of false positives 3.8 2.17  3.25 2.06  6.5 1.29  4 1.73 
No. of overlaps 5.6 1.82  3 0.82  6 0  2.2 0.45 
Meeting gains 0 0  0 0  0.25 0.5  0.8 1.3 
Meeting losses 2.4 1.34  1.75 1.26  2.25 1.5  1.2 0.84 

Nominal team (NT)            
No. of false positives 14.2 3.11  9 1.41  11.75 4.03  8.4 1.82 
Effectiveness (%) 70.77 10.03  61.54 6.28  76.79 6.84  64.29 7.14 
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5.4.2 Results of Comparison between CBR and PBR Interacting 
Teams 

We compared number of false positives, number of overlaps, and the 
effectiveness detecting different defect types of interacting teams using CBR vs. 
those using PBR.  Table 5.5 summarizes the results of statistical testing of 
hypotheses H1.1-H1.3.  We used independent samples t-test [Norŭsis 1995; 
Wohlin et al. 2000] with significance level 95% (p<0.05) to test these hypotheses. 
 
Table 5.5 Results of hypotheses H1.1-H1.3 testing 

 p-values Hypothesis 

 Seminar system Hospital system 

H1.1. CBR IT and PBR IT differ in false positives  0.709 (2-tailed) 0.042 (2-tailed)* 

H1.2. CBR IT and PBR IT differ in overlaps  0.029 (2-tailed)* 0.00005 (2-tailed)* 

H1.3. CBR IT and PBR IT differ in effecti- 
veness detecting different defect types: 

 
  

Syntactic defects 
Semantic defects 
Consistency defects 

 
0.778 (2-tailed) 
0.776 (2-tailed) 
0.874 (2-tailed) 

0.096 (2-tailed) 
0.446 (2-tailed) 
0.25 (2-tailed) 

* indicates significant results, i.e. p<0.05 

 
The results of hypotheses testing are as follows: 

 Hypothesis H1.1 asserts that the number of false positives reported by CBR 
interacting teams is not the same as that of PBR teams.  This hypothesis is 
supported for the teams that inspected Hospital system: PBR teams (mean 4) 
find fewer false positives than CBR teams (mean 6.5) with significance level 
0.042.  However, hypothesis is not supported for teams that inspected 
Seminar system. 

 Hypothesis H1.2 asserts that the number of defect overlaps in CBR 
interacting teams is not the same as that of PBR teams.  This hypothesis is 
supported, i.e. CBR teams report significantly more overlaps than PBR teams.  
For teams that inspected Seminar system, CBR teams (mean 5.6) report on 
average 46% more overlaps than PBR teams (mean 3) with significance level 
0.029.  For teams that inspected Hospital system, CBR teams (mean 6) 
report on average 63% more overlaps than PBR teams (mean 2.2) with 
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significance level 0.00005. 

 Hypothesis H1.3 asserts that CBR and PBR interacting teams differ in 
effectiveness detecting different defect types.  This hypothesis is not 
supported, i.e. hypothesis testing did not reveal significant difference between 
CBR and PBR teams in detecting syntactic, semantic and consistency 
defects. 

The results revealed that PBR teams report significantly less overlaps than 
CBR teams.  Testing the number of false positives between CBR and PBR teams 
did not provide a conclusive answer: PBR teams reported fewer false positives 
while inspecting Hospital system; however they report similar number of false 
positives as CBR teams while inspecting Seminar system.  In addition, 
hypotheses testing did not reveal any difference between CBR and PBR teams in 
detecting different types of defects. 
 

5.4.3 Results of Inspection Theory Proposition Testing 

The results of Hypotheses H2.1-H2.3 testing are summarized in the Table 5.6.  
We used paired t-test [Norŭsis 1995; Wohlin et al. 2000] with significance level 
95% (p<0.05) to test these hypotheses. 
 
Table 5.6 Results of hypotheses H2.1-H2.3 testing 

 p-values Hypothesis 

 Seminar system Hospital system 

H2.1. IT improve group performance by 
discovering new defects 

 CBR: --- (1-tailed) 
PBR: --- (1-tailed) 

CBR: 0.196 (1-tailed) 
PBR: 0.121 (1-tailed) 

H2.2. IT find fewer false positives than NT  CBR: 0.0003 (1-tailed)* 
PBR: 0.011 (1-tailed)* 

CBR: 0.023 (1-tailed)* 
PBR: 0.004 (1-tailed)* 

H2.3. NT outperform IT in defect detection 
effectiveness 

 CBR: 0.008 (1-tailed)* 
PBR: 0.034 (1-tailed)* 

CBR: 0.020 (1-tailed)* 
PBR: 0.389 (1-tailed) 

* indicates significant results, i.e. p<0.05 

 
The results of hypotheses testing are listed as follows: 

 Hypothesis H2.1 asserts that interacting teams improve group performance 
by discovering new defects.  To test this hypothesis we evaluated if the 
number of new defects detected during inspection meeting (meeting gains) is 
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different from 0.  The hypothesis is not supported, i.e. inspection teams do 
not detect significant number of new defects during meeting.  CBR and PBR 
teams that inspected Seminar system did not find any new defects during 
inspection meeting; CBR teams that inspected Hospital system found on 
average 0.25 new defects during meeting (observed significance level 0.391), 
PBR teams – 0.8 new defects (observed significance level 0.242).  In 
addition, we evaluated if meeting gains are different from meeting losses.  
The results revealed, that for CBR teams meeting losses are significantly 
greater than meeting gains (for CBR teams that inspected Seminar system 
p=0.041; for CBR teams that inspected Hospital system p=0.016).  However, 
there is no statistically significant difference between meeting gains and 
meeting losses of PBR teams. 

 Hypothesis H2.2 asserts that the number of false positives reported by the 
interacting team is smaller than that reported by the nominal team.  This 
hypothesis is supported.  From the teams that inspected Seminar system, 
CBR interacting teams (mean 3.8) reported on average 73% less false 
positives than nominal teams (mean 14.2) with significance level 0.0003; 
PBR interacting teams (mean 3.3) reported on average 64% less false 
positives than nominal teams (mean 9) with significance level 0.011.  From 
the teams that inspected Hospital system, CBR interacting teams (mean 6.5) 
reported on average 45% less false positives than nominal teams (mean 
11.8) with significance level 0.023; PBR interacting teams (mean 4) reported 
on average 52% less false positives than nominal teams (mean 8.4) with 
significance level 0.004.  The number of false positives detected by each 
interacting and nominal team is depicted in Figure 5.1 (the vertical line 
segment indicates the difference between interacting and nominal team). 

 Hypothesis H2.3 asserts that nominal teams outperform interacting teams in 
defect detection effectiveness.  This hypothesis is supported for all CBR 
teams, and PBR teams that inspected Seminar system.  However, it is not 
supported for PBR teams that inspected Hospital system.  From the teams 
that inspected Seminar system, CBR nominal teams (mean 70.8) significantly 
outperform interacting teams (mean 52.3) by an average of 26% (observed 
significance level 0.008); PBR nominal teams (mean 61.5) significantly 
outperform interacting teams (mean 48.1) by an average of 22% (observed 
significance level 0.034).  From the teams that inspected Hospital systems, 
CBR nominal teams (mean 76.8) significantly outperform interacting teams 
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(mean 62.5) by an average of 19% (observed significance level 0.020); 
however, PBR nominal teams do not outperform the interacting ones.  The 
defect detection effectiveness for each interacting and nominal team is 
depicted in Figure 5.2 (the vertical line segment indicates the difference 
between interacting and nominal team). 
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Figure 5.1 Number of false positives for: (a) Seminar system; (b) Hospital system. 
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Figure 5.2 Defect detection effectiveness for: (a) Seminar system; (b) Hospital system. 

 
Therefore, the results of hypotheses H2.1 and H2.2 testing support the 

propositions P4 and P8 of the inspection theory.  The proposition P10 is partially 
supported by hypothesis H2.3 testing: CBR and PBR nominal teams that 
inspected Seminar system, and CBR nominal teams that inspected Hospital 
system outperform interacting teams, but PBR nominal teams that inspected 
Hospital system do not outperform interacting teams.  However, if the data of 
Seminar and Hospital systems is analyzed as a whole, nominal teams outperform 
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the interacting ones. 
 

5.5 Interpretation of Results 

In an initial analytical step we compared interacting inspection teams using CBR 
vs. those using PBR.  The results showed that: 

 PBR teams report fewer defect overlaps than CBR teams; 

 There was no significant difference in effectiveness between CBR and PBR 
detecting syntactic, semantic and consistency defects; 

 PBR teams reported fewer false positives than CBR teams, however this 
result was significant only for one (out of two) systems inspected. 

The data analysis did not reveal significant difference in effectiveness 
detecting different defect types between CBR and PBR.  In addition, the ability of 
PBR and CBR to discriminate between true defects and false positives was 
significant only for one inspected system.  Consequently, it is required a future 
investigation of these variables. 

In a second stage we tested the following propositions from the theory of 
software inspection:  

P4. The interacting group meeting does not improve group performance over 
nominal group by discovering new defects. This proposition was fully 
supported.  The analysis of the data showed that interacting groups do not 
detect a significant number of new defects.  Moreover, meeting gains were 
significantly smaller than meeting losses for CBR teams; and meeting gains 
were offset by meeting losses for PBR teams; 

P8. The performance advantage of an interacting group over a nominal group is a 
function of the level of false positives discovered by individuals. This 
proposition was fully supported.  Interacting teams reported fewer false 
positives than nominal teams.  Therefore, we can conclude, that the 
performance advantage of interacting teams is the ability to discriminate 
between true defects and false positives identified by individual inspectors; 

P10. Nominal groups outperform interacting groups at the discovery task. This 
proposition was partially supported: nominal teams outperform interacting 
teams in defect detection effectiveness for CBR teams, and for PBR teams of 
one (out of two) inspected systems.  However, if the data of Seminar and 
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Hospital systems is analyzed as a whole, nominal teams outperform the 
interacting ones. 

 

5.6 Conclusions 

This chapter presented a further investigation on inspection meetings.  The main 
goals of the chapter were twofold: to perform more detail analysis of team 
performance as compared to Chapter 4, and to test several propositions from the 
behaviourally motivated inspection theory [Sauer et al. 2000]. 

The results of the data analysis revealed that PBR teams report fewer defect 
overlaps, and in some cases fewer false positives than CBR teams.  
Furthermore, the results supported all three propositions of the theory that have 
been tested: 1) interacting teams did not detect a significant number of new 
defects during inspection meeting, however, 2) they reported fewer false positives 
than nominal teams, and 3) nominal teams outperform interacting teams in defect 
detection effectiveness.  The theory has to be further tested in order to verify all 
aspects of individual and group behaviour during inspection more completely. 
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CHAPTER 6  

Extended Metrics to Evaluate 

Cost-Effectiveness of Software Inspections 

6.1 Introduction 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of inspections with respect to software 
development cost, several metrics have been previously proposed [Collofello & 
Woodfield 1989; Fagan 1976; Kusumoto et al. 1992].  Collofello & Woodfield 
have taken into account all the costs consumed and saved by inspections and 
proposed a metric, called Cost Effectiveness [Collofello & Woodfield 1989].  
Kusumoto et al. proposed a metric Mk for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of 
inspections, based on the degree to which costs to detect all faults from the 
software in a project are reduced by inspections [Kusumoto et al. 1992].  
However, none of those metrics considers false positives introduced during 
inspection, although the rework of false positives is costly and can introduce new 
defects [Land et al. 1997b; Sauer et al. 2000].  Consequently, this chapter 
introduces: 

a) An inspection cost model that describes all costs related to inspections; 

b) Four new metrics to evaluate the cost-effectiveness as well as the losses in 
the preparation and inspection meeting stages. 

 

6.2 Inspection Process and Lifecycles of a Defect and a 
False Positive 

Software inspection as a structured process was first described by Fagan (1976).  
It consists of the following stages: planning, overview, preparation, inspection 
meeting, rework and follow-up (see Section 2.1.1). 

We introduce two diagrams (Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2) to explain the 
life-cycles of defects and false positives respectively.  These diagrams show in 
what stages defects and false positives are being introduced, detected and 
removed: 

 The life-cycle of a defect is depicted in Figure 6.1.  It shows four cases of 
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defect’s life-cycle: d1, d2, d3 and d4.  In all the cases, defects are introduced 
before inspection process begins, for instance during designing or coding.  
According to Fagan’s model [Fagan 1976], defects are detected and 
confirmed during inspection meeting stage, and removed by author during 
rework (case d1).  However, defects are usually detected by individual 
reviewers during preparation, confirmed by inspection teams during 
inspection meeting, and removed by author during rework (case d2).  In 
some cases, defects are detected during preparation, however not confirmed 
as defects during inspection meeting (case d3).  Some defects are not 
detected during inspection at all (case d4).  In cases d3 and d4, defects are 
detected and removed only during testing; 

 The life-cycle of a false positive is shown in Figure 6.2.  It identifies five 
cases of false positive’s life-cycle: f1, f2, f3, f4 and f5.  False positives can be 
introduced during preparation or inspection meeting stages.  In cases when 
false positives are introduced during preparation stage, they can be detected 
and excluded from defect list by inspection team during inspection meeting 
(case f1) or by author during rework (case f2).  False positives introduced 
during inspection meeting can be detected and excluded from defect list by 
author during rework (case f4).  However, if false positive is not excluded 
from the defect list, the rework will be done and consequently a defect may be 
introduced, which will be detected and removed only during testing (cases f3 
and f5). 
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Figure 6.1 Life-cycle of a defect. 
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Figure 6.2 Life-cycle of a false positive. 

 
The goal of the inspection is to ensure that the minimum number of defects 

and false positives reaches testing. 
 

6.3 Inspection Cost Model 

6.3.1 Traditional Cost Model 

The traditional inspection cost model consists of the following components 
[Kusumoto et al. 1992] (Figure 6.3):  

 Cr – cost spent for inspection;  

 Ct – cost needed for testing;  

 ∆Ct – testing cost saved by inspection;  

 Virtual testing cost – testing cost if no inspections are executed.  By 

spending cost Cr during inspection, the cost ∆Ct is being saved during testing. 
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Figure 6.3 Traditional cost model. 

 

6.3.2 Extended Cost Model for Preparation Stage of Inspection 

In order to evaluate the influence of false positives introduced during preparation 
stage of inspection over the testing cost, we extend the traditional cost model.  
To do so, the following additional costs are defined (Figure 6.4):  

 CrDEF – cost spent to detect actual defects during preparation;  

 CrFP – cost spent to detect false positives during preparation;  

 CtDEF – cost needed for testing to detect remaining defects;  

 CtFP – cost needed for testing to detect defects introduced by false positives 
during preparation. 
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Figure 6.4 Extended cost model for preparation stage. 

 

In this model, by spending cost CrDEF during inspection, the testing cost ∆Ct is 
being saved.  However, by spending the cost CrFP during inspection, the cost CtFP 
is being added to the testing cost.  Therefore, the costs CrFP and CtFP represent 
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the losses of the preparation stage (Figure 6.4). 

 

6.3.3 Extended Cost Model for Preparation and Inspection Meeting 
Stages of Inspection 

Inspection meetings are usually carried out after the preparation stage is 
completed.  However, several authors question the usefulness of such meetings 
[Johnson & Tjahjono 1998; Porter & Johnson 1997; Votta 1993].  To enable the 
evaluation of the benefits and the losses of inspection meetings, we propose an 
extended cost model for the preparation and inspection meeting stages that 
includes the following costs (Figure 6.5): 

 CmDEF – cost spent to confirm actual defects detected during preparation 
stage;  

 CmFP – cost spent to confirm false positives detected during preparation 
stage;  

 CmADD_DEF – cost spent to detect additional defects during inspection meeting 
stage;  

 CmADD_FP – cost spent to detect additional false positives during inspection 
meeting stage;  

 CmLOST_DEF – cost spent to eliminate actual defects detected during 
preparation stage;  

 CmELIM_FP – cost spent to eliminate false positives detected during preparation 
stage;  

 CtADD_FP – cost needed for testing to detect defects introduced by additional 
false positives detected during inspection meeting stage;  

 CtLOST_DEF – testing cost needed to detect defects lost during inspection 
meeting stage;  

 ∆CtADD_DEF – testing cost saved by additional defects detected during 
inspection meeting stage;  

 ∆CtELIM_FP – testing cost saved by false positives eliminated during inspection 
meeting stage;  
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 ∆CtDEF – testing cost saved by defects detected during preparation and 
confirmed during inspection meeting stages. 
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Figure 6.5 Extended cost model for preparation and inspection meeting stages. 

 
In this model, cost CmELIM_FP spent to eliminate false positives, reduces the 

testing cost by ∆CtELIM_FP; and cost CmLOST_DEF, spent to eliminate actual defects, 
and increases testing cost by CtLOST_DEF.  Inspection meeting cost spent to detect 

additional defects, CmADD_DEF, reduces the testing cost by ∆CtADD_DEF; and 
inspection meeting cost spent to detect additional false positives, CmADD_FP, 
increases the testing cost by CtADD_FP.  In other words, the costs CmLOST_DEF , 
CmADD_FP, CtLOST_DEF and CtADD_FP are the costs lost by inspection meeting (Figure 
6.5). 

Inspection meeting costs CmDEF and CmFP, spent to confirm defects and false 
positives detected during preparation stage, do not increase or reduce testing 
costs; however, they increase the overall inspection cost. 
 

6.4 Metrics to Evaluate Software Inspections 

6.4.1 Fagan’s Metric 

Fagan [Fagan 1976] introduced the Error Detection Efficiency metric Mf for 
measuring inspection efficiency.  Mf is defined as the number of defects found 
during inspection over the total number of defects in the product existing before 
inspection.  We define the total number of defects in the product existing before 
inspection as DEFtotal, and the number of defects found during inspection as DEFr.  
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Then we get the following equation: 

totalDEF       (6.1) 

As we can see from e

rF
f

DE
M =

quation (6.1), metric Mf does not account for the cost 
xpended for inspection. 

 Using the notation described in Section 6.3.1, we get the following 
equation: 

e
 

6.4.2 Collofello’s Metric 

Collofello and Woodfied (1989) proposed Cost Effectiveness metric Mc, which is 
defined as a ratio of the “cost saved by the process” to the “cost consumed by the 
process”. 

r

t
c C

C
M

∆
=

      (6.2) 

e total cost to detect all defects in the 
oftware product by inspection and testing. 

ing the notation described in Section 6.3.1, we get the 
following equation: 

Although metric Mc takes into account the costs consumed and saved by 
inspections, it does not take into account th
s
 

6.4.3 Kusumoto’s Metric 

Kusumoto et al. (1992) proposed a metric Mk to evaluate the cost effectiveness of 
software inspections in terms of reduction of cost to detect and remove all defects 
from software.  Us

tt

rt
k CC

CCM
∆+
−∆

=
      (6.3) 

Mk is a ratio of the reduction of the total costs to detect and remove all defects 
om documents using inspections in a project to the virtual testing cost.  The 

red to the virtual testing cost (Ct + ∆Ct) if no 
3). 

fr

testing cost is reduced by ∆Ct compa
inspection is executed (see Figure 6.
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6.5 Extended metrics 

6.5.1 Need for New Metrics 

Among metrics Mf, Mc and Mk, metric Mk is the most practical one to evaluate the 
cost effectiveness of inspections.  However, it includes only the total cost spent 

n inspection, not taking into consideration the composition of the inspection 

 

ded cost model for preparation stage (see Section 

6.3.2), cost ∆Ct is a testing cost saved by preparation, and costs CrFP and CtFP are 
the costs lost by inspections, since additional effort is being spent during 
inspection for the detection of false positive
additional cost during testing (Figure 6.4).  We introduce a new metric Ml_IDV to 
eva

o
costs described in Section 6.3. 

We decided to extend metric Mk to conform to the extended cost model. 
Section 6.5.2 presents metrics for the extended cost model for preparation stage, 
and Section 6.5.3 presents metrics for the extended cost model of preparation 
and inspection meeting stages. 
 

6.5.2 Extension of Metric Mk for Preparation Stage 

In accordance with the exten

s, and those false positives cause 

luate the Preparation Losses, which is the ratio of “cost lost by inspections” by 
“cost saved by inspections”: 

t
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∆
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     (6.4) 

Not only the costs CrFP and CrDEF, but also CtFP is the cost caused by inspection,
since additional effort is being spent during testing to remove the defect
intr

 
s 

oduced by false positives during preparation stage.  Therefore, we introduce 
a new metric Mg_IDV, which is an extension of metric Mk (see equation 6.3), to 
evaluate the Extended Cost Effectiveness of Preparation Stage of Inspection.  It 
can be expressed using the following formula: 
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In metric Mk (see Section 6.4.3), the virtual testing cost (the testing cost if no 

inspection is executed) is defined as (Ct + ∆Ct).  However, inspection increases 
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the testing cost by CtFP if false positives have been detected (see Figure 6.4).  

the virtual testing cost.  In equation (6.5), we exclude this cost from the virtual 

Ac

g cost spent 
to 

 

efects detected during preparation stage, do not have influence 
ove

tect additional false 
positives and to eliminate actual defects, increase testing costs by CtLOST_DEF and 
CtADD_FP respectively.  The purpose of the inspection meeting should be to 
minimise the costs CmADD_FP and CmLOST_DEF, and to maximise the costs Cm

and CmELIM_FP. 

n meeting” by “cost 
sav

Therefore, if no inspection is executed, the cost CtFP should not be included into 

testing cost, and define virtual testing cost as (CtDEF + ∆Ct).  In addition, since the 
testing cost CtFP is the cost caused by inspection as well, we add it to inspection 
costs in equation (6.5). 

In case if no false positives have been introduced during preparation stage 
Mg_IDV= Mk, otherwise Mg_IDV< Mk. 
 

6.5.3 Extension of Metric Mk for Preparation and Inspection Meeting 
Stages 

cording to the extended cost model for preparation and inspection meeting 
stages (see Section 6.3.3, Figure 6.5), two additional testing costs are introduced 
by inspection meeting: CtLOST_DEF and CtADD_FP.  CtLOST_DEF is a testin

detect defects lost during inspection meeting, and CtADD_FP is a cost spent to 
eliminate additional false positives, introduced during inspection meeting. 
Inspection meeting may save testing cost by finding additional defects detected 

during inspection meeting stage ∆CtADD_DEF, and by eliminating false positives 
detected during preparation stage ∆CtELIM_FP. 

Inspection meeting costs CmDEF and CmFP, spent to confirm actual defects and 
false positive d

r testing cost, however they increase the overall inspection cost. 
Costs CmADD_DEF and CmELIM_FP, spent to detect additional defects and to 

eliminate false positives, reduce testing costs by ∆CtADD_DEF and ∆CtELIM_FP 
respectively.  Costs CmADD_FP and CmLOST_DEF spent to de

ADD_DEF 

Similarly as the metric Ml_IDV (see equation 6.4) to evaluate the losses of 
preparation stage, we introduce a new metric Ml_MEET to evaluate the Inspection 
Meeting Losses, which is the ratio of “cost lost by inspectio

ed by inspection meeting” (see Figure 6.5): 
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Although the costs CmFP and CtFP are the additional costs caused by inspection, 
we do not include them into the metric Ml_MEET (equation 6.6), because they 
depend on both preparation and inspection meeting stages. 

Similarly as the metric Mg_IDV (see equation 6.5), we propose a metric 
Extended Cost Effectiveness of Preparation and Inspection Meeting Stages, 
Mg_MEET, to evaluate cost effectiveness of software inspections, when both 
preparation and inspection meeting are performed: 
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Metric Mg_MEET (equation 6.7) is a modification of metric Mk (equation 6.3).  In 

equation (6.7), the virtual testing cost is defined as (CtDEF +∆CtADD_DEF +∆CtELIM_FP 

+∆CtDEF), and the testing costs CtFP, CtADD_FP and CtLOST_DEF, caused by inspection, 
are added to the inspection cost. 
 

st would be 1000 units. 
In cases Case I – Case III of Figure 6.6, the preparation stage of inspection 

has been performed.  In cases Case IV and Case V of Figure 6.6, preparation 
and inspection meeting stages have been performed.  The notation of Figure 6.6 
is taken from the extended cost models (Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5). 

In Case I of Figure 6.6 (a), inspection consumes 10 units of cost (6 units to 
detect actual defects, and 4 units to detect false positives), saves 100 units of 
testing cost, and the testing cost is 900 (700 to detect remaining defects in 
software product, and 200 to detect defects introduced by false positives).  
Therefore, the total cost is 910. 

6.6 Comparison of Proposed Metrics to Metrics Mc and Mk 

The differences among Mc, Mk and proposed metrics can be demonstrated with 
reference to five imaginary projects (Figure 6.6).  In all projects, if no inspections 
had been executed, the testing co
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(a) Case I (Testing cost reduced by 100) 
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(b) Case II (Testing cost reduced by 100) 
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(c) Case III (Testing cost reduced by 600) 
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(d) Case IV (Testing cost reduced by 100) 
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(e) Case V (Testing cost reduced by 100) 

Figure 6.6 Comparing five different cases of inspection. 
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Case II is similar to Case I, because it consumes the same costs on inspection 
and testing as in Case I, however the distribution of inspection and testing costs is 
different in Case II (during inspection, 9 units of cost are spent to detect actual 
defects and 1 unit to detect false positives; during testing, 870 units of cost are 
spent to detect remaining defects in software product and 30 to detect defects 
introduced by false positives). 

 

Ca

 differ in the distribution of costs.  During inspection 
eeting, in Case IV 5 units of cost are spent to detect additional defects (Case V: 

ts), sitives (Case V: 2 units), 5 units to 

In Case III of Figure 6.6 (c), inspection costs 60 units (40 units to detect actual 
defects, and 20 units to detect false positives), saves 600, testing cost is 400 (300 
to detect remaining defects in software product, and 100 to detect defects 
introduced by false positives), and the total cost is 460. 

If we apply Collofello’s metric Mc to Cases I, II and III, the value of Mc is 10 in 
all cases.  However, in Case III, inspection saved much more of the total defect 
detection cost than in Cases I and II, therefore Case III would be expected to be 
more cost effective. 

The value of metric Mk for Case I and II is 0.09, and for Case III is 0.54.  Thus, 
Mk indicates that the inspection in Case III is more effective than in Cases I and II. 
However, it does not show the difference between Cases I and II, although the 
inspection losses due to the false positives are greater in Case I.  If we apply the 
metric Ml_IDV to evaluate inspection losses, the value of Ml_IDV is 2.04 in Case I, 
0.31 in Case II, and 0.2 in Case III.  Thus, Ml_IDV indicates that inspection losses 
are the greatest in Case I. 

The values of the extended cost effectiveness metric Mg_IDV, which takes into 
consideration inspection losses, are -0.14 in Case I, 0.06 in Case II, and 0.49 in 

se III. As we can see from those results, the metric Mg_IDV is more precise than 
Mk, because it shows that inspection in Case II is more effective than in Case I. 

Case IV and Case V of Figure 6.6 demonstrate the projects in which 
preparation and inspection meeting stages are performed.  In both cases, 
preparation consumes 10 units of cost, inspection meeting consumes 40 units of 
cost, the testing cost is 900, and 100 units of cost are saved by inspection.  
However, these cases
m
8 uni 5 units to detect additional false po
eliminate actual defects (Case V: 2 units), and 5 units to eliminate false positives 
(Case V: 8 units).  During testing, in Case IV 700 units of cost are spent to detect 
defects (Case V: 860), 100 units to detect defects introduced by false positives 
(Case V: 20), 50 units to detect defects introduced by additional false positives 
detected during inspection meeting (Case V: 10), and 50 units to detect defects 
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lost during inspection meeting (Case V: 10).  The total cost in both cases is 950. 

 

In this chapter, we have proposed two extended cost models: a model to describe 
the costs spent during preparation stage, and a model to describe the costs spent 
during the preparation and inspection meeting stages.  Those models can be 
useful for other researchers to have a greater understanding of all costs related to 
inspections. 

In addition, we have proposed two new metrics Ml_IDV and Ml_MEET  to evaluate 
the Preparation Losses and the Inspection Meeting Losses respectively.  Also, 
we have proposed two metrics Mg_IDV and Mg_MEET, which are the modifications of 
Kusumoto’s metric Mk, to evaluate the Extended Cost Effectiveness of 
Preparation and the Extended Cost Effectiveness of Preparation and Inspection 
Meeting respectively.  All those metrics enable a more precise evaluation of 
software inspections as compared to the conventional metrics. 

The following chapter presents an experimental evaluation of new metrics, 
which was made using the data collected from Experiment 2 (see Chapter 4). 

 

The value of metric Mc in both cases Case IV and Case V is 2, and the value of 
metric Mk in both cases is 0.05.  The value of metric Ml_MEET in Case IV is 2.75, 
and in Case V is 0.6.  Therefore, Ml_MEET indicates that inspection losses are 
greater in Case IV as compared to Case V.  The value of metric Mg_MEET is -0.188 
in Case IV, and 0.0104 in Case V.  Consequently, metric Mg_MEET is more precise 
than Mc and Mk since it shows that inspection is more effective in Case V as 
compared to Case IV. 

6.7 Summary and Conclusions 
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CHAPTER 7  

Experimental Evaluation of the New Metrics 

7.1 Introduction 

To demonstrate the validity of the extended metrics proposed in Chapter 6, we 
apply those metrics along with Kusumoto’s metric Mk to the data collected from 
Experiment 2 (see Chapter 4), and compare the resultant values obtained by 
these metrics. 
 

7.2 Evaluation Approach 

This section describes the evaluation approach used in this research.  Two types 
of evaluation have been made: 

1) Evaluation of Metrics for Preparation Stage of Inspection Ml_IDV and Mg_IDV.  
The values of extended cost effectiveness metric for preparation stage Mg_IDV 
have been compared against the values of metric Mk.  In addition, the values 
of preparation losses metric Ml_IDV have been calculated and analyzed; 

2) Evaluation of Metrics for Preparation and Inspection Meeting Stages Ml_MEET 
and Mg_MEET.  The values of extended cost effectiveness metric for 
preparation and inspection meeting stages Mg_MEET have been compared 
against the values of metric Mk.  Furthermore, the values of inspection 
meeting losses metric Ml_MEET have been calculated and analyzed. 

 

7.2.1 Inspection Costs 

As it was mentioned in Section 2.2.1, there are three types of inspection costs: 
indirect, opportunity, and direct [Biffl et al. 2001].  In this analysis we define such 
costs in the following way: 

 Opportunity costs: we assume that there are no opportunity costs, i.e. 
inspectors do their most valuable job while inspecting; 

 Indirect costs: we assume that there are no indirect costs; 

 Direct costs: the direct costs of preparation stage were calculated using the 
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time each inspector has spent on preparation; and the direct costs of 
inspection meeting stage were calculated using the time team members 
have spent on team meeting.  The total cost of inspection was calculated 
as a sum of direct costs of preparation and inspection meeting stages. 

 

7.2.2 Testing Costs 

The data collected from Experiment 2 included inspection data, however it did not 
include testing data, since testing has not been performed.  In order to calculate 
the values of the metrics, the testing data is needed as well. 

The testing costs can be calculated from the set of defects found and 
assumptions on the benefit of finding a defect during inspection [Biffl & Gutjahr 
2001]. 
 
Benefits of a Defect 

The benefit of the defect comes from the estimated savings of rework, if a defect 
has to be detected and removed later in development or operation.  It depends 
on the severity of the defect.   In this work we distinguish two severity levels:  

 Major defects; 
 Minor defects. 

There are several approaches to determine the benefit for a defect of a given 
severity class [Biffl et al. 2001]: 

1) One of approaches is to assign each defect a single benefit value.  Gilb and 
Graham [Gilb & Graham 1993] assume average savings of 8 hours for a 
major defect, and savings of 1 hour for a minor defect; 

2) Another approach is to assume for each defect class a probability distribution 
of benefits.  This can be, for example, a triangle distribution for the best, 
most likely, and the worst cases [Biffl et al. 2001]; 

3) A more sophisticated approach includes estimates on the benefit for several 
development stages, for example, the estimates for the early stages (design) 
and the later stages (testing or operation). 

In this work we use the first approach.  We assume that: 

a) A major defect detected during inspection saves 8 hour of testing; 
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b) A minor defect detected during inspection saves 1 hour of testing. 

 
Assumptions Regarding Defects 

In this work we assumed that: 

 All defects undetected during inspection propagate into testing; 

 No additional defects are introduced into software products between 
inspection and testing; 

 All defects that reach testing are detected and removed during testing. 

 
Influence of False Positives over Testing Costs 

To the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of research considering false 
positives, especially estimating cost/benefit of a false positive.  Therefore, we 
defined five different cases of the influence of false positives on testing: 

Case 0: no false positives propagate into testing. We assume, that all the false 
positives have been corrected before testing; 

Case 1: half part of false positives propagates into testing and each of them 
introduces a minor defect. We assume that 50% of false positives have 
been corrected and did not reach testing, while another 50% of false 
positives have reached testing and introduced minor defects; 

Case 2: all false positives propagate into testing and each of them introduces a 
minor defect. This case is more pessimistic than case 1, since we 
assume that all false positives propagate into testing; 

Case 3: half part of false positives propagates into testing and each of them 
introduces a major defect. In this case we assume that 50% of false 
positives have been corrected and did not propagate into testing, while 
another 50% of false positives have reached testing and introduced 
major defects; 

Case 4: all false positives propagate into testing and each of them introduces a 
major defect. This case is the most pessimistic one, since false positives 
have the maximum impact on testing. 
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Computing Testing Costs 

Testing costs have been computed in the following way: 

 To compute the testing cost spent to detect defects undetected during 
inspection, we multiplied the number of undetected major defects by 480 
minutes (we assume that it takes 8 hours of testing to detect and remove a 
major defect) and the number of undetected minor defects by 60 minutes (we 
assume it takes 1 hours of testing to detect and remove a minor defect), and 
added the resultant values; 

 Testing cost needed to detect defects introduced by false positives was 
computed depending on the number of false positives introduced, and the 
influence of false positives on testing (see section 7.2.2).  For example, in 
Case 2 (all false positives propagate into testing and introduce minor defects) 
testing cost needed to detect defects introduced by false positives equals to 
the number of false positives multiplied by 60 minutes; and in Case 4 (all false 
positives propagate into testing and introduce major defects) testing cost 
needed to detect defects introduced by false positives equals to the number 
of false positives multiplied by 480 minutes; 

 In order to compute testing cost saved by inspection, we multiplied the 
number of major defects detected during inspection by 480 minutes and the 
number of minor defects detected during inspection by 60 minutes, and 
added the resultant values; 

The detail formulas to compute all testing costs are described in sections 7.3.1 
and 7.4.1. 
 

7.2.3 Computing Metrics Values 

The metric values were computed for preparation stage (I), and for preparation 
and inspection meeting stages (II) of inspection process separately (see Table 
7.1). 

While computing metrics values, we wanted to investigate the influence of 
false positives over the metrics values.  Therefore, we computed metrics values 
for each of five different cases (Case 0 – Case 4) of the influence of false positives 
on testing (see Section 7.2.2).  In total, 10 different sets of metrics values have 
been computed as it is summarized in Table 7.1. 
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Table 7.1 Computing Metrics Values 

No Metrics Influence of False Positives 

I Preparation stage’s metrics Case 0 
 Mk, Mg_IDV, Ml_IDV Case 1 
  Case 2 
  Case 3 
  Case 4 

II Preparation and inspection Case 0 
 meeting stages’ metrics Case 1 
 Mk, Mg_MEET, Ml_MEET Case 2 
  Case 3 
  Case 4 

 

7.3 Evaluation of Metrics for Preparation Stage of Inspection 
Mg_IDV and Ml_IDV 

7.3.1 Experimental data 

The data used for metrics Ml_IDV and Mg_IDV evaluation is summarized in tables E1 
and E2 in Appendix E.  Data collected from preparation stage of Experiment 2 is 
shown in Table E1.  In total, the data of 18 teams was collected.  For each team, 
the following data is given:  

 Number of defect detected by team members (total number D_Tot, number of 
major defects D_Maj, number of minor defects D_Min); 

 Number of false positives FP; 

 Number of defects which were not detected during preparation (total number 
UD_Tot, number of major defects UD_Maj, number of minor defects 
UD_Min); 

 Cost spent on preparation Cr.  It is a sum of time spent on preparation by 
three team members and the time spent for explanations before experiment 
(20 min per person). 

The data necessary for metrics Ml_IDV and Mg_IDV calculation is given in E2 in 
Appendex E.  It consists of the following data points: 

 CrDEF – cost spent to detect actual defects during preparation.  It was 
calculated using the following formula: 
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FPTotD
TotDCrCrDEF
+

×
=

_
_  

 CrFP – cost spent to detect false positives during preparation.  It was 
calculated using the following formula: 

FPTotD
FPCrCrFP
+

×
=

_  

 
ing each major defect, 

and 1 hour was saved by detecting each minor defect: 

∆Ct – cost saved by preparation stage of inspection.  It was calculated 
considering that 8 hours of testing were saved by detect

( ) ( )60_480_ ×+×=∆ MinDMajDCt  

 

during preparation, and 1 hour will be needed to 
detect each minor defect: 

CtDEF – cost needed for testing to detect remaining defects.  It was 
calculated considering that 8 hours will be needed to detect each major 
defect which was missed 

( ) ( )60_480_ ×+×= MinUDMajUDCtDEF  

 
es of CtFP were calculated for each case 

of evaluation (see sect

 
hour of testing will be necessary to 

detect and remove each defect: 

CtFP – cost needed for testing to detect defects introduced by false positives 
during preparation.  Different valu

ion 7.2.2): 

 Case 0 (no false positives propagate into testing).  In this case CtFP=0; 
Case 1 (half part of false positives propagates into testing and introduces 
minor defects).  In this case one 

60
2

×=CtFP  

Case 2 (all false positives propagate into testing and introdu

FP

 ce minor 
defects).  In this case CtFP sing the formula: 

 
ht hours of testing will be necessary to 

detect and remove each defect: 

 was calculated u

CtFP=FP×60 

Case 3 (half part of false positives propagates into testing and introduces 
major defects).  In this case eig

480
2

×=
FPCtFP  
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 Case 4 (all false positives o testing and introduce major 
defects).  In this case CtFP was calculated using the formula: 

 

ow the advantages of metric Mg_IDV over Mk.  The values 
of metrics were calcula  following formulas from Chapter 6: 

 

Mg_IDV and Mk, we have calculated the values of 
s preparation stage’s losses.  It was calculated using 

the following

s of the metrics values for 
f evaluation (Case 0 – Case 4) (see Section 7.2.2). 

l_IDV

k g_IDV  we do not include false positives 
 Team T10 showed the best result in metrics Mk and Mg_IDV, while 

etric Ml_IDV. 

g_IDV

values of metric Mg_IDV are significantly smaller as compared to metric Mk 
(p=2.19*10-9 using paired samples t-test with significance level 0.05). 

 propagate int

CtFP=FP×480 

 

7.3.2 Analysis of the Results of Metrics Mk, Mg_IDV and Ml_IDV

In this subsection, we sh
ted using the

Mk: equation (6.3); 

 Mg_IDV: equation (6.5). 

In addition to the metrics 
metric Ml_IDV which evaluate

 formula: 

 Ml_IDV: equation (6.4). 

In the following subsection we analyze the result
each case o
 
Case 0 

In this case of evaluation we assume that all false positives have been corrected 
before testing, and thus they have no influence on testing.  Table 7.2 shows the 
values and ranks of three metrics Mk, Mg_IDV and M  for eighteen teams.  The 

s of metrics M  and M  are equal, sinceresult
in the analysis. 
team T7 showed the best result in m
 
Case 1 

In this case of evaluation we assume that half part of false positives propagates 
into testing and introduces minor defects.  Table 7.3 shows the values and ranks 
of three metrics Mk, Mg_IDV and Ml_IDV for eighteen teams.  Spearman’s rank 
correlation test indicates that there is a strong correlation between Mk and M  
(correlation coefficient is 0.96 with significance level 0.05).  Furthermore, the 
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Table 7.2 Results of applying metrics Mk, Mg_IDV and Ml_IDV in Case 0 

Team System Method Mk = Mg_IDV (rank) Ml_IDV (rank) 

T1 Hospital CBR 0.486 (16) 0.061 (15) 
T2   0.734 (7) 0.051 (9-10) 
T3   0.773 (3) 0.029 (2) 
T4   0.752 (5) 0.050 (7-8) 

T5  PBR 0.700 (11) 0.047 (6) 
T6   0.720 (9) 0.044 (4-5) 
T7   0.865 (2) 0.025 (1) 
T8   0.735 (6) 0.035 (3) 
T9   0.595 (13) 0.053 (12-13) 

T10 Seminar CBR 0.876 (1) 0.044 (4-5) 
T11   0.728 (8) 0.054 (14) 
T12   0.714 (10) 0.050 (7-8) 
T13   0.767 (4) 0.053 (12-13) 
T14   0.583 (15) 0.065 (16) 

T15  PBR 0.587 (14) 0.052 (11) 
T16   0.605 (12) 0.051 (9-10) 
T17   0.439 (17) 0.084 (18) 
T18   0.458 (17) 0.066 (17) 

 
Table 7.3 Results of applying metrics Mk, Mg_IDV and Ml_IDV in Case 1 

Team System Method Mk (rank) Mg_IDV (rank) Ml_IDV (rank) 

T1 Hospital CBR 0.446 (16) 0.397 (16) 0.222 (14) 
T2   0.652 (8) 0.609 (8-9) 0.206 (12) 
T3   0.727 (3) 0.710 (3) 0.104 (2) 
T4   0.658 (6) 0.609 (8-9) 0.224 (15) 

T5  PBR 0.648 (10) 0.620 (6) 0.151 (4) 
T6   0.661 (5) 0.630 (5) 0.158 (5) 
T7   0.821 (1) 0.812 (1) 0.083 (1) 
T8   0.692 (4) 0.673 (4) 0.113 (3) 
T9   0.546 (14) 0.505 (14) 0.188 (9-10) 

T10 Seminar CBR 0.771 (2) 0.739 (2) 0.188 (9-10) 
T11   0.646 (11) 0.601 (10) 0.214 (13) 
T12   0.649 (9) 0.614 (7) 0.178 (8) 
T13   0.654 (7) 0.594 (11) 0.259 (17) 
T14   0.526 (15) 0.474 (15) 0.232 (16) 

T15  PBR 0.547 (13) 0.514 (13) 0.163 (6) 
T16   0.559 (12) 0.523 (12) 0.172 (7) 
T17   0.399 (18) 0.339 (18) 0.280 (18) 
T18   0.427 (17) 0.385 (17) 0.203 (11) 
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Team T7 showed the best result in all three metrics, while in Case 0 it showed 
the best result only in metric Ml_IDV.  Let’s compare teams T7 and T10.  Both 
teams detect the same number of defects during preparation (10), however they 
differ in the number of false positives: team T7 reports 6 false positives, while 
team T10 reports 15 false positives (see Table E1 in Appendix E).  Case 0 did 
not take into consideration false positives, therefore team T10, having reported 
more false positives than T7, outperformed team T7.  However, since Case 1 
that takes into account false positives, T7 outperformed T10 in metrics Mk and 
Mg_IDV.  The influence of false positives reflects in the value of metric Ml_IDV as 
well: team T7 is the best in terms of Ml_IDV, while team T10 is only 9-10th.  
 
Case 2 

In this case of evaluation we assume that all false positives propagate into testing 
and introduce minor defects.  Table 7.4 shows the values and ranks of three 
metrics Mk, Mg_IDV and Ml_IDV for eighteen teams.  Spearman’s rank correlation 
test indicates that there is a strong correlation between Mk and Mg_IDV (correlation 
coefficient is 0.98 with significance level 0.05).  Furthermore, the values of metric 
Mg_IDV are significantly smaller as compared to metric Mk (p=2.12*10-9 using 
paired samples t-test with significance level 0.05). 

Comparing the results of the teams T7 and T10, team T7 showed the best 
result in all three metrics (same as in Case 1), while team T10 showed the 2nd 
result in metric Mk and the 4th result in metric Mg_IDV (in Case 1, T10 was the 2nd in 
both metrics Mk and Mg_IDV).  In Case 2, the team T3 is the 2nd in metric Mg_IDV.  
Let’s compare the teams T3 and T10.  Team T3 reports less false positives (7) 
than T10 (15) (see Table E1 in Appendix E), therefore T3 outperforms T10 with 
respect to metrics Ml_IDV and Mg_IDV. 
 
Case 3 

In this case of evaluation we assume that half part of false positives propagates 
into testing and introduces major defects.  Table 7.5 shows the values and ranks 
of three metrics Mk, Mg_IDV and Ml_IDV for eighteen teams.  Spearman’s rank 
correlation test indicates that there is strong correlation between Mk and Mg_IDV 
(correlation coefficient is 0.80 with significance level 0.05).  Furthermore, the 
values of metric Mg_IDV are significantly smaller as compared to metric Mk 
(p=3.94*10-9 using paired samples t-test with significance level 0.05). 
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Table 7.4 Results of applying metrics Mk, Mg_IDV and Ml_IDV in Case 2 

Team System Method Mk (rank) Mg_IDV (rank) Ml_IDV (rank) 

T1 Hospital CBR 0.412 (16) 0.307 (17) 0.384 (14) 
T2   0.587 (8) 0.484 (8) 0.362 (12) 
T3   0.687 (3) 0.648 (2) 0.178 (2) 

T4   0.585 (9) 0.466 (10) 0.398 (15) 

T5  PBR 0.603 (6) 0.539 (6) 0.256 (4) 
T6   0.611 (5) 0.541 (5) 0.272 (5) 
T7   0.782 (1) 0.758 (1) 0.141 (1) 
T8   0.654 (4) 0.610 (3) 0.190 (3) 

T9   0.505 (14) 0.416 (14) 0.323 (9) 

T10 Seminar CBR 0.688 (2) 0.603 (4) 0.333 (10) 
T11   0.581 (10) 0.474 (9) 0.373 (13) 
T12   0.595 (7) 0.514 (7) 0.306 (8) 
T13   0.570 (11) 0.421 (13) 0.466 (17) 

T14   0.479 (15) 0.365 (15) 0.399 (16) 

T15  PBR 0.512 (13) 0.442 (11) 0.274 (6) 
T16   0.520 (12) 0.441 (12) 0.294 (7) 
T17   0.366 (18) 0.239 (18) 0.477 (18) 
T18   0.400 (17) 0.313 (16) 0.341 (11) 

 
Table 7.5 Results of applying metrics Mk, Mg_IDV and Ml_IDV in Case 3 

Team System Method Mk (rank) Mg_IDV (rank) Ml_IDV (rank) 

T1 Hospital CBR 0.284 (17) -0.228 (12) 1.351 (14) 
T2   0.367 (9) -0.266 (13) 1.295 (12) 
T3   0.515 (2) 0.273 (2) 0.625 (2) 
T4   0.351 (12) -0.391 (17) 1.441 (16) 

T5  PBR 0.426 (4) 0.057 (4) 0.884 (4) 
T6   0.420 (5) 0.005 (5-6) 0.953 (6) 
T7   0.606 (1) 0.437 (1) 0.487 (1) 
T8   0.490 (3) 0.235 (3) 0.657 (3) 
T9   0.347 (13) -0.120 (9) 1.134 (9) 

T10 Seminar CBR 0.419 (6) -0.215 (11) 1.198 (11) 
T11   0.361 (11) -0.290 (15) 1.327 (13) 
T12   0.396 (7) -0.086 (8) 1.074 (8) 
T13   0.322 (14) -0.615 (18) 1.705 (18) 
T14   0.311 (15) -0.289 (14) 1.399 (15) 

T15  PBR 0.371 (8) 0.005 (5-6) 0.941 (5) 
T16   0.365 (10) -0.050 (7) 1.024 (7) 
T17   0.244 (18) -0.361 (16) 1.655 (17) 
T18   0.290 (16) -0.124 (10) 1.169 (10) 
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Comparing the results of the teams T7 and T10, team T7 is the best with 
respect to all metrics, while team T10 exhibited even greater difference between 
Mk and Mg_IDV values than in Case 2: now T10 is the 6th in Mk, and the 11th in Mg_IDV.  
This is due to the increased influence of false positives over testing costs: in Case 
2 false positive introduced a minor defect that costs 1 hour of testing, while in 
Case 3 half part of false positives introduced a major defect that costs 8 hours of 
testing.  Thus, since T10 reported a lot more false positives (15) than T7 (6), the 
difference between Mk and Mg_IDV ranks increased. 
 
Case 4 

In this case of evaluation we assume that all false positives propagate into testing 
and introduce major defects.  Table 7.6 shows the values and ranks of three 
metrics Mk, Mg_IDV and Ml_IDV for eighteen teams.  Spearman’s rank correlation 
test indicates that there is no strong correlation between Mk and Mg_IDV (correlation 
coefficient is 0.68 with significance level 0.05). 

Two teams that have the greatest difference between the ranks of Mk and 
Mg_IDV are T10 and T18.  Team T10 has higher rank in metric Mk (6) as compared 
to the rank in metric Mg_IDV (15).  The difference in ranks of this team could be 
influenced by a high number of false positives reported (15) (see Table E1 in 
Appendix E) and a high influence of false positives on testing costs (each false 
positive introduces a major defect) in this case: Mk does not take into 
consideration the number of false positives, therefore the rank of Mk is higher as 
compared to the rank of Mg_IDV that includes false positives.  Team T18 is 
opposite to team T10, since it has higher rank in metric Mg_IDV (6-7) as compared 
to the rank in metric Mk (14-15).  The difference in ranks is due to the small 
number of false positives false positives (8) and small number of major defects (3) 
reported by teams T18 (see Table E1 in Appendix E): the testing cost saved by 
inspection is low because few major defects are detected during inspection, 
therefore the rank of Mk is low; however the testing cost needed for testing to 
detect defects introduced by false positives is low since few false positives are 
introduced, therefore the rank of Mg_IDV is high. 

After removing the data of these two teams (T10 and T18), the value of 
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient becomes 0.83.  Furthermore, the values 
of metric Mg_IDV are significantly smaller as compared to metric Mk (p=2.94*10-9 
using paired samples t-test with significance level 0.05). 
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Table 7.6 Results of applying metrics Mk, Mg_IDV and Ml_IDV in Case 4 

Team System Method Mk (rank) Mg_IDV (rank) Ml_IDV (rank) 

T1 Hospital CBR 0.200 (17) -0.943 (11) 2.642 (14) 
T2   0.245 (10-11) -1.266 (14) 2.540 (12) 
T3   0.386 (2) -0.227 (2) 1.221 (2) 

T4   0.229 (13) -1.534 (17) 2.833 (16) 

T5  PBR 0.306 (4) -0.586 (5) 1.721 (4) 
T6   0.296 (5) -0.709 (8) 1.862 (6) 
T7   0.466 (1) 0.008 (1) 0.949 (1) 
T8   0.368 (3) -0.265 (3) 1.279 (3) 

T9   0.245 (10-11) -0.834 (9) 2.215 (9) 

T10 Seminar CBR 0.275 (6) -1.306 (15) 2.352 (11) 
T11   0.240 (12) -1.308 (16) 2.600 (13) 
T12   0.274 (7) -0.886 (10) 2.097 (8) 
T13   0.204 (16) -1.997 (18) 3.357 (18) 
T14   0.212 (14-15) -1.162 (13) 2.732 (15) 

T15  PBR 0.271 (8) -0.577 (4) 1.829 (5) 
T16   0.262 (9) -0.705 (6-7) 1.997 (7) 
T17   0.169 (18) -1.161 (12) 3.227 (17) 
T18   0.212 (14-15) -0.705 (6-7) 2.272 (10) 

 
 

7.3.3 Influence of False Positives on Preparation Stage’s Metrics 

In this subsection we analyze the influence of false positives on metrics Mk, Mg_IDV 
and Ml_IDV values with respect to two teams: 

(a) One of the best-performing teams –  T7 (detected 6 major defects and 6 false 
positives); 

(b) One of the worst-performing teams – T17 (detected 3 major defects and 11 
false positives) (see Table E1 in Appendix E). 

The graphs of metrics values for each case of evaluation (Case 0-4) are 
shown in Figure 7.1. 
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(b) Team T17 (one of the worst-performing teams). 

 
As we can see from Figure 7.1, when the influence of false positives on testing 

costs increases (going from Case 0 to Case 4), the values of: 

 Metrics Mk and Mg_IDV decrease, i.e. inspection becomes less cost-effective; 

Figure 7.1 Comparing preparation stage’s metrics values of two inspection teams. 
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 Metric Ml_IDV increases, i.e. inspection exhibits greater losses. 

Comparing the results of the best-pe
teams, we get to know that: 

rforming (T7) and worst-performing (T17) 

k

l_IDV of the best-performing team is smaller as compared 

 

7.4 ction 

7.4.1 Experimen

The dat
E3-E6

T
stag
follo

 

 

 mber LD_Tot, number of 

t in inspection documents after inspection 
s TL_Maj, number of 

 Best-performing team exhibits smaller difference between metrics M  and 
Mg_IDV values as compared to the worst-performing team; 

 As the influence of false positives on testing costs increases, the increase in 
the value of metric M
to the worst-performing team. 

Evaluation of Metrics for Preparation and Inspe
Meeting Stages Mg_MEET and Ml_MEET 

tal Data 

a used for metrics Ml_MEET and Mg_MEET evaluation is summarized in tables 
 in Appendix E. 

able E3 in Appendix E describes the data collected form inspection meeting 
e.  In total, the data of 18 teams was collected.  For each team, the 
wing data is given: 

Number of defect detected by team members (total number TD_Tot, number 
of major defects TD_Maj, number of minor defects TD_Min); 

Number of additional defects detected during team meeting (total number 
AD_Tot, number of major defects AD_Maj, number of minor defects AD_Min); 

Number of defects lost during team meeting (total nu
major defects LD_Maj, number of minor defects LD_Min); 

 Number of undetected defects lef
meeting (total number TL_Tot, number of major defect
minor defects TL_Min).  They were calculated by subtracting the number of 
detected defects from the total number of defects existing in inspected 
diagrams.  The defects lost during meeting (i.e. the defects which were 
detected during preparation but not included into defect list during inspection 
meeting) were not included into the number of undetected defects; 

 Number of false positives detected by a team (total number TFP, new false 
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positives detected during inspection meeting AFP); 

 

T  of preparation and inspection 
meeting stages for each team.  While calculating costs CmDEF, CmFP, 
CmADD_DEF, CmADD_FP, CmLOST_DEF and CmELIM_FP we assumed, that 
equal time was spent to: a) confir
detect a 
and f) elimin  meeting.  The following data is 
given:  

 CmDEF – cost spent to confirm actual defects detected during preparation.  

 Number of false positives eliminated during inspection meeting EFP; 

Time spent on team meeting Cm. 

able E4 in Appendix E summarizes the cost

m one defect; b) confirm one false positive; c) 
new defect; d) detect an additional false positive; e) eliminate a defect; 

ate a false positive during inspection

 Cr – cost of the preparation stage of inspection, which is a sum of time spent 
on preparation by three team members; 

It was calculated using the following formula: 

EFPAFPTFPTotLDTotADTotTD
TotTDCmCmDEF
+++

×
=

___
_

++
 

 CmFP – cost spent to confirm false positives detected during preparation.  It 
was calculated using the formula: 

EFPAFPTFPTotLDTotADTotTD
TFPCmCmFP

+++++
×

=
___  

 CmADD_DEF – cost spent to detect additional defects during inspection 
meeting.  It was calculated using the following formula: 

EFPAFPTFPTotLDTotADTotTD
TotADCmDEFCmADD

+++++
×

=
___

__  

  CmADD_FP – cost spent to detect additional false positives during inspection
meeting.  It was calculated using the formula: 

EFPAFPTFPTotLDTotADTotTD
AFPCmFPCmADD

+++++
×

=
___

_  

CmLOST_DEF – cost spent to eliminate actual defects detected during 
preparation stage.  

 
It was calculated using the formula: 

EFPAFPTFPTotLDTotADTotTD
TotLDCmDEFCmLOST

+++++
×

=
___

__  
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 e positives detected during 
preparation stage. 
CmELIM_FP – cost spent to eliminate fals

 It was calculated using the formula: 

EFPAFPTFPTotLDTotADTotTD
EFPCmFPCmELIM

+++++
×

=
___

_  

 Cm – total inspection meeting cost, which is a sum of all meeting costs; 

 CtDEF – testing cost spent to detect remaining defects after preparation and 

ours of testing will 
be necessary to detect 1 each major defect, and 1 hour to detect minor defect.  
The following formula was used: 

 
alculated using the formula: 

CtLOST_ ) 

he testing costs, used for metrics 
evaluation of prep
following co

 ∆  
confirmed d g the 
following formula: 

The t and ∆Ct were calculated for 
each evaluation case (Cases 0-4) separately: 

 Ct was calculated as a sum of all cost nt on testing (CtDEF, CtFP, 
CtADD_FP, CtLOST_DEF); 

 ∆Ct was calculated as a sum of all testing costs saved by inspection 

 Costs CtADD_FP, CtFP, ∆CtELIM_FP were calculated in the following way: 

inspection meeting (excluding the cost spent to detect defects lost during 
inspection meeting).  It was calculated assuming that 8 h

CtDEF=(TL_Maj×480)+(TL_Min×60) 

CtLOST_DEF – testing cost needed to detect defects lost during inspection 
meeting.  It was c

DEF=(LD_Maj×480)+(LD_Min×60

Tables E5 and E6 in Appendix E define t
aration and inspection meeting stages.  For each team, the 

sts are given: 

 ∆CtADD_DEF – testing cost saved by additional defects detected during 
inspection meeting.  It was calculated using the formula: 

∆CtADD_DEF=(AD_Maj×480)+(AD_Min×60) 

CtDEF – testing cost saved by defects detected during preparation and
uring inspection meeting stage.  It was calculated usin

∆CtDEF=(TD_Maj×480)+(TD_Min×60) 

costs CtADD_FP, CtFP, ∆CtELIM_FP, C

s spe

(∆CtADD_DEF, ∆CtELIM_FP, ∆CtDEF); 
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 Case 0 – no false positiv .  In this case:  

CtADD_F =0 

s minor defects.  In this case: 

es propagate into testing

P=CtFP=∆CtELIM_FP

 Case 1 – half part of false positives propagates into testing and 
introduce

60
2

_ ×=
AFPFPCtADD  

FPCtADDFPCtFP _60
2

−×=  

60
2

_ ×=∆
EFPFPCtELIM  

 Case 2 – all false positive uce minor defects: 

CtFP=FP*60 - CtADD_FP 

∆CtELIM_FP=EFP*60 

ajor 

s propagate and introd
CtADD_FP=AFP*60 

 Case 3 – half part of false positives propagates and introduces m
defects: 

480
2

_ ×=
AFPFPCtADD  

FPCtADDFPCtFP _480
2

−×=  

480
2

_ ×=∆
EFPFPCtELIM  

 Case 4 – all false positives propagate into testing and introduce major 
defects: 

CtADD_FP=AFP×480 

CtFP=FP×480 – CtADD_FP 

Mk, Mg_MEET and Ml_MEET 

The values of metrics were calculated using the following formulas from Chapter 
6: 

 Mk: equation (6.3); 

∆CtELIM_FP=EFP×480 

 

Analysis of the Results of Metrics 7.4.2 
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 Mg_MEET: equation (6.7); 

l_M ua .6

In the following subse e anal results of the metrics values and 
compare metric Mg_IDV against metric Mk

 
Case 0 

In this case of evaluation we assume that all false positives have been corrected 
before testing.  able 7 s the  and rank of three metrics Mk, 
M EET and Ml_MEET for eighteen teams. 
 
T  7.7 R sults of applying m g_MEET an  in Case 0 

 ystem ethod MEET (rank) 

 M EET: eq tion (6 ). 

ctions w yze the 
. 

T .7 show values s 

g_M

able e etric Mk, M d Ml_MEET

Team S M Mk (rank) Mg_MEET (rank) Ml_

T1 Hospital CBR 0.324 (14) 0.211 (12) --- 
T2   0.283 (15) -0.296 (16-17) 92 (3) 

 

 PBR 0.539 (7) 0.463 (6) --- 
T6 
T7 

 0.269 (17) -0.296 (16-17) --- 
 0.547 (6) 0.470 (5) --- 

T13

(11

25.1
T3   0.445 (8) 0.203 (13) --- 
T4   0.714 (3) 0.708 (3) --- 

T5 
  0.681 (4) 0.620 (4) 1.148 (2) 
  0.571 (5) 0.399 (8) --- 

T8   0.716 (2) 0.716 (2) --- 
T9   0.861 (1) 0.858 (1) 0.061 (1) 

T10 Seminar CBR 0.262 (18) -0.764 (18) --- 
T11  
T12  

   0.430 (9) 0.175 (14) --- 
T14   0.411 (11) 0.310 (10) --- 

T15  PBR 0.275 (16) -0.022 (15) --- 
T16   0.402 (13) 0.269 ) --- 
T17   0.421 (10) 0.421 (7) --- 
T18   0.404 (12) 0.381 (9) --- 

 
Spearman’s rank correlation test indicates that there is strong correlation 

between Mk and Mg_MEET (correlation coefficient is 0.91 with significance level 
hermore, the values of0.05).  Furt  metric Mg_MEET are significantly smaller as 

Mk (p=0.0046 using paired samples t-test with significance compared to metric 
level 0.05). 

Regarding metric Ml_MEET, for most of the teams it was impossible to compute 
the values of this metric.  This is due to the assumption that false positives do not 
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have influence on testing in this case of evaluation.  Therefore, since the 
den

etected additional defects during inspection meeting (T2, T6 and T9) 
ee Table E3 in Appendix E). 

Case 1 

In this case n we assume that half art of false opagates 
into testing and introduces minor defects  7.8 sho lues and ranks 
of three metrics Mk, Mg_ME l_MEET een team

Spearman’s rank correlation test indicates that there is strong correlation 
between Mk and g_MEET lation c nt is 0.93 ignificance level 
0.05).  Furthermore, the values of me _MEET are significantly smaller as 
compared to metric Mk (p=0.0011 usin  samples ith significance 
level 0.05). 
 
T  7.8 sults of applying m g_MEET an

 ystem ethod 

ominator of the formula to compute Ml_MEET (see equation 6.6) is defined as a 
sum of testing cost saved by additional defect detected during inspection meeting 
and testing cost saved by false positives eliminated during inspection meeting 
(equals to zero in this case of evaluation), Ml_MEET could be computed only for the 
teams that d
(s
 

 of evaluatio  p positives pr
.  Table ws the va

ET and M for eight s. 

M  (corre oefficie  with s
tric Mg

g paired  t-test w

able Re etric Mk, M d Ml_MEET in Case 1 

Team S M Mk (rank) Mg_MEET (rank) Ml_MEET (rank) 

T1 Hospital CBR 0.327 (15) 0.172 (13) 4.300 (13) 
T2   0.315 (18) -0.233 (17) 5.038 (15) 
T3   0.441 (11)  ) 

 PBR 0.552 (7) 0.470 (6) 2.459 (9) 
  0.656 (4) 0.569 (4) 0.970 (5) 
  0.574 (5) 0.399 (8) 6.840 (17) 

1) 3.397 (11) 
  0.454 (9) 0.440 (7) 0.122 (3) 

T18   0.398 (13) 0.343 (10) 1.778 (7) 

0.171 (14) 11.838 (18
T4   0.692 (3) 0.666 (3) 0.422 (4) 

T5 
T6 
T7 
T8   0.699 (2) 0.688 (2) 0.000 (1) 
T9   0.848 (1) 0.841 (1) 0.051 (2) 

T10 Seminar CBR 0.324 (16) -0.468 (18) 5.471 (16) 
T11   0.349 (14) -0.071 (16) 3.529 (12) 
T12   0.567 (6) 0.487 (5) 1.913 (8) 
T13   0.460 (8) 0.208 (12) 2.858 (10) 
T14   0.449 (10) 0.344 (9) 1.769 (6) 

T15  PBR 0.316 (17) 0.050 (15) 4.613 (14) 
T16   0.422 (12) 0.283 (1
T17 
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Case 2 

I  c ev n me tha sitive  into testing 
and introduce minor defect able 7.9 shows the values and ranks of three 
m k, Mg_MEET and M r eight s.  Spe rank correlation 
test indicates that there is correla Mk MEET (correlation 
coefficient is 0.92 with significance level 0.05).  Furthermore, the values of metric 
M MEET are significantly smaller as comp  metric Mk 003 using paired 
samples t-test with signifi 0.0
 
T e 7.9 R sults of applying m g_MEET an  in Case 2 

 ystem ethod ank) 

n this ase of aluatio we assu t all false po s propagate
s.  T

etrics M l_MEET fo een team arman’s 
 strong tion between and Mg_

g_ ared to  (p=0.0
cance level 5). 

abl e etric Mk, M d Ml_MEET

Team S M Mk (rank) Mg_MEET (rank) Ml_MEET (r

T1 Hospital BR  C 0.330 (18) 0.137 (14) 2.275 (13) 
T2   0.340 (17) -0.184 (17)  
T3   0.436 (12) 0.141 (13) 6.086 (18) 

BR 

T7   0.578 (6) 0.399 (8) 3.620 (17) 
  0.684 (2) 0.662 (2) 0.000 (1) 
  0.836 (1) 0.826 (1) 0.044 (2) 

T10 Seminar CBR 0.372 (15) -0.274 (18) 2.777 (15) 

3 (12) 

2.799 (16)

T4   0.675 (3) 0.630 (3) 0.311 (4) 

T5  P 0.564 (7) 0.476 (6) 1.301 (9) 
T6   0.635 (4) 0.522 (4) 0.860 (5) 

T8 
T9 

T11   0.412 (13) 0.085 (16) 1.800 (12) 
T12   0.584 (5) 0.502 (5) 1.012 (6) 
T13   0.482 (8) 0.23 1.429 (10) 
T14   0.480 (9-10) 0.372 (9) 1.021 (7) 

T15  PBR 0.351 (16) 0.112 (15) 2.306 (14) 
T16   0.439 (11) 0.296 (11) 1.699 (11) 
T17   0.480 (9-10) 0.456 (7) 0.117 (3) 
T18   0.394 (14) 0.307 (10) 1.056 (8) 

 
Case 3 

In this case of evaluation we assume that half part of false positives propagates 
into testing and introduces major defects.  Table 7.10 shows the values and 
ranks of three metrics Mk, Mg_MEET and Ml_MEET for eighteen teams.  Spearman’s 
rank correlation test indicates that there is strong correlation between Mk and 
Mg_MEET (correlation coefficient is 0.92 with significance level 0.05).  Furthermore, 
the values of metric Mg_MEET are significantly smaller as compared to metric Mk 
(p=4.01*10-6 using paired samples t-test with significance level 0.05). 
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Table 7.10 Results of applying metric Mk, Mg_MEET and Ml_MEET in Case 3 

Team System Method Mk (rank) Mg_MEET (rank) Ml_MEET (rank) 

T1 Hospital CBR 0.341 (18) -0.029 (18) 0.756 (14) 
T2   0.427 (15) -0.019 (17) 0.763 (16) 
T3   0.420 (16) -0.001 (16) 1.771 (18) 
T4   0.625 (3) 0.494 (6) 0.228 (4) 

T5  PBR 0.606 (6) 0.503 (5) 0.432 (8) 
T6   0.559 (10) 0.316 (12) 0.614 (13) 
T7   0.591 (7) 0.399 (9) 1.205 (17) 
T8   0.620 (4) 0.531 (3) 0.000 (1) 
T9   0.794 (1) 0.761 (1) 0.023 (2) 

T10 Seminar CBR 0.525 (12) 0.203 (14) 0.757 (15) 
T11   0.616 (5) 0.492 (7) 0.504 (10) 
T12   0.642 (2) 0.555 (2) 0.336 (5) 
T13   0.547 (11) 0.310 (13) 0.357 (6) 
T14   0.579 (8) 0.468 (8) 0.460 (9) 

T15  PBR 0.496 (14) 0.345 (11) 0.577 (12) 
T16   0.507 (13) 0.349 (10) 0.425 (7) 
T17   0.574 (9) 0.518 (4) 0.113 (3) 
T18   0.376 (17) 0.126 (15) 0.514 (11) 

 

Case 4 

In this case of evaluation we assume that all false positives propagate into testing 
and introduce major defects.  Table 7.11 shows the values and ranks of three 
metrics Mk, Mg_MEET and Ml_MEET for eighteen teams.  Spearman’s rank correlation 
test indicates that there is strong correlation between Mk and Mg_MEET (correlation 
coefficient is 0.95 with significance level 0.05).  Furthermore, the values of metric 
Mg_MEET are significantly smaller as compared to metric Mk (p=1.43*10-5 using 
paired samples t-test with significance level 0.05). 
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Table 7.11 Results of applying metric Mk, Mg_MEET and Ml_MEET in Case 4 

Team System Method Mk (rank) Mg_MEET (rank) Ml_MEET (rank) 

T1 Hospital CBR 0.348 (18) -0.174 (18) 0.503 (15) 
T2   0.475 (15) 0.072 (15) 0.388 (12) 
T3   0.408 (16) -0.128 (17) 1.052 (18) 
T4   0.600 (8-9) 0.407 (8) 0.214 (6) 

T5  PBR 0.634 (4) 0.521 (6) 0.288 (8-10) 
T6   0.514 (14) 0.151 (14) 0.525 (16) 
T7   0.600 (8-9) 0.400 (10) 0.803 (17) 
T8   0.572 (12) 0.401 (9) 0.000 (1) 
T9   0.766 (1) 0.714 (1) 0.014 (2) 

T10 Seminar CBR 0.603 (7) 0.390 (11) 0.420 (13) 
T11   0.725 (2) 0.663 (2) 0.288 (8-10) 
T12   0.676 (3) 0.589 (3) 0.224 (7) 
T13   0.578 (11) 0.348 (13) 0.179 (4) 
T14   0.632 (5) 0.523 (5) 0.366 (11) 

T15  PBR 0.598 (10) 0.496 (7) 0.288 (8-10) 
T16   0.552 (13) 0.388 (12) 0.212 (5) 
T17   0.630 (6) 0.560 (4) 0.112 (3) 
T18   0.364 (17) -0.049 (16) 0.424 (14) 

 
 

7.4.3 Influence of False Positives on Preparation and Inspection 
Meeting Stage’s Metrics 

In this subsection we analyze the influence of false positives on metrics Mk, 
Mg_MEET and Ml_MEET values with respect to two teams: 

(a) One of the best-performing teams –  T9 (detected 6 major defects (2 of them 
during inspection meeting), reported 3 false positives, and eliminated 7 false 
positives during inspection meeting); 

(b) One of the worst-performing teams – T1 (detected 2 major defects (0 during 
inspection meeting), reported 7 false positives, and eliminated 4 false 
positives during inspection meeting) (see Table E3 in Appendix E). 

The graphs of metrics values for each case of evaluation (Case 0-4) are 
shown in Figure 7.2. 
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As we can see from Figure 7.2, when the influen

costs increa

 Met

 
(b) Team T1 (one of the worst-performing teams). 

re 7.2 Comparing preparation and inspection meeting stages’ metrics values of two inspection 

teams. 

ce of false positives on testing 
ses (going from Case 0 to Case 4), the values of: 

ric Ml_MEET decreases, i.e. inspection team experience smaller meeting 
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loss
pos g preparation.  Therefore, as the influence of false 
positives on testing cost increases, the usefulness of inspection meetings 

k g_MEET either increase or decrease.  This happens 

lly report fewer false positives as 
 
 

es when the influence of false positives 

exhibits smaller difference between metrics Mk and 
 

 As the influence of false positives on testing costs increases, the value of 

_ME for ec apidly as 
compared to the best-performing team. 

 

7.5 Correlation between Metrics Mk and M V, and between 
Metrics Mk and Mg_MEET 

The values of Spearma relation test for all cases of evaluation are 
summarized in T  7.12.  The mean value of rank correlation between metrics 
Mk and Mg_IDV is 0.89, and between met  and Mg_M s 0.93.  This implies 
that metric Mk and metrics Mg_IDV g_M p ce nearly identical 
measurements. 

es.  This is due to the ability of inspection teams to eliminate false 
itives reported durin

increases as well; 

 Metrics M  and M
because metrics depend on both preparation and inspection meeting stages, 
where false positives have different impact: 

 During preparation, false positives have only negative impact – if the 
number of false positives increases, cost-effectiveness decreases; 

 During inspection meeting, teams usua
compared to the number of false positives they eliminate.  Therefore, if
a team is good at eliminating false positives during inspection meeting,
its cost-effectiveness increas
grows. 

Comparing the results of the best-performing (T9) and worst-performing (T1) 
teams, we get to know that: 

 Best-performing team 
Mg_MEET values as compared to the worst-performing team;

metric Ml ET of the worst-per ming team d reases more r

g_ID

n’s rank cor
able

rics Mk EET i
and M EET rodu
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Table 7.12 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients 

Inspection stages Correlation between metrics Case of evaluation Spearman’s rank 
correlation coefficient 

Preparation Mk and Mg_IDV Case 0 1 
  Case 1 0.96 
  Case 2
  Case 3
  Case 4 
  Mean 0.89 

 Case 0 1 
spection meeting Case 1 3 

Case 2 2 
Case 3 2 
Case 4 5 

Mean

 
 

0.98 
0.80 
0.68 

Mk and Mg_MEET  0.9Preparation and 
in  0.9
  0.9
  0.9
 
  

 0.9
 0.93 

 

7 Difference between d M V, a etwe nd 
Mg_MEET 

les t-test to evaluate whether there is a significant 
ifference between metrics Mk and Mg_IDV, and between metrics Mk and Mg_MEET, 

are

d Mg_IDV, and between metrics Mk and Mg_MEET

.6  Mk an g_ID nd b en Mk a

The results of paired samp
d

 summarized in Table 7.13. 
 
Table 7.13 Results of comparison between metrics Mk an

Mean Inspection 
stages 

Comparison of 
metrics 

Case of 
evaluation 

Mk Mg_IDV or 

p-value 

Mg_MEET 

Preparation Mk and Mg_IDV Case 0 0.67 0.67 --- 
  Case 1 0.61 0.57 2.19E
  Case 2 0.56 0.48 2.12E

-09* 
-09* 

  Case 3 0.38 -0.11 3.94E-09* 

6* 
 Case 1 0.49 0.30 0.0011* 

Pre
inspection 

 Case 3 0.55 0.35 4.01E-06* 
  Case 4 0.57 0.35 1.43E-05* 

  Case 4 0.27 -0.90 2.94E-09* 

Mk and Mg_MEET Case 0 0.48 0.27 0.004paration and 

 Case 2 0.50 0.32 0.0003* meeting 

* indicates significant results, i.e. p<0.05 

 
As we can see from Table 7.13, the values of metrics Mg_IDV and Mg_MEET are 

sig
stage, Mk=Mg_IDV). 

nificantly smaller as compared to metric Mk in all but one cases of evaluation 
(in Case 0 of preparation 
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 Comparison of Preparation Stage’s Metrics against 
Preparation and Inspection Meeting Stages’ Metrics  

 paired samples t-test with significance level 0.05 to compare the metrics 
 teams between preparation stage, and preparation and 

 meeting stages.  The following comparisons were made: 

7.7

We used
values of inspection
inspection

f metric  of prep

 

 

T
follo

 

re is no significant difference.  However, when the 
influence of false positives increases (Cases 3 and 4), cost-effectiveness of 
inspection teams during preparation stage becomes significantly smaller than 
during preparation and inspection meeting stages; 

 Metrics Mg_IDV and Mg_MEET: when the influence of false positives on testing 
costs is low (Cases 0, 1 and 2), inspection teams exhibit significantly higher 
extended cost-effectiveness during preparation stage as compared to 
preparation and inspection meeting stages.  However, when the influence of 
false positives increases (Cases 3 and 4), extended cost-effectiveness of 
inspection teams during preparation stage becomes significantly smaller than 
during preparation and inspection meeting stages. 

 Metrics Ml_IDV and Ml_MEET: when the influence of false positives on testing 
costs is low (Cases 1 and 2), inspection teams exhibit significantly smaller 
preparation losses as compared to inspection meeting losses.  However, 
when the influence of false positives increases (Cases 3 and 4), meeting 

 The value o Mk aration stage has been compared against the 
value of metric Mk of preparation and inspection meeting stages; 

The value of metric Mg_IDV has been compared against the value of metric 
Mg_MEET; 

The value of metric Ml_IDV has been compared against the value of metric 
Ml_MEET. 

he results of the comparison are summarized in the Table 7.14.  The 
wing are the results: 

Metric Mk: when the influence of false positives on testing costs is low (Cases 
0 and 1), inspection teams exhibit significantly higher cost-effectiveness 
during preparation stage as compared to preparation and inspection meeting 
stages.  In Case 2, the
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losses of preparation stage are significantly higher than those of inspectio
meeting stage. 

n 

 
Table 7.14 Results of comparison of metric val  pr e, and preparation and 

inspection meeting stages 

Mean 

ues between eparation stag

Comparison between 
ics 

Case of 
n 

ration stage ration and 
ction meeting 
s 

p-value 
metr evaluatio

Prepa Prepa
inspe
stage

Mk Case 0 0.67 0.48 0.0004* 
 Case 1 0.61 0.49 0.005* 
 Case 2 0.56 0.50 0.063 
 Case 3 0.38 0.55 0.00002* 
 Case 4 0.27 0.57 0.00000002* 

Mg_IDV and Mg_MEET 

 Case 4 -0.90 0.35 0.00000005* 

0.19 3.19 0.0003* 
 Case 2 0.32 1.70 0.0008* 
 Case 3 1.13 0.55 0.0007* 
 Case 4 2.21 0.35 0.00000001* 

Case 0 0.67 0.27 0.0008* 
 Case 1 0.57 0.30 0.003* 
 Case 2 0.48 0.32 0.024* 
 Case 3 -0.11 0.35 0.00001* 

Ml_IDV and Ml_MEET Case 1 

* indica gnificant results, i.e. p<0.05 tes si

 

 
0

and 
sum the results: 

 

data

 
 

 

7.8 Comparison of Metric Values between CBR and PBR 
Teams 

7.8.1 Metrics Mk, Mg_IDV and Ml_IDV 

We used independent samples t-test [Norŭsis 1995] with significance level 95%
(p< .05) to test whether there is a difference in the values of metrics Mk, Mg_IDV 

Ml_IDV values between CBR and PBR teams.  The results of comparison are 
marized in Table E7 in Appendix E.  The following are 

Metric Mk: there is no statistically significant difference between CBR and 
PBR, without influence inspected system.  However, when separating the 

 into two groups (Hospital and Seminar systems): 

Teams that inspected Hospital system did not show significant difference; 
Teams that inspected Seminar system have exhibited statistically 
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significant difference in the cases of evaluation when the influence of 
false positives on testing is low (Cases 0, 1 and 2).  In all these cases, 
CBR teams were more cost-effective as compared to PBR teams. 

Metric M 

luence of false positives increases (Cases 3 

Case 3; and p=0.005 in Case 4).  When separating the data into two groups 

 

 
fference in 3 cases of evaluation (Cases 0, 1, 4).  In two 

 

CBR 
 p=0.036 in Case 4).  When separating the data into 

), the results of metric Ml_IDV did not 

k g_MEET l_MEET values between CBR 
eams are summarized in Table E8 in Appendix E.  We used 

test 
resu

 
PBR ence inspected system.  However, when separating the 

 

g_IDV: there is no statistically significant difference between CBR and 
PBR when the influence of false positives on testing costs is low (Cases 0, 1 
and 2).  However, when the inf
and 4), PBR becomes significantly more cost-effective than CBR (p=0.021 in 

(Hospital and Seminar system): 

There is no statistically significant difference for teams that inspected 
Hospital system; 
The teams that inspected Seminar system have exhibited statistically 
significant di
cases (0 and 1), CBR teams had higher values of Mg_IDV as compared to 
PBR teams.  In Case 4, PBR teams showed higher values of Mg_IDV than 
CBR teams. 

Metric Ml_IDV: there is no statistically significant difference between CBR and 
PBR when the influence of false positives on testing costs is low (Cases 0, 1 
and 2).  However, when the influence of false positives increases (Cases 3 
and 4), PBR exhibits significantly smaller preparation losses than 
(p=0.039 in Case 3; and
two groups (Hospital and Seminar system
show significant difference between CBR and PBR.  

 

7.8.2 Metrics Mk, Mg_MEET and Ml_MEET 

The results of comparison of metrics M , M  and M
and PBR t
independent samples t-test [Norŭsis 1995] with significance level 95% (p<0.05) to 

whether there is a difference between CBR and PBR.  The following are the 
lts: 

Metric Mk: there is no statistically significant difference between CBR and 
, without influ

data into two groups (Hospital and Seminar systems): 

PBR teams that inspected Hospital system are more cost-effective than 
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CBR teams; 
 There is no statistically significant difference for teams that inspected 

Seminar system in four cases of evaluation (Cases 0, 1, 2, 4).  In Case 
3, CBR teams are significantly more cost-effective than PBR teams. 

Metric M 

.021 in Case 2).  However, 
when the inf
significant d
into two group

 i.e. PBR is more cost effective than 

 Metric Ml_MEET: there is no statistically significant difference between CBR 
stem as well as separating the data 

evaluation comprises the following step

1) ted metrics values for different cases 
of evaluation as describ
cost-ef
and 

g_MEET: when the influence of false positives on testing costs is low 
(Cases 0, 1 and 2), PBR is significantly more cost-effective than CBR 
(p=0.023 in Case 0; p=0.021 in Case 1; and p=0

luence of false positives increases (Cases 3 and 4), there is no 
ifference between CBR and PBR.  When separating the data 

s (Hospital and Seminar system): 

 The teams that inspected Hospital system show significantly higher 
values of Mg_MEET than CBR teams,
CBR; 

 There is no statistically significant difference for teams that inspected 
Seminar system. 

and PBR without influence of inspected sy
into two groups (Hospital and Seminar systems). 

 

7.9 Interpretation of Results 

This section presents an interpretation of metrics evaluation results.  The 
s: 

At the beginning of analysis we calcula
ed in Table 7.1.  Then, we compared the values of 

fectiveness metric Mk and extended cost-effectiveness metrics Mg_IDV 
Mg_MEET using two statistical tests: 

 Spearman’s rank correlation test with significance level 0.05 to evaluate 
whether there is a strong correlation between the values of metrics (see 
Section 7.5); 

 Paired samples t-test with significance level 0.05 to evaluate whether 
there is a significant difference in metrics values (see Section 7.6). 

The results of the Spearman’s rank correlation test indicate that there is a 
strong correlation between metrics Mk and Mg_IDV, and between metrics Mk and 
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Mg_MEET (see Table 7.12). 
Paired samples t-test revealed that the values of metrics Mg_IDV and Mg_MEET 

are significantly smaller as compared to metric Mk.  The result was significant in 

Mk=

2) 

 of metrics Mk 
and

e number of 
false positives they eliminate.  Therefore, if a team is good at eliminating false 

insp

3) 

 of false positives on testing 
cos

ler than during preparation and inspection meeting stages. The 

four (out of five) but one cases of evaluation (in Case 0 of preparation stage, 
Mg_IDV) (see Table 7.13). 

In addition, we analyzed the influence of false positives on the metrics values 
(see sections 7.3.3 and 7.4.3), i.e. we investigated the change in metrics 
values from Case 0 to Case 4 of evaluation. 

The results of preparation stage’s metrics showed that the values
 Mg_IDV decrease and of metric Ml_IDV increase, as the influence false positives 

on testing costs increases (going from Case 0 to Case 4).  In other words, the 
inspection becomes less cost-effective and exhibits greater losses. 

The results of preparation and inspection meeting stage’s metrics showed that 
the values of Metrics Mk and Mg_MEET either increase or decrease, and of metric 
Ml_MEET decrease, as the influence of false positives on testing costs increases.  
This happens since metrics Mk and Mg_MEET depend on both preparation and 
inspection meeting stages where false positives have different impact: during 
preparation, false positives have only negative impact (they decrease 
cost-effectiveness and increase inspection losses); however, during inspection 
meeting, teams usually report fewer false positives as compared to th

positives during inspection meeting, its cost-effectiveness increases and 
ection losses decrease as the influence of false positives grows. 

Furthermore, we compared the resultant values of preparation stage’s metrics 
against the values of preparation and inspection meeting stage’s metrics (see 
Section 7.7). 

The results (see Table 7.14) showed that inspection teams exhibit significantly 
higher cost-effectiveness during preparation stage as compared to preparation 
and inspection meeting stages when the influence

ts is low (Cases 0 and 1).  The result is significant for metrics Mk, Mg_IDV and 
Mg_MEET.  Moreover, inspection teams exhibit significantly smaller preparation 
losses as compared to inspection meeting losses. 

As the influence of false positives increases (Cases 3 and 4), 
cost-effectiveness of inspection teams during preparation stage becomes 
significantly smal
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result is significant for metrics Mk, Mg_IDV and Mg_MEET.  Furthermore, meeting 
es of preparaloss tion stage are significantly higher than those of inspection 

me

4) 

 influence of false positives is high.  
Fu

EET values. 
As for inspection losses (metrics Ml_IDV and Ml_MEET), during preparation PBR 

osses than CBR in the cases when the influence of 

 
in C  the inspection data collected from 
Experiment 
been comp k

investigated fectiveness of inspections. 

 es of metric Mk and extended 

 

 sitives have an important influence on metrics values.  If a large 

eting stages. 

Finally, we compared metrics values between CBR and PBR teams (see 
Section 7.8). 

The results (see tables E7 and E8 in Appendix E) indicate that there is no 
significant difference between CBR and PBR with respect to metric Mk. 

As for extended cost-effectiveness metric Mg_IDV during preparation stage, 
PBR outperforms CBR when the

rthermore, PBR outperforms CBR during preparation and inspection meeting 
stages (metric Mg_MEET) when the influence of false positives on testing is low.  In 
other cases, there is no significant difference between CBR and PBR with respect 
to metrics Mg_IDV and Mg_M

exhibits significantly smaller l
false positives is high.  In all other cases, there is no significant difference 
between CBR and PBR. 
 

7.10 Conclusions 

This chapter presented an experimental evaluation of the new metrics proposed
hapter 6.  The evaluation was made using

2 (see Chapter 4).  The resultant values of the new metrics have 
ared against the values of Kusumoto’s metric M .  In addition, we 
 the influence of false positives on cost-ef

The results of data analysis revealed that: 

There is a strong correlation between the valu
cost-effectiveness metrics Mg_IDV and Mg_MEET; 

The values of metrics Mg_IDV and Mg_MEET are significantly smaller as 
compared to metric Mk; 

False po
amount of false positives is introduced during preparation stage and 
inspection meeting stage is not performed, they may propagate into testing.  
As the result, inspection will exhibit lower cost-effectiveness and greater 
losses; 
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itives will 

 

pection meeting stages when the influence of false 

r shows that new metrics can be 
uccessfully applied to inspections and they enable a more precise evaluation of 

inspections as compared to conventional metrics.  Moreover, it demonstrates the 
influence of false positives on testing costs. 
 

The decision whether to perform inspection meeting or not depends on the 
probability of false positives to propagate into testing and to introduce defects, 
and on the severity of the introduced defects.  When the probability that false 
positives will propagate into testing is low, it is not cost-effective to perform 
inspection meetings.  However, when the probability that false pos
propagate and introduce major defects increases, an inspection that includes 
both preparation and inspection meeting becomes more cost-effective as 
compared to an inspection that only includes the preparation stage; 

The reading technique used during inspection has some influence on metrics 
values.  PBR technique outperformed CBR in extended cost-effectiveness 
during preparation stage when the influence of false positives is high, and 
during preparation and ins
positives on testing is low.  As for inspection losses, during preparation PBR 
exhibits significantly smaller losses than CBR in the cases when the influence 
of false positives is high. 

The analysis presented in this chapte
s
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CHAPTER 8  

Conclusions and Future Work 

8.1 Summary of Major Results 

This thesis has shown the way in which software inspection can be applied to 
defect detection in object-oriented design.  Two reading techniques have been 
developed and empirically evaluated for inspection of design artifacts written in 
the notation of Unified Modelling Language.  The evaluation was made by 
means of two controlled experiments in university environment.  The main focus 
of the evaluation was the effectiveness and efficiency of reading techniques, as 
well as the usefulness of inspection meetings and the influence of false positives 
on inspection team performance.  The results of individual inspector 
performance indicated that CBR and PBR are effective techniques for inspection 
of Object-Oriented design, and lead to detection of on average 70% of defects.  
Furthermore, CBR technique is more efficient than PBR, however individuals who 
use CBR need more time for inspection as compared to those who use PBR, and 
there is no difference in effectiveness between individual who use CBR as 
compared to those who use PBR technique.  The analysis of 3-person inspection 
team performance revealed that CBR and PBR teams exhibit similar effectiveness 
and efficiency; however team meetings are less beneficial for CBR teams with 
respect to meeting gains and meeting losses. 

In addition, three propositions from the recently proposed behaviourally 
motivated inspection theory [Sauer et al. 2000] were tested in order to verify the 
usefulness of the theory in practice.  The results of the data analysis supported 
all three propositions and confirmed that interacting teams do not detect a 
significant number of new defects during inspection meeting.  However, they 
reported fewer false positives than nominal teams, and finally, nominal teams are 
more effective than interacting teams. 

The second part of the thesis was focused on cost-effectiveness evaluation of 
inspections.  Models to describe inspection costs along with new metrics to 
evaluate inspection cost-effectiveness and inspection losses were proposed.  
The metrics consider false positives, and therefore they enable a more precise 
evaluation of software inspections as compared to the conventional metrics.  
Moreover, they enable the evaluation of cost-effectiveness in different stages of 
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inspection.  The usefulness of new metrics was evaluated using data collected 
from a controlled experiment.  During evaluation, new metrics were applied 
together with the cost-effectiveness metric Mk to the data collected from a 
controlled experiment, and resultant values were compared. 

The results of the metrics evaluation indicated that there is a strong correlation 
between the values of metric Mk and extended cost-effectiveness metrics Mg_IDV 
and Mg_MEET.  Moreover, the values of metrics Mg_IDV and Mg_MEET are significantly 
smaller as compared to metric Mk.  This indicates that false positives have an 
important influence on metrics values, since they reduce cost-effectiveness of 
inspection.  If a large amount of false positives is introduced during the 
preparation stage and inspection meeting stage is not performed, false positives 
may propagate into testing and eventually introduce new defects.  As a result, 
inspection will exhibit lower cost-effectiveness and greater losses.  The decision 
whether to perform inspection meeting or not, depends on the probability of false 
positives to propagate into testing and to introduce defects, and on the severity of 
such defects.  If the probability that false positives will propagate into testing is 
low, it is not cost-effective to perform inspection meetings.  However, as the 
probability that false positives will propagate and introduce major defects 
increases, an inspection including both preparation and inspection meeting 
becomes more cost-effective as compared to an inspection that only includes 
preparation stage. 

The reading techniques used during inspection have some influence on 
metrics values.  PBR technique outperformed CBR in extended 
cost-effectiveness during preparation stage when the influence of false positives 
is high, and during the preparation and inspection meeting stages, when the 
influence of false positives on testing is low.  Regarding inspection losses, during 
preparation PBR exhibits significantly smaller losses than CBR in the cases when 
the influence of false positives is high. 

This thesis contributes to both theory and practice, as follows. 
Although several reading techniques have been developed to guide individual 

inspectors during inspection, there is a lack of techniques for object-oriented 
artifact inspection.  As a result of this thesis, a checklist for inspection using 
Checklist-based reading technique and three scenarios for inspection using 
Perspective-based reading technique have been developed.  They can be useful 
for researchers and practitioners to detect defects in design diagrams written 
using the notation of Unified Modelling Language. 
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This thesis observes a theoretical lack to explain the inspection.  Recently, a 
theory focused on the behavioural aspects of individual and group work during 
inspection has been proposed [Sauer et al. 2000].  However, some of the 
propositions of this theory have never been tested, while others have shown 
mixed results.  This thesis contributes to validation of this theory by testing some 
of its propositions. 

In addition to true defects, false positives are often being reported during 
inspections.  They do not add to the quality of software, because the rework of 
false positives is costly and may introduce new defects.  Nevertheless, there is a 
lack of research in this area.  This thesis contributes to the evaluation of impact 
of false positives on the performance of individual inspectors as well as inspector 
teams. 

In order to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of inspections, several metrics have 
been previously proposed, however none of them considers false positives.  To 
tackle this problem, this thesis presents two cost models to describe the impact of 
false positives on the inspection and testing costs.  In addition, it proposes four 
new metrics for evaluating cost-effectiveness of inspection as well as inspection 
losses, considering false positives reported during inspection. 

This thesis may be beneficial for other researchers and practitioners to utilize 
and evaluate inspections in their projects and organizations. 

Overall, the reading techniques, cost models and metrics proposed in this 
thesis may facilitate the work of researchers and practitioners when utilizing and 
evaluating software inspection. 
 

8.2 Directions for Future Research 

From the work carried out in this thesis there are several issues that require 
further investigation. 

(1) Further experimental evaluation and refinement of reading techniques.  The 
experimental investigations described in this thesis were conducted in 
university environment, in which the third year students were used as 
subjects. In order to explore the validity of the results presented in this thesis, 
replications should be conducted.  Moreover, to generalize the results of the 
experiments, the reading techniques presented in this thesis should be 
applied in an industrial environment.  Furthermore, since the controlled 
experiments described in this thesis did not reveal significant difference in 
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effectiveness between CBR and PBR, these techniques have to be further 
refined. 

(2) Further evaluation of new metrics.  The evaluation of metrics proposed in 
this thesis has been made using the data of an experimental investigation, 
which included inspection data, but did not include testing data.  Since 
testing data is required in order to compute metrics values, the values of 
testing have been calculated using the data collected from inspection.  
However, to enable a more precise evaluation of the new metrics, an 
experiment including both inspection and testing should be conducted. 

(3) Extension of new metrics.  In new metrics, we did not distinguish between 
inspection of different software artifacts such as requirements specifications, 
design, code, etc.  Therefore, it is essential to collect data from inspection of 
different artifacts, and to investigate how it influences the overall 
cost-effectiveness of inspection.  Furthermore, in this thesis we assumed 
that no defects remain in software after testing.  However, in practice this not 
always occurs.  Therefore, it is important to collect data about defects 
remaining after testing, and to apply it in order to extend the proposed 
metrics. 
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Appendix Title 
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 Figure A1 CBR checklist 
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B  Data collected from Experiment 1 

 Table B1 Individual inspector data collected from Experiment 1 

C  Team defect registration form used in Experiment 2 

 Figure C1 Team defect registration form 

D  Data collected from Experiment 2 
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 Table E7 Results of comparison of metric values between CBR and PBR teams for preparation 
stage of inspection 
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APPENDIX A: CBR CHECKLIST, PBR SCENARIOS AND INDIVIDUAL 
DEFECT REGISTRATION FORM USED IN EXPERIMENT 1 

 

CHECKLIST 

Locate the following diagrams: Class Diagrams, Activity Diagrams, Sequence Diagrams and Component 
Diagrams.  Answer the questions related to corresponding diagrams.  When you detect a defect, mark it on the 
diagram and fill the necessary information in the Defect registration form.  If you have any comments, write 
them in Comment form. 

Class Diagrams  

1. Aren’t there any inconsistencies between Class Diagrams and Requirements 
Specification? 

 yes   no 

2. Are all the necessary Classes and Associations defined?  yes   no 
3. Are there no redundant elements in Class Diagrams?  yes   no 
4. Is the multiplicity of all Associations defined?  yes   no 
5. Do Class Diagrams have enough information for software code development?  yes   no 

Activity Diagrams   

6. Aren’t there any inconsistencies between Activity Diagrams and Requirements 
Specification? 

 yes   no 

7. Are all the necessary States and Transitions defined?  yes   no 
8. Is the order of the States correct?  yes   no 
9. Are there no redundant elements in Activity Diagrams?  yes   no 

Sequence Diagrams  

10. Aren’t there any inconsistencies between Sequence Diagrams, Class Diagrams and 
Requirements Specification?  

 yes   no 

11. Are all the necessary Objects and Messages shown?  yes   no 
12. Is every Class from Class Diagrams included in any of Sequence Diagrams and vice 

versa? 
 yes   no 

13. Is every Use Case from Use-Case Diagrams implemented in one of Sequence 
Diagrams? 

 yes   no 

14. Are there no redundant elements in Sequence Diagrams?  yes   no 

Component Diagrams  

15. Aren’t there any inconsistencies between Component Diagrams and other 
diagrams? 

 yes   no 

16. Are all the Classes from Class Diagrams included in one of Components?  yes   no 
17. Are the necessary Software Components and their relationships depicted?  yes   no 
18. Are there no redundant elements in Component Diagrams?  yes   no 
19. Do Component Diagrams implement all use cases of the system from Use-Case 

Diagrams? 
 yes   no 

20. Do Component Diagrams have enough information for implementation?  yes   no 

Figure A1. CBR Checklist. 
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USER’S SCENARIO 

Assume that you are a User of the system.  The concern of the User is to ensure that the specification of the 
system operation at the end of analysis stage is complete, error free and that satisfies user requirements.  It 
means that there must be no inconsistencies between the various analysis models, such as Requirements 
specification, Use-Case, Activity and Sequence diagrams. 
Please perform tasks following Step1 through Step5.  For each step you must locate corresponding 
documents, follow the instructions, perform the necessary tasks and answer the given questions.  Please 
perform the tasks in the Comment form.  In addition, if you have any comments, write them in the Comment 
form as well.  When you detect a defect, mark it on the diagram and fill the necessary information in the 
Defect registration form. 
Step 1 Locate Activity Diagrams 
 Please examine each Activity Diagram carefully and answer the following questions. 
 1.1. Is every State associated with at least one another State? 
 1.2. Is the name of every State defined? 
Step 2 Locate Activity Diagrams and Requirements Specification 
 Activity Diagrams must conform to user requirements, described in Requirements Specification. 

Compare Activity Diagrams to Requirements Specification and answer the following questions. 
 2.1. Do Activity Diagrams conform to system requirements, described in Requirements 

Specification? 
 2.2. Is the order of States and Transitions correct? 
 2.3. Are there no missing of redundant elements in Activity Diagrams? 
Step 3 Locate Sequence Diagrams 
 Sequence Diagrams show interactions between Objects in the system.  Those interactions take 

place in specific sequence at appropriate time.  Check the Sequence Diagrams and answer the 
following questions. 

 3.1. Does every Object have at least one Message sent or received? 
 3.2. Are the names of every Object and every Message defined? 
Step 4 Locate Sequence Diagrams and Requirements Specification 
 Sequence Diagrams must conform to system requirements, defined in Requirements Specification. 

Please make a list of Objects, mentioned in Sequence Diagrams.  After that, answer the following 
questions. 

 4.1. Are all the Objects of Sequence Diagrams related to the problem domain described in 
Requirements Specification? 

 4.2. Aren’t there any inconsistencies between Sequence Diagrams and the Requirements 
Specification? 

Step 5 Locate Sequence Diagrams and Use-Case Diagrams 
 Sequence Diagrams need to satisfy the behavior of the system, described in Use-Case diagrams. 

Please write the names of the Sequence diagrams, which correspond to each of Use Cases, on 
the Use-Case diagram, next to each Use Case.  After that, answer the following questions. 

 5.1. Is every Use Case of Use-Case Diagram implemented in any of Sequence Diagrams? 
 5.2. Are all the important Objects and Messages between Objects shown in Sequence 

Diagrams? 

Figure A2. User’s Scenario. 
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DESIGNER’S SCENARIO 

Assume that you are a Designer of the system.  The concern of the Designer is to define the static structure 
of the system (Class diagrams) as well as to ensure that the required behaviour is achieved in terms of 
interactions between objects (Sequence diagrams).  Please perform tasks following Step1 through Step3. 
For each step you must locate corresponding documents, follow the instructions, perform the necessary tasks 
and answer the given questions.  Please perform the tasks in the Comment form.  In addition, if you have 
any comments, write them in the Comment form as well.  When you detect a defect, mark it on the diagram 
and fill the necessary information in the Defect registration form. 

Step 1 Locate Class Diagrams 
 Examine Class Diagrams and answer the following questions. 
 1.1. Is the name of every Class defined? 
 1.2. Is the multiplicity of all Associations defined? 
Step 2 Locate Class Diagrams, Requirements Specification and Use-Case Diagrams 
 Class Diagram needs to show all the necessary Object Classes, their Attributes, Methods and 

Associations between Classes.  Compare Class Diagrams with Requirements Specification and 
Use-Case Diagrams to make sure that there are no inconsistencies among them.  Make a list of 
Objects mentioned in the Requirements Specification.  After that, answer the following questions. 

 2.1. Are all the listed objects from Requirements Specification represented in Class Diagrams? 
 2.2. Are there no redundant elements in Class diagram? 
 2.3. Are all the important Classes and Associations defined? 
 2.4. Are all the Classes, necessary to perform Use Cases from Use-Case Diagrams, defined in 

Class Diagrams? 
Step 3 Locate Class Diagrams and Sequence Diagrams 
 Sequence Diagrams show interactions between Objects in the system.  Those interactions take 

place in a certain sequence at the appropriate time.  Please make a list of all Objects, included 
into Sequence Diagrams.  Compare the list with Class Diagrams.  Make sure, that all the 
Objects from Sequence Diagrams are defined in Class Diagrams.  Examine the Messages 
between Objects in the Sequence Diagram to make sure that they are defined as Methods or 
Attributes of the corresponding Class in Class Diagrams as well.  Examine the relationships 
between Objects in Sequence Diagrams.  Make sure, that the relationship between two Objects, 
which exists Sequence Diagram, exists between the same Object Classes in Class Diagrams as 
well.  After that, answer the following questions. 

 3.1. Are all the Objects of Sequence Diagrams defined in Class Diagrams? 
 3.2. Are all the Messages between objects in Sequence Diagram defined as Methods or 

Attributes of the corresponding Class in Class Diagrams? 
 3.3. Does the relationship between two Objects, which exists in Sequence Diagram, exists 

between the same Object Classes in Class Diagrams as well? 
 3.4. Are there no redundant or missing elements in Sequence diagrams? 

Figure A3. Designer’s Scenario. 
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IMPLEMENTER’S SCENARIO 

Assume that you are an Implementer of the system.  The concern of the Implementer is to ensure that the 
system design is consistent, complete and ready for transferring from design into code.  Implementation 
needs have to be completely satisfied in Class, Sequence and Component diagrams.  Please perform tasks 
following Step1 through Step4.  For each step you must locate corresponding documents, follow the 
instructions, perform the necessary tasks and answer the given questions.  Please perform the tasks in the 
Comment form.  In addition, if you have any comments, write them in the Comment form as well.  When 
you detect a defect, mark it on the diagram and fill the necessary information in the Defect registration form. 

Step 1 Locate Class Diagrams, Use Case Diagrams and Requirements Specification 
 Examine Class diagram in order to determine if it reflects user requirements from Requirements 

Specification, and if it is sufficient to perform Use Cases from Use-Case diagram.  Please write 
the names of the Object Classes from Class Diagrams, which correspond to each of Use Cases, 
on the Use-Case diagram, next to each Use Case.  Please check if the Classes written next to 
each Use Case have associations among them in Class Diagrams.  After that, answer the 
following questions. 

 1.1. Are all the Classes, necessary to realize the functions of Use Cases, defined in Class 
Diagrams? 

 1.2. Do all the necessary Associations between Classes exist? 
 1.3. Is the multiplicity of all Associations defined? 
 1.4. Do Class diagrams have enough information for software code development? 
Step 2 Locate Component Diagrams and Class Diagrams 
 Component Diagrams show the relationships between software components in the system.  Each 

Component can implement one of more Object Classes.  Please examine the Component 
diagrams, and for each Component make a list of Classes from Class Diagram, which should be 
implementer by that Component.  After that, answer the following questions. 

 2.1. Are all the Classes from Class Diagrams included into one of software Components from 
Component Diagrams? 

 2.2. Are all the necessary Components defined? 
 2.3. Are all the necessary relationships between Components defined? 
 2.4. Are there no redundant Components or relationships? 
Step 3 Locate Component Diagrams and Use-Case Diagrams 
 Compare Component Diagrams and Use-Case diagrams in order to detect any inconsistencies 

between them and answer the following questions. 
 3.1. Are Component Diagrams sufficient to perform all the Use Cases from Use-Case diagrams? 
 3.2. Are Component Diagrams complete and ready to proceed with code development? 
Step 4 Locate Class Diagrams and Sequence Diagrams 
 Compare Class Diagrams and Sequence Diagrams in order to detect any inconsistencies between 

them and answer the following questions. 
 4.1. Are there no inconsistencies between Class Diagrams and Sequence Diagrams? 
 4.2. Are all the necessary interactions between Objects defined in the Sequence Diagrams? 
 4.3. Are the Class and Sequence Diagrams complete and ready to proceed with code 

development? 

Figure A4. Implementer’s Scenario. 
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Student: Inspection start time: 

 

UML diagram Checklist/Scenario item Detection 

time 

Defect 

No 

Activity Class Sequence Component   

1       

2       

3       

…       

30       

 

     Inspection end time: 

1. Did you follow the instructions of Checklist/Scenario? 

2. How many percent of defects do you think you have found? 

Figure A5. Individual defect registration form. 
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APPENDIX B: DATA COLLECTED FROM EXPERIMENT 1 

 
Table B1. Individual inspector data collected from Experiment 1 

System 
H(Hospital)/ 
S(Seminar) 

Subject 
No 

Method 
CBR/PBR 

Detected 
defects 

Inspection time 
(min) PBR perspective False positives 

1 H CBR  11 10 61 
2 H CBR  10 8 73 
3 H CBR  12 4 67 
4 H CBR  10 9 61 
5 H CBR  8 6 60 
6 H CBR  11 10 92 
7 H CBR  8 14 67 
8 H CBR  11 4 94 
9 H CBR  12 5 66 
10 H CBR  12 7 60 

11 H PBR U 3 8 53 
12 H PBR U 6 3 61 
13 H PBR U 5 1 70 
14 H PBR U 3 2 29 
15 H PBR U 5 1 25 
16 H PBR U 4 3 55 
17 H PBR U 5 2 45 

18 H PBR D 4 7 70 
19 H PBR D 4 3 30 
20 H PBR D 5 5 73 
21 H PBR D 3 3 50 
22 H PBR D 4 3 60 
23 H PBR D 3 3 72 

24 H PBR I 6 5 65 
25 H PBR I 7 6 77 
26 H PBR I 5 0 60 
27 H PBR I 6 7 76 
28 H PBR I 7 5 56 
29 H PBR I 7 5 44 

30 S CBR  8 7 71 
31 S CBR  13 3 67 
32 S CBR  13 6 78 
33 S CBR  10 5 69 
34 S CBR  13 8 62 
35 S CBR  9 7 78 
36 S CBR  9 6 79 
37 S CBR  10 6 70 
38 S CBR  8 3 80 
39 S CBR  12 9 77 
40 S CBR  11 7 90 
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41 S PBR U 6 10 67 
42 S PBR U 3 4 46 
43 S PBR U 4 4 50 
44 S PBR U 5 1 50 
45 S PBR U 6 9 50 
46 S PBR U 4 10 70 
47 S PBR U 3 8 90 

48 S PBR D 5 9 60 
49 S PBR D 5 7 51 
50 S PBR D 5 6 59 
51 S PBR D 4 6 80 
52 S PBR D 6 1 68 
53 S PBR D 5 7 75 

54 S PBR I 6 10 81 
55 S PBR I 7 12 83 
56 S PBR I 9 14 83 
57 S PBR I 5 2 78 
58 S PBR I 7 3 40 
59 S PBR I 5 7 95 
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APPENDIX C: TEAM DEFECT REGISTRATION FORM USED IN 
EXPERIMENT 2 

 
Inspection meeting start time: 

 

Student 1: 

Student 2: 

Student 3:  

 

UML diagram Student who detected defect during 

preparation 

Defect No 

Activity Class Sequence Component Student 1 Student 2 Student 3 

1        

2        

3        

…        

30        

 

     Inspection meeting end time: 

Figure C1. Team defect registration form. 
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APPENDIX D: DATA COLLECTED FROM EXPERIMENT 2 

 
Table D1. Individual inspector data collected from Experiment 2 

Subject System Method PBR Detected Major Minor False  Time 
No H/S CBR/PBR perspective defects defects defects positives spent (min) 

1 H CBR  7 2 5 5 60 
2 H CBR  8 3 5 2 50 
3 H CBR  5 2 3 6 57 
4 H CBR  8 2 6 6 55 
5 H CBR  7 5 2 5 60 
6 H CBR  6 3 3 6 60 
7 H CBR  8 4 4 2 47 
8 H CBR  3 2 1 2 57 
9 H CBR  9 3 6 5 59 
10 H CBR  6 3 3 6 60 
11 H CBR  5 1 4 6 60 
12 H CBR  7 3 4 7 53 

13 H PBR U 4 2 2 5 55 
14 H PBR U 5 2 3 3 47 
15 H PBR U 3 1 2 1 46 
16 H PBR U 7 3 4 1 60 
17 H PBR U 6 3 3 1 56 

18 H PBR D 2 1 1 3 57 
19 H PBR D 3 1 2 4 57 
20 H PBR D 3 2 1 3 47 
21 H PBR D 3 1 2 6 56 
22 H PBR D 2 0 2 5 48 

23 H PBR I 5 4 1 2 56 
24 H PBR I 3 2 1 5 58 
25 H PBR I 6 4 2 2 59 
26 H PBR I 5 3 2 3 53 
27 H PBR I 3 2 1 5 58 

28 S CBR  3 1 2 5 50 
29 S CBR  7 4 3 3 60 
30 S CBR  6 3 3 7 60 
31 S CBR  4 2 2 3 56 
32 S CBR  6 2 4 9 60 
33 S CBR  6 2 4 4 60 
34 S CBR  6 3 3 5 51 
35 S CBR  3 2 1 6 60 
36 S CBR  6 3 3 3 54 
37 S CBR  10 5 5 9 50 
38 S CBR  7 2 5 4 60 
39 S CBR  8 3 5 8 60 
40 S CBR  3 0 3 1 55 
41 S CBR  5 3 2 4 60 
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42 S CBR   4 1 3 7 60 

43 S PBR U 2 0 2 1 56 
44 S PBR U 7 3 4 6 56 
45 S PBR U 4 1 3 3 55 
46 S PBR U 5 2 3 3 56 

47 S PBR D 4 2 2 4 57 
48 S PBR D 5 2 3 2 53 
49 S PBR D 4 2 2 4 56 
50 S PBR D 2 1 1 3 56 

51 S PBR I 5 3 2 4 50 
52 S PBR I 2 2 0 3 56 
53 S PBR I 3 2 1 4 59 
54 S PBR I 3 1 2 2 56 
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able D2. Inspection meeting data collected from Experiment 2 

Team 
No. 

System 
H/S Method Detect. 

defects 
Major 
defects 

Minor 
defects 

New 
defects 
found 

New 
major 
defects 

New 
minor 
defects 

Defects 
lost 

Lost 
major 
defects 

Lost 
minor 
defects 

False 
positives 

New 
false 
positives 

Eliminated 
false 
positives 

Team meeting 
time (min) 

T1 H CBR 9 2 7 0 0 0 1 1 0 7 1 4 66 
T2 H CBR 7 2 5 1 0 1 4 3 1 6 0 8 75 
T3 H CBR 9 3 6 0 0 0 3 2 1 5 1 3 81 
T4 H CBR 10 5 5 0 0 0 1 0 1 8 2 10 69 

T5 H PBR 7 4 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 1 7 60 
T6 H PBR 8 5 3 1 1 0 1 0 1 7 2 5 69 
T7 H PBR 8 4 4 0 0 0 2 2 0 3 2 5 30 
T8 H PBR 10 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 3 66 
T9 H PBR 11 6 5 3 2 1 1 0 1 3 0 7 66 

T10 S CBR 6 2 4 0 0 0 4 4 0 4 1 12 105 
T11 S CBR 6 2 4 0 0 0 3 3 0 1 1 14 75 
T12 S CBR 7 4 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 1 9 69 
T13 S CBR 8 3 5 0 0 0 3 2 1 7 0 12 90 
T14 S CBR 7 3 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 4 3 11 90 

T15 S PBR 6 2 4 0 0 0 2 2 0 1 0 7 69 
T16 S PBR 6 3 3 0 0 0 3 1 2 3 0 6 69 
T17 S PBR 7 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 9 60 
T18 S PBR 6 3 3 0 0 0 2 0 2 6 1 3 60 
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APPENDIX E: DATA USED FOR METRICS EVALUATION AND 
EVALUATION RESULTS 

 

Table E1. Data of preparation stage of inspection 

Number of defects detected by 
inspectors 

Number of undetected defects 
after preparation 

Team Method 

Total 
D_Tot 

Major 
defects 
D_Maj 

Minor 
defects 
D_Min 

Number 
of false 
positives 
FP 

Total 
UD_Tot 

Major 
defects 
UD_Maj 

Minor 
defects 
UD_Min 

Preparation 
cost 
Cr (min) 

T1 CBR 10 3 7 10 4 3 1 227 
T2 CBR 10 5 5 14 4 1 3 235 
T3 CBR 12 5 7 7 2 1 1 223 
T4 CBR 11 5 6 16 3 1 2 233 
T5 PBR 8 5 3 9 6 1 5 228 
T6 PBR 9 5 4 10 5 1 4 222 
T7 PBR 10 6 4 6 4 0 4 212 
T8 PBR 10 5 5 7 4 1 3 229 
T9 PBR 9 4 5 10 5 2 3 222 
T10 CBR 10 6 4 15 3 0 3 230 
T11 CBR 9 5 4 14 4 1 3 236 
T12 CBR 8 5 3 11 5 1 4 225 
T13 CBR 11 5 6 19 2 1 1 230 
T14 CBR 8 4 4 12 5 2 3 235 
T15 PBR 8 4 4 8 5 2 3 223 
T16 PBR 9 4 5 9 4 2 2 225 
T17 PBR 7 3 4 11 6 3 3 230 
T18 PBR 8 3 5 8 5 3 2 228 
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Table E2. Data necessary for preparation stage metrics calculation 

CtFP Team Method CrDEF CrFP (Ct CtDEF 

Case 0 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 

T1 CBR 113.500  113.500  1860 1500 0 300 600 2400 4800 
T2 CBR 97.917  137.083 2700 660 0 420 840 3360 6720 
T3 CBR 140.842 82.158  2820 540 0 210 420 1680 3360 
T4 CBR 94.926  138.074 2760 600 0 480 960 3840 7680 
T5 PBR 107.294 120.706 2580 780 0 270 540 2160 4320 
T6 PBR 105.158 116.842  2640 720 0 300 600 2400 4800 
T7 PBR 132.500 79.500  3120 240 0 180 360 1440 2880 
T8 PBR 134.706 94.294  2700 660 0 210 420 1680 3360 
T9 PBR 105.158 116.842 2220 1140 0 300 600 2400 4800 
T10 CBR 92.000  138.000 3120 180 0 450 900 3600 7200 
T11 CBR 92.348  143.652 2640 660 0 420 840 3360 6720 
T12 CBR 94.737  130.263 2580 720 0 330 660 2640 5280 
T13 CBR 84.333  145.667 2760 540 0 570 1140 4560 9120 
T14 CBR 94.000  141.000 2160 1140 0 360 720 2880 5760 
T15 PBR 111.500 111.500 2160 1140 0 240 480 1920 3840 
T16 PBR 112.500 112.500 2220 1080 0 270 540 2160 4320 
T17 PBR 89.444  140.556 1680 1620 0 330 660 2640 5280 
T18 PBR 114.000 114.000 1740 1560 0 240 480 1920 3840 
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Table E3. Data of preparation and inspection meeting stages 

Number of defects 
detected by a team 

 Number of additional 
defects detected during 
team meeting 

 Number of defects lost 
during meeting 

 Number of undetected 
defects after inspection 
meeting (excluding 
defects lost during 
meeting) 

 Number of false 
positives (FP) 

Team Method 

Total 
TD_Tot 

Major 
defects 
TD_Maj 

Minor 
defects 
TD_Min 

Total 
AD_Tot 

Major 
defects 
AD_Maj 

Minor 
defects 
AD_Min 

Total 
LD_Tot 

Major 
defects 
LD_Maj 

Minor 
defects 
LD_Min 

Total 
TL_Tot 

Major 
defects 
TL_Maj 

Minor 
defects 
TL_Min 

Total 
TFP 

New 
AFP 

Number of 
FP 
eliminated 
during 
team 
meeting 
EFP 

Time 
spent on 
team 
meeting 
Cm 
(min) 

T1 CBR 9 2 7 0 0 0 1 1 0 4 3 1 7 1 4 66 
T2 CBR 7 2 5 1 0 1 4 3 1 3 1 2 6 0 8 75 
T3 CBR 9 3 6 0 0 0 3 2 1 2 1 1 5 1 3 81 
T4 CBR 10 5 5 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 1 2 8 2 10 69 
T5 PBR 7 4 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 6 1 5 3 1 7 60 
T6 PBR 8 5 3 1 1 0 2 1 1 4 0 4 7 2 5 69 
T7 PBR 8 4 4 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 0 4 3 2 5 30 
T8 PBR 10 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 3 4 0 3 66 
T9 PBR 11 6 5 3 2 1 1 0 1 2 0 2 3 0 7 66 
T10 CBR 6 2 4 0 0 0 4 4 0 3 0 3 4 1 12 105 
T11 CBR 6 2 4 0 0 0 3 3 0 4 1 3 1 1 14 75 
T12 CBR 7 4 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 5 1 4 3 1 9 69 
T13 CBR 8 3 5 0 0 0 3 2 1 2 1 1 7 0 12 90 
T14 CBR 7 3 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 5 2 3 4 3 11 90 
T15 PBR 6 2 4 0 0 0 2 2 0 5 2 3 1 0 7 69 
T16 PBR 6 3 3 0 0 0 3 1 2 4 2 2 3 0 6 69 
T17 PBR 7 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 3 3 1 9 60 
T18 PBR 6 3 3 0 0 0 2 0 2 5 3 2 6 1 3 60 
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Table E4. Data necessary for preparation and inspection meeting stages’ metrics calculation (1) 

Team Method Cr CmDEF CmFP CmADD_DEF CmADD_FP CmLOST_DEF CmELIM_FP Cm CtDEF CtLOST_DEF 

T1 CBR 227 27.000  21.000 0.000  3.000  3.000  12.000  66 1500 480 
T2 CBR 235 20.192  17.308 2.885  0.000  11.538  23.077  75 600 1500 
T3 CBR 223 34.714  19.286 0.000  3.857  11.571  11.571  81 540 1020 
T4 CBR 233 22.258  17.806 0.000  4.452  2.226  22.258  69 600 60 
T5 PBR 228 22.105  9.474  0.000  3.158  3.158  22.105  60 780 480 
T6 PBR 222 22.080  19.320 2.760  5.520  5.520  13.800  69 240 540 
T7 PBR 212 12.000  4.500  0.000  3.000  3.000  7.500  30 240 960 
T8 PBR 229 38.824  15.529 0.000  0.000  0.000  11.647  66 660 0 
T9 PBR 222 29.040  7.920  7.920  0.000  2.640  18.480  66 120 60 
T10 CBR 230 23.333  15.556 0.000  3.889  15.556  46.667  105 180 1920 
T11 CBR 236 18.000  3.000  0.000  3.000  9.000  42.000  75 660 1440 
T12 CBR 225 23.000  9.857  0.000  3.286  3.286  29.571  69 720 480 
T13 CBR 230 24.000  21.000 0.000  0.000  9.000  36.000  90 540 1020 
T14 CBR 235 24.231  13.846 0.000  10.385  3.462  38.077  90 1140 480 
T15 PBR 223 25.875  4.313  0.000  0.000  8.625  30.188  69 1140 960 
T16 PBR 225 23.000  11.500 0.000  0.000  11.500  23.000  69 1080 600 
T17 PBR 230 21.000  9.000  0.000  3.000  0.000  27.000  60 1620 0 
T18 PBR 228 20.000  20.000 0.000  3.333  6.667  10.000  60 1560 120 
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Table E5. Data necessary for preparation and inspection meeting stages’ metrics calculation (2) 

Case 0  Case 1 Team Method ∆CtADD_DEF ∆CtDEF 

CtADD_FP CtFP ∆CtELIM_FP Ct ∆Ct CtADD_FP CtFP ∆CtELIM_FP Ct ∆Ct 

T1 CBR 0 1380 0 0 0 1980 1380 30 180 120 2190 1500 
T2 CBR 60 1200 0 0 0 2100 1260 0 180 240 2280 1500 
T3 CBR 0 1800 0 0 0 1560 1800 30 120 90 1710 1890 
T4 CBR 0 2700 0 0 0 660 2700 60 180 300 900 3000 
T5 PBR 0 2100 0 0 0 1260 2100 30 60 210 1350 2310 
T6 PBR 480 2100 0 0 0 780 2580 60 150 150 990 2730 
T7 PBR 0 2160 0 0 0 1200 2160 60 30 150 1290 2310 
T8 PBR 0 2700 0 0 0 660 2700 0 120 90 780 2790 
T9 PBR 1020 2160 0 0 0 180 3180 0 90 210 270 3390 
T10 CBR 0 1200 0 0 0 2100 1200 30 90 360 2220 1560 
T11 CBR 0 1200 0 0 0 2100 1200 30 0 420 2130 1620 
T12 CBR 0 2100 0 0 0 1200 2100 30 60 270 1290 2370 
T13 CBR 0 1740 0 0 0 1560 1740 0 210 360 1770 2100 
T14 CBR 0 1680 0 0 0 1620 1680 90 30 330 1740 2010 
T15 PBR 0 1200 0 0 0 2100 1200 0 30 210 2130 1410 
T16 PBR 0 1620 0 0 0 1680 1620 0 90 180 1770 1800 
T17 PBR 0 1680 0 0 0 1620 1680 30 60 270 1710 1950 
T18 PBR 0 1620 0 0 0 1680 1620 30 150 90 1860 1710 
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Table E6. Data necessary for preparation and inspection meeting stages’ metrics calculation (3) 

Case 2  Case 3  Case 4 Team Method 

CtADD_FP CtFP ∆CtELIM_FP Ct ∆Ct CtADD_FP CtFP ∆CtELIM_FP Ct ∆Ct CtADD_FP CtFP ∆CtELIM_FP Ct ∆Ct 

T1 CBR 60 360 240 2400 1620 240 1440 960 3660 2340 480 2880 1920 5340 3300 
T2 CBR 0 360 480 2460 1740 0 1440 1920 3540 3180 0 2880 3840 4980 5100 
T3 CBR 60 240 180 1860 1980 240 960 720 2760 2520 480 1920 1440 3960 3240 
T4 CBR 120 360 600 1140 3300 480 1440 2400 2580 5100 960 2880 4800 4500 7500 
T5 PBR 60 120 420 1440 2520 240 480 1680 1980 3780 480 960 3360 2700 5460 
T6 PBR 120 300 300 1200 2880 480 1200 1200 2460 3780 960 2400 2400 4140 4980 
T7  120 60 300 1380 2460 480 240 1200 1920 3360 960 480 2400 2640 4560 
T8 0 240 180 900 2880 0 960 720 1620 3420 0 1920 1440 2580 4140 
T9 PBR 0 180 420 360 3600 0 720 1680 900 4860 0 1440 3360 1620 6540 
T10 CBR 60 180 720 2340 1920 240 720 2880 3060 4080 480 1440 5760 4020 6960 
T11 CBR 60 0 840 2160 2040 240 0 3360 2340 4560 480 0 6720 2580 7920 
T12 CBR 60 120 540 1380 2640 240 480 2160 1920 4260 480 960 4320 2640 6420 
T13 CBR 0 420 720 1980 2460 0 1680 2880 3240 4620 0 3360 5760 4920 7500 
T14 CBR 180 60 660 1860 2340 720 240 2640 2580 4320 1440 480 5280 3540 6960 
T15 PBR 0 60 420 2160 1620 0 240 1680 2340 2880 0 480 3360 2580 4560 
T16 PBR 0 180 360 1860 1980 0 720 1440 2400 3060 0 1440 2880 3120 4500 
T17 PBR 60 120 540 1800 2220 240 480 2160 2340 3840 480 960 4320 3060 6000 
T18 PBR 60 300 180 2040 1800 240 1200 720 3120 2340 480 2400 1440 4560 3060 

PBR
PBR 
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Table E7. Results of comparison of metric values between CBR and PBR teams for preparation stage 
of inspection 

Mean Case of 
evaluation 

Metric System 

CBR PBR 

p-value 

Case 0 Mk, Mg_IDV Hospital 0.69 0.72 0.323 
  Seminar 0.73 0.52 0.007* 
  Both systems 0.71 0.63 0.101 

 Ml_IDV Hospital 0.05 0.04 0.209 
  Seminar 0.05 0.06 0.119 
  Both systems 0.05 0.05 0.5 

Case 1 Mk Hospital 0.62 0.67 0.247 
  Seminar 0.65 0.48 0.011* 
  Both systems 0.64 0.59 0.199 

 Mg_IDV Hospital 0.58 0.65 0.218 
  Seminar 0.60 0.44 0.017* 
  Both systems 0.59 0.56 0.265 

 Ml_IDV Hospital 0.19 0.14 0.083 
  Seminar 0.21 0.20 0.372 
  Both systems 0.20 0.17 0.079 

Case 2 Mk Hospital 0.57 0.63 0.203 
  Seminar 0.58 0.45 0.017* 
  Both systems 0.58 0.55 0.314 

 Mg_IDV Hospital 0.48 0.57 0.155 
  Seminar 0.48 0.38 0.054 
  Both systems 0.48 0.48 0.489 

 Ml_IDV Hospital 0.33 0.24 0.074 
  Seminar 0.38 0.35 0.294 
  Both systems 0.35 0.29 0.055 

Case 3 Mk Hospital 0.38 0.46 0.133 
  Seminar 0.36 0.32 0.128 
  Both systems 0.37 0.40 0.276 

 Mg_IDV Hospital -0.15 0.12 0.073 
  Seminar -0.29 -0.13 0.107 
  Both systems -0.23 0.01 0.021* 

 Ml_IDV Hospital 1.18 0.82 0.066 
  Seminar 1.34 1.19 0.232 
  Both systems 1.27 0.99 0.039* 

Case 4 Mk Hospital 0.27 0.34 0.123 
  Seminar 0.24 0.23 0.328 
  Both systems 0.25 0.29 0.154 

 Mg_IDV Hospital -0.99 -0.48 0.066 
  Seminar -1.33 -0.79 0.027* 
  Both systems -1.18 -0.61 0.005* 

 Ml_IDV Hospital 2.31 1.61 0.064 
  Seminar 2.63 2.33 0.222 
  Both systems 2.49 1.93 0.036* 

* indicates significant results, i.e. p<0.05 
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Table E8. Results of comparison of metric values between CBR and PBR teams for preparation and inspection 
meeting stages of inspection 

Mean Case of 
evaluation 

Metric System 

CBR PBR 

p-value 

Case 0 Mk Hospital 0.44 0.67 0.034* 
  Seminar 0.38 0.38 0.453 
  Both systems 0.41 0.54 0.058 

 Mg_MEET Hospital 0.21 0.61 0.043* 
  Seminar -0.02 0.26 0.164 
  Both systems 0.08 0.46 0.023* 

Case 1 Mk Hospital 0.44 0.67 0.028* 
  Seminar 0.43 0.39 0.290 
  Both systems 0.44 0.55 0.067 

 Mg_MEET Hospital 0.19 0.59 0.034* 
  Seminar 0.1 0.28 0.206 
  Both systems 0.14 0.45 0.021* 

 Ml_MEET Hospital 5.39 2.06 0.115 
  Seminar 3.11 2.48 0.299 
  Both systems 4.13 2.25 0.093 

Case 2 Mk Hospital 0.45 0.66 0.024* 
  Seminar 0.47 0.42 0.165 
  Both systems 0.46 0.55 0.079 

 Mg_MEET Hospital 0.18 0.58 0.027* 
  Seminar 0.18 0.29 0.263 
  Both systems 0.18 0.45 0.021* 

 Ml_MEET Hospital 2.87 1.17 0.115 
  Seminar 1.61 1.29 0.295 
  Both systems 2.17 1.22 0.095 

Case 3 Mk Hospital 0.45 0.63 0.019* 
  Seminar 0.58 0.49 0.035* 
  Both systems 0.52 0.57 0.200 

 Mg_MEET Hospital 0.11 0.50 0.014* 
  Seminar 0.41 0.33 0.254 
  Both systems 0.27 0.43 0.074 

 Ml_MEET Hospital 0.88 0.45 0.149 
  Seminar 0.48 0.41 0.281 
  Both systems 0.66 0.43 0.136 

Case 4 Mk Hospital 0.46 0.62 0.025* 
  Seminar 0.64 0.54 0.059 
  Both systems 0.56 0.58 0.357 

 Mg_MEET Hospital 0.04 0.44 0.019* 
  Seminar 0.50 0.35 0.15 
  Both systems 0.30 0.40 0.22 

 Ml_MEET Hospital 0.54 0.33 0.198 
  Seminar 0.29 0.26 0.324 
  Both systems 0.40 0.30 0.198 

* indicates significant results, i.e. p<0.05 
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GLOSSARY 

The glossary contains some terms and acronyms commonly used in this thesis. 

 

Term or acronym Explanation 

Empirical investigation, 
or Empirical study 

An act or operation for the purpose of discovering something unknown or of 
testing a hypothesis, involving an investigator gathering data and performing 
analysis to determine what the data mean [Basili et al. 1999]. 

Experiment A form of empirical study where the researcher has control over some of the 
conditions in which the study takes place and control over the independent 
variables being studied; an operation carried out under controlled conditions in 
order to test a hypothesis against observation [Basili et al. 1999]. 

Hypothesis An educated guess that there exists a causal relation among constructs of 
theoretical interest. 

Independent variables The variables used to measure the causal construct. 

Dependent variables The variables used to measure the affected constructs. 

Individual inspection, or 
Individual reading 

The preparation stage of inspection where inspectors work independently of 
each other to produce the list of defects each. 

Interacting team (or 
Interacting group) 
inspection 

The inspection meeting stage of inspection where inspectors interact 
face-to-face in a team of three, using the results of their prior individual 
inspection to produce a single list of defect for the team. 

Nominal team (or 
Nominal group) 
inspection 

A nominal team is an artificial team that consists of the same members as an 
interacting team.  However in this case, inspectors do not interact with one 
another.  This is not a separate activity; its measurement is generated from 
individual inspection performance. 

True defect Defect detected during inspection, which requires rework.  A true defect 
causes the program to fail. 

False positive Erroneously identified defect, which is not a true defect and requires no rework. 
The rework of false positives can introduce new defects. 

CBR Checklist-based reading technique, used to guide inspectors during preparation 
stage of inspection.  Provides inspector with a checklist. 

PBR Perspective-based reading technique, used to guide inspectors during 
preparation stage of inspection.  Provides inspector with a scenario. 
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